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EASTER MUSIC 
“Solos in Sheet Form” 
Campbell. Day of Resurrection. 2 Keys— 
High aniLow Voice ........ $0 50 
Coombs. King of Glory. 2 Keys—High and 
Low Voice. 75 Qounod. Easter Eve. 2 Keys—High and Low 
Voice . 50 
Gounod. Easter Eve. With Violin and Organ 
Obligato. 2 Keys—High and Low Voice 65 
Lansing. Lord is Risen. With Violin Obh- 
gato. 2 Keys—High and Low Voice . . 05 
Norri*. Alleluia. 2 Keys—High and Low Voice 60 
Stults, R. M. The Voice Triumphant—High 
Voice. 5U 
Sudds. O Gladsome Day. With Violin and 
Cello Obligato. High Voice. 60 
Goodrich. Awake Thou that Sleepest . . . $° 20 
Goodrich. Sweetly the Birds are Singing ... * * 
Gounod. Blessed is He who Cometh. y? 
King. I am He that Liveth. j “ 
Lyon. Christ is Risen. 
Maker. Now is Christ Risen. 
Martin. As it Began to Dawn. 
Newcomb. Day of Resurrection . 
Nichol. Now is Christ Risen. ‘ “ 
Norris. As it Began to Dawn. f ” 
Rathbun, F. G. Christ Our Passover . . 15 
Schnecker. How Calm and Beautiful the Morn 
Schackley. Christ Our Passover . . . J5 
Simper, Caleb. Hallelujah 1 Christ is Risen . 12 
Smallwood. Thanks be to .God . if 
Sudds. This is the Day.• • • ■ V® 
Trowbridge, J. E. Hallelujah! Christ is Risen 18 
Trowbridge. Why Seek Ye the Living ? J5 
Watson. Give Thanks unto the Lord ... 15 
Wodell. Sing, Gladly Sing. 12 
Carols in Octavo Form 
Anthems in Octavo Form 
Alleh. Now is Christ Risen . . . .'. ® 
Attwater. He is Risen  * 
Chappie. Christ Our Passover ..... * 
Danks. Christ the Lord is Risen To-day . . . U 
Darnton. Christ Our Passover. • 
Denee. Alleluia, Christ is Risen . . . ... i 
Giorza. Regina Cceli, No. 2 (Christ is Risen) 
(Latin and English Words). k_, , . . 
In addition to the above list of our own publications we have a large and complete stock of 
Easter Music for the Sunday School and Choir. Solos, Duets, Quartets, Anthems, Carols, 
Services, and Cantatas. _____• 
111 sent on Selection at our usual Liberal Discounts 
THEODORE PRESSEFL 
Music Publisher, Hester, Importer_PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
« , . At the Smallest Price 
Melodious Anthem, omoderate Anthem Repertoire Possible 
e"8 "a Collection of b- ght and singable Anthems ot moderate difficulty for Quartet or Chorus 
™,k eonUiin 64 p«e. ot &'gJ-gPXS" 
mid'a^tlre sam^pHce?St25c'''postpaW^er s°inlle copy; $1.80 per dozen. Transportation is additional 
,t^p^gSER) 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia_ 
A Decided Novelty 
for Piano Players!! 
Of more than passing interest to 
TEACHERS, SCHOOLS 
and CONVENTS 
An Album of Music for Two 
Pianos—Eight Hands 
An Album of Music for Two 
Pianos—Four Hands 
PRICE OF EACH SERIES d» | A A 
COMPLETE tPl 
For less than the price of a single composi¬ 
tion in sheet form, the publishers here present two 
series of concerted piano-music in book form that are 
remarkable in every particular. 
The musical contents of each series are particu¬ 
larly attractive and of sufficient variety to potently 
appeal to the tastes of audiences usual at recitals, 
concerts and entertainments, while the composers 
represented are of the standard class, and include 
Boccherini, Bohm, Czibulka, Eilenberg, Froelich, 
Grieg, Herold, Hesselberg, Johns, Jungmann, Mosz- 
kowski, Suppe, et al. 
The first and second piano book are each sub¬ 
stantially bound in card covers, and both books 
incased in a full levant card cover-making a com¬ 
plete and perfect series. 
Each series complete (all parts), one dollar. 
FOUR--HAND COLLECTION 
FOR. ORGAN OR PIANO Modern DaHCC 
Album The Juvenile Duet Players A COLLECTION OF DANCE MUSIC OF MEDIUM DIFFI¬ 
CULTY FOR THE PIANO 
Price, 50 Cents 
.✓HIS book has been made to fill a demand 
for a collection of good dances more 
difficult than those contained in “ The 
First Dance Album.” 
Every piece is a gem—the choice of our whole 
catalogue between the grades of 2 and 4. 
The book has been expressly designed to meet 
the demands of the modern ball-room, being rich 
in captivating waltzes and dashing two-steps, as 
well as a number of various other dances._ 
AN INTRODUCTION TO 
FOUR-HAND PLAYING AND 
SIGHT READING Childhood Days 
ddipf 1 nn 
PRICE, 50 CENTS 
* * * 
COLLECTION of piano duets suitable for the 
SOT Cabinet Organ or Piano in the earlier grades. 
Iffl&SI It consists of many of the most popular numbers 
selected from our catalogue and arranged in effec¬ 
tive manner. This volume has been prepared in deference 
to a very general demand for easy four-hand pieces that 
could be played on the CABINET ORGAN. 
Both the primo and secondo parts will be found to be 
about of equal grade. ... 
In many ways this volume is quite unique. 1 he con¬ 
tents have been made up from the best-selling solos in our 
catalogue, the arrangements are sparkling, and while within 
the compass of the organ, are just as well suited for the 
piano. , 
The value of duet playing, even in the earlier grades, 
cannot be overestimated. 
INSTRUCTIVE AND 
MELODIOUS PIANO DUETS 
FOR TEACHER AND PUPIL 
The Capital Collection 
TWO-PART SONGS 
FOR SCHOOL, HOME and SOCIAL 
GATHERINGS 
With verse by such writers as Longfellow, William 
Tyler Olcott, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Christina Rossetti, 
Margaret E. Lacey, and other fugitive lyric gems by 
some humbler poets, set to music by C. B. Hawley, 
Eduardo Marzo, William G. Hammond, Julian Ed¬ 
wards, Xaver Scharwenka, Andrew Boex, Heinrich 
Pfeil, Walter Maynard, Theo. Maxzials and Franz Abt. 
The book has been on the market but a short 
time and the sales are large—proving the publisher’s 
judgment and knowledge of what was needed and 
fulfilling the critics’ prediction for success. 
The book is artistically and substantially bound 
and sells for 
PRICE, $1.00 50c 
pupil's^rogressha 
.posed. Compiled *„d A^ed SSTS^SST 
Kcondor'E^^ctowiU'recognSefhe value of' &om the beginning, to reading 
I 
THEODORE PRESSER. 1712 Chestnut Street. Phila.. Pa. Cincinnati Chicago New York London leipsic 
John Church Company 
STRICH & ZEIDLER 
Manufacturers vf Art U tic Grand and \/aright TianoJ 
I A IVI *** are noted for Purity, Power, and Resonance of Tone; Respon- 
I |\| O siveness of Touch, Unsurpassed Construction, Workmanship, 
and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases. 
134th Street and Brook Avenue, NEW YORK 
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Organists and Choir Masters 
SACRED MUSIC 
BY WILLIAM H. GRIGGS 
The compositions by 
this sterling composer 
are favorites with every 
organist and choir mas¬ 
ter using them. 
If you are not familiar 
with them you should 
immediately examine the 
following; 
ANTHEMS (Octavo) 
AT EASTER DAWN (Carol) . ...... $ .08 
COME UNTO ME YE WEARY.12 
HEAR WHAT GOD, THE LORD, HATH 
SPOKEN.10 
HE LEADETH ME (Hymn-Anthem) .... 
I NEED THEE EVERY HOUR. 
THE NINETY AND NINE (Hymn-Anthem) .12 
THOU GRACE DIVINE (Hymn-Anthem) . .12 
SACRED SONG 
O JESUS, THOU ART STANDING .... 
High voice in C. Range d to g. 
Low voice in A. Range b to E. 
Send for a copy of “Choir Leaders’ Guide,”_ 
taining Thematic Extracts from new anthems for mixed, 
male and ladies’ voices, with explanations regar ” 
solos, duets, etc., in each anthem. Sent FREE 
discounts to Organists and Choir Masters. 1.11 n-a— mi—a .Q any part ol the country. Mail Orders fi 
Piano Teachers 
TWO WAYS TO USE A TEACHING PIECE 
This is a strange statement but it is explained thus: 
Words have been added to these pieces to engage 
the attention of little players, and so, after they have 
learned to play them they can also sing them. To 
those who do not sing, the words will ensure interest 
through their descriptiveness. 
LITTLE SONGS AND LITTLE STORIES 
By ADAM OEIBEL 
(KITTY’S MUSIC BOX. F. 
(THE LITTLE GREEN HOUSE. C. 
f THE BRAVE SOLDIER. C 
l THE SUN’S TRICK. F. 
f THE KETTLE SPRITE. F. 
TTHE WHISTLE STAYS INSIDE. C. 
f GO TO SLEEP. C. 
I SPIN, SPIN, SPIN. C. 
Price, 30 cents each 
above, will send 
Four and Six Hand Music 
FOR PUPILS’ RECITALS, ETC. 
FOUR HANDS 
First Grade 
BABY’S LULLABY. C. Bugbee.$0.30 
Second Grade 
DRESS PARADE MARCH. C. Keller . . «0 
ROSEMONDE GAVOTTE. C. Macy . . '40 
Third Grade • • • 
DARKIES’ MOONLIGHT DANCE. Am. and 
m. Ooerdeler  go 
SCARF DANCE. Ab. Chaminade 50 
YELLOW JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johanning .60 
SIX HANDS 
Second Grade 
BEWITCHING FAIRY, Polka. C. Keller 75 
RESTLESS GALOP. F. Meacham  '.60 
Third Grade 
MARCH OF THE GNOMES. G. Behr «0 
DANCE OF THE COSSACKS. Potter . . . \ «0 
YELLOW JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johanning ,75 
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MUSIC 
From Norway, Opus 362 .C. Koelling 1 
Soldiers’ Chorus and Spinning Song from “ The 
Flying Dutchman” (four hands) . B. Wagner 4 
Forest Sprites, Opus 50, No. 2 . . F. A. Williams 8 
Gavotte Pastorale.A. Arensky 10 
Nachtstuck Opus 23, No. 1 .... B. Schumann 12 
The Little Corporal.F. G. Bathbun 16 
March of the Flower Girls.P. Wachs 18 
A Lullaby . ..C. Demarest 21 
A Prayer of Love.Wm. H. Pontius 22 
Counterparts.W. J. Baltzell 24 
SPECIAL FOR APRIL 
Six pleasing pieces for Piano, especially adapted 
for teaching in the intermediate grades 
THE BUTTERFLY, 
JOYFULNESS. 
TOMMY ATKINS MARCH, . . 
GAVOTTE-SPRINGTIME, . . . DREAM OF ANGEL. . 
CARNATION. Egghari 
-named compositior 
WALTER S. SPRANKLE, Publisher. 
9 E. Eleventh Street - . INDIANAPOLIS, IND 
EVERY PUPIL should have a concise and handy 
MUSICAL DICTIONARY. Send for “MUSICAL TERMS 
DEFINED,” by B. M. Davison. Sample Copy, 15c. 
GRADBD THEMATIC LIST of ninety teaching oiecea 
sent free upon application. K V 
White=Smith Music Publishing Co. 
BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO 
62-64 Stanhope St. 6 East 17th St. 259 Wabash Ave. 
TWO NEW BOOKS 
OF INTEREST TO EARNEST PIANO TEACHERS 
MODERN METHOD OF 
TECHNICAL EXERCISES 
FOR THE EQUALIZATION OF THE FINGERS 
Including the Study of Transposition, Phrasing, Rhvthm and 
Artistic Expression for daily practice for pupilfof alfgrades. 
(Author >f “ Grimm’s Prac__— 
Simple Method of Modern Har; 
PRICE, $1.00 
SONG STORIES FOR the PIANO 
By CARRIE A. ALCHIN 
The Most Unique and Attractive Work 
A novel schemeV*r ^rit*en for Hesinners 
setting. The work has'been prepared by a successful teacher 
a ?2.ys. IS dose sympathy with child life, and apprei 
mates the fact that the quality of a child’s work and he progress 
are in proportion to his interest. There are thousands of teachers 
who will wish to investigate Miss Alehin’s work, and we Drooose 
that every teacher in the land shall have the opportunity P P 
THE PRICE OF THE BOOK IS 60 CENTS 
Usual discount to Teachers and Dealers. 
The Geo. B. Jennings Co.,Cincinnati, o. 
Raster Suggestions 
Many churches will be in need of good Easter music, 
tention is called to the new song: by Foerster and anthem 
by Harris Space forbids a more complete list, but cata¬ 
logues will be sent to persons interested upon request, and 
the music will be sent for examination to responsible parties. 
220 Wabash Avenue, Chicago 
J. FISCHER &BR0. 
7 and 11, Bible House, • New York 
Music for Schools 
Unison and Two-Part Songs 
Rhys-Herbert W. Springtime Song (Unison) . 
Playtime Land (Unison; .... 
“ School Festival Song (Two-part) . 
” Naughty Raindrops (Two-part) . . 
The Vesper Hour (Two-part) . . 
Graduates’ Farewell (Two-part) . . 
Invitation to the Dance (Two-part) 
Miscellaneous 
The Chorni's of Humorous Choruses, Action Songs, Musical Drills, Tableaux 
fv,r°nSRl¥? or C?ncert Purposes. Compiled by G. Burton. Three volumes; each, net 75c A<* 
for the popularity of this collection we mention that 
many thousand copies of the three volumes are now in 
Uf( in schools of all grades throughout the United 
usS,Jhe W°rk recommends ““if on account of its 
German Sacred Choruses 
tmt^xcdlMiUist dandTwiU J°dd h"d se.rviceable choruses jpon application. ’ matic pages of same fre 
Quartet Arrangements 
of Favorite Songs 
for Male. Female and Mixed Voices by 
W. RHYS-HERBERT 
published only in the Fischer's Edition. Specimen 
Send for our Complete Catalogue and Thematic 
Pages of Organ and School Music 
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SCRIBNER’S LATEST BOOKS 
THE MUSIC STORY SERIES. New Volume 
iHE STORY OF THE ViOLIN, by Paul Stocking, Professor of the Violin at the Guildhall School of Music 
in London, with many illustrations and examples. Square I2mo. $1.25 net. 
PREVIOUS VOLUMES OF THE SERIES 
The Story of Chamber Music by M. Kilburn 
Illustrated, ramo. $1.25 net. 
> The Story of the Organ by C. F. Abdy- Williams 
Tiiiic*rate(j. i2mo. $1.25 net 
post-paid on receipt of price, or to be had from any book-seller or music dealer on application, 
w and old Musical Books forwarded on request. 
CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS 
Nos. 153-157 Fifth Avenue New YorK 
The Story of Notation 
by A. W. Patterson 
tamo. $1.25 net. 
by C. F. Abdy-Williams 
EVERY ORGANIST Professional or Amateur 
should have “MOLINEUX’ ORGAN FOLIO.” Each of the three volumes contains 62 pages, Marches, 
Voluntaries, etc. Per volume, 60 cents. Introductory Price, until further notice, 35 cents each or 
the three for $1.00. Also “ THE ORGAN.” Published every two months, contains in each num¬ 
ber an average of 13 pieces of Good Organ Music, Easy to Play. Single copies, 25 cents; one 
year, $1.00. Year Books from 1890 to 1904; Vols. No. 1 to ffe. Bound in heavy paper covers, 
$1.25 each. Send 20 cents, special price, for the EASTER NUMBER or 50 cents for 
Easter Number and one volume of “Organ Folio.” 
“THE ORGAN*’ also sold on installments, as follows: 
Fifteen Years of Organ Music 
1904 Completes the Fifteenth Year of “THE 0R3AN” 
15 0 ”l(th Avenue . New York 
Please send me the 15 volumes of 
“THE ORGAN’’ 
for which I agree to pay $3.00 down 
and $2.00 a month for the next six 
The entire work is published ;in IS volumes or Year Books, substantially 
bound. Each volume contains 141 pages of OROAN MUSIC—Maeches, Vol- 
untakies, Preludes, Postludes, etc., etc. 
EVERY ORGANIST—Professional or Amateur—should he the possessor of 
this comprehensive work. Special features in the latest volume are “ Lerman’s 
Molulatlng Cycle’ —a system of modulating from any key to any other key— 
and "Short and Simple Interludes,” adaptable to any kind of measure, in 
major and minor keys. Many of the well-known hymn tunes, attractively 
arranged, appear throughout. 
2160 Pages Iu the entire set will furnish you Recreation for a Life-time. 
The price of each volume is $1.25. 
TO MAKE IT ACCESSIBLE to you we will reduca the price to $1.00 a 
a volume, or $15.00 for the entire set, and will make the terms as fjlows • We 
will sml you the set of 15 VOLUMES, evpressage prepaid, upon the payment 
of $3.00 down and your agreement to pay $2.00 a month for the next six months 
Molineux’ Six=Hand Collection 
St part, so difficult or intricat 
(Three Performers on One Piano). By J. W. LERMAN 
fcm), and that little is, for the 1A ™»TV1afo r\F cnfflnlonf -* - d we]l 
>mpass of a few simplenotes or chords, and e the Primo (treble) part 
them higher or lower as js necessary. 
For novelty, brilliancy and ease, this set of 
Price of Book, SO Cents 
ledger line notes are’written on the staff, with direetions'to piay 
and pieces is truly “ MULTUM IN PARVO.” 
A(\ All the pieces in this Book are also TO TEACHERS, FOR 40 CdltS publ'is 
GEO. MOLINEUX, 148=150 Fifth Avenue, New York 
STEP BY STEP A TEXT-BOOK IN PIANO PLAYING A HAND-BOOK FOR TEACHERS 
BY A. K. VIRGIL 
THE TEACHER’S WORK MADE CLEAR, THE PUPIL’S CERTAIN, THROUGH THE 
APPLICATION OF CONSISTENT AND LOGICAL EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES. 
Issued in two umo volumes of 400 pages each. Price, $2.00 per vol.; to Teachers, $1.60. 
Vol. I out Nov. 1,1904; Vol. II will be out April 15, 1905. 
Address A. K. VIRGIL, 11 West Twenty-Second St., New York 
For sale also by THEO. PRESSER and book and music dealers generally 
WALLA-HALLA 'Sessaieapcil for Sheet Music. , ESd Instruction1 Book^lar Sheet - 
T"EstEe°nthJ^E1,G^F-^-^v. 
GREAT SPECIAL OFFER 
FIVE VOLUMES 
80 COMPLETE PIECES 
ALL FOR 
$1.00 POSTPAID 
Heins Album 11 Pieces 
Heins is celebrated for melodious themes, and for their bril¬ 
liant and showy treatment. He possesses striking originality 
and successfully handles all varieties of subjects and styles- 
grave or gay, brilliant or sedate. On account of their brilliancy 
and because they lay well under the hand, many of his works 
are favorite as solos for commencements and public entertain¬ 
ments. The s'lections contained in this Album include many 
of the best examples of the author’s art, and they have been 
chosen with a view of furnishing pleasing contrasts. 
Ganschal’s Album Pie«s 
In the compilation of this Album, the editor has ex rcised 
extreme care and splendid judgment. Among others, attention 
is directed to the gTace note studies, studies of arpeggios, studies 
of octaves—broken or otherwise—etc. And there is a similar 
generous variety of style, a graceful gavotte being close neighbor 
to a barcarolle, a polka rondo to a descriptive or imitative sketch 
Altogether it is a splend.d collection, one that cannot fail to 
please students as well as those in search of pleasing music for 
recreation and amusement. 
MINIATURE 
pictures 24 Pieces 
It is the aim of this excellent collection to form a correct 
taste, as well as to improve the technic of pupils. When one 
with the reputa’ion and ability of Hugo Reinhold brings the 
wealth of his knowledge and experience to the accomplishment 
of such an object, success is assured. In the great diversity of 
subjects, almost every style is Included, and exery variety of 
touch is employed. All are presented in graceful and pleasing 
fforms and each is treated in a comprehensive manner by exam¬ 
ples whose length is never wearisome. The value of this latter 
trait will be thoroughly appreciated by all teachers of experience 
Reinhold 
Behr Album 
_ 23 Pieces 
Behr is a charming writer, and a veritable “good fairy” to 
young piano students. In dainty ideas and conceptions, and in 
deft and neat methods of presenting them, he has few equals. 
He seems to have made a special study of methods designed to 
please, interest and advance young players, and he never fails 
to hold their attention. 
This collection presents contrasts in style and rhythm- 
blythe rondo, the sentimental romance, the bright military 
sketch and the slow dance of Grandpa are Intermingled. Con¬ 
taining material to please all tastes, it cannot fail to prove a 
valuable aid to the teacher. 
Fiink Rural Pictures 12 Pieces 
In the study of language, it has been found that grea’er 
progress is made when the subject under eons deration is j re¬ 
sented to the child in the form of a story. The same truth 
app ies to music, and progressive instructors have been quick to 
realize it. This is the fundamental idea in Rural Pictures. 
Subjects general^ familiar, or at least interesting, to young 
peopie, have been chosen. In telling the musical story the de- 
P*?raSe’ or m°vement is hidden and knowledges 
‘he student with the least possible effort. A large 
, f ty ° sty es’ embracing all the primary forms of touch, will 
he found in this collection. 
our object: making this special 
onheJ°S|’t l° .become better acquainted with 
of these collections for teaching and recreation 
 purposes. 
Hatch Music Compatr 
PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS OF MUSIC 
Eighth and Locust Streets, Philadelphi 
We make a Specialty of School and Teacher Trade 
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I PIANISTS’) 
JUST ISSUED 
^Alburn No. a of the Pianists’ Parlor 
ing°worid”t hav^expressed'the^view 
that PIANISTS’ PARLOR 
ALBUM No. 2 is a perfect marvel 
in point of material selected, style, 
fingering, etc. It is, in short, an invalu- 
I PARLO Rl 
CONTENTS. YOLUME II 
e Farewell), Gultarre Caprice 
A rag on nise, froin^ Ballet Llbelluie IS 
Kargonoff Value, Op. 88 . . Durand Cnlmlotla, Op. 83 . . Lack Valse de la Pouppe, from Cinquantalmi Copelia .... Delibes 
I A L B U Ml 




Words selected from the Scripture by 
Rev. Chas. F. Blaisdell 
Music by ALFRED G. ROBYN 
ur Solo Voices—Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass 
and Chorus 
PRICE, FIFTY CENTS 
M. WITMARK & SONS 
144-146 West 37th Street, New York 
FOR TEACHING “ RAG TIME ” 
We announce the publication of “ Four Southern 
Sketches’’ for Piano, by Leo Oehmler, for the cultivation 
of syncopated rythms, or” rag time ” These studies are 
well written, carefully fingered, of fourth grade of diffi¬ 
culty and sufficiently melodius and characteristic for good 
salon compositions. They fill a long-felt want in the teach¬ 
ing world. Price 25 cents each. Titles : 
No. 1 -Canqbrake Harvest Dance No. 2-PIantation Belle 
No. 3-In the Cotlonfield No. 4 Lullaby at the Cabin Door 
“Alone.” Song by F. B. O'Brien. Mod< 
sacred and^secular words. “ It is charming 
a most^singabte song,and gives 
Lou Josslyn.formerlysoloistwith I 
Band. Postpaid, 30 cends. 
a sale ( 
I. “'Alone'is 
Seems Chicago Marine 
Iv'ry Colorado Wends Its Way.” 
ental ballad which has already had 
.... a reproduction in colors (ready 
ing of the Mt. of for framing) of Robertson’s famous pait 
the Holy Cross free with each copy. 
“The Girl I Loved Out in the Golden West.” A 
sentimental descriptive ballad. Beautiful “ Cowboy-girl ” 
photogravure free (ready for framing) with each copy. 
These pictures alone sell for 50 cents each in art stores. 
Our price for songs and pictures 25 cents each. Cata¬ 
logue of popular music free. Address: 
The TOLBERT R. INGRAM MUSIC CO., Denver, Colo. 
SPECIAL TO ETUDE READERS 
The Hour of Prayer (New), Reverie 
Dance of the Snowflakes 
A Silent Prayer, Reverie, and 
North American March 
All by Marie Louka, Composer of 
The Raj'ah March 
The above compositions are thls’writer’s best efforts. 
We will mail these four pieces on receipt of 
60c., or 18c. per copy, postpaid. 
WEYMANN & SON 
PUBLISHERS 
923 Market Street Philadelphia, Pa. 
FREE! 
Our New 200 Page 
Catalogue and 
Thematic List 
Sent postpaid on request. Send for it to-day. 
WM. A. POND (SL CO. 
148 Fifth Avenue, New YorK 
Engelmann’s Latest Successes 
LOVE S JOY AND SORROW—Reverie 
Melodious in character and easy to play 
OUR. MASCOT 
SONG TO THE STAR.S—R_everie Nocturne 
Over 5000 copies of this sold in three months 
To Introduce these fo The Etude readers we will 
send post tree any ol the above upon receipt of 15c, 
BLASIUS & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Worth of Standard 
Copyrighted Music 
FREE 
Below we present a list of 20 selected 
copyrighted compositions for the piano 
by eminent composers; each piece 
has attained a degree of prominence: 
Garden Song, reverie - 50c 
Song of the Dawn, nocturne - - 75c 
Fanetello, Spanish serenade - - 50c 
Angels’ Salutation, meditation - - 50c 
Song Without Words, tonstuck - 50c 
Last Meditation, reverie - - 50c 
Rippling Brook, salonstuck - - 50c 
Sleep On, slumber song - ~ - 50c 
Flowing Streamlet, nocturne - - 50c 
Sparkling Spring etude - 50c 
Dreameries meditation - - - 50c 
The Roman Charioteer, march - 50c 
Splashing Waves, galop brilliant (4 
hands) ----- 75c 
Polka du Concert, caprice - - 50c 
Gypsy Carnival, fantasie - - 50c 
Chiming Bells, nocturne - - - 50c 
Consolation, melody in G - - 50c 
Merry Shepherd’s Lay, nocturne - 50c 
Thoughts of Home, meditation - 50c 
The Fawn, valse du salon - - 50c 
pn p p Your choice of any five of the above 
■ RLL successes will be sent express pre¬ 
paid and absolutely free of any 
charge whatsoever to all purchasers of a copy 
of the 
“NEW TECHNIC” 
By HUGO MANSFELDT 
Recognized, accepted and endorsed by Franz 
Listz and other celebrated professors, instructors 
and pianists throughout the world as THE MOST 
VALUABLE COMPENDIUM OF THE ERA. 
Price, Two Dollars and Fifty Cents 
EXPRESS PREPAID 
for the four parts complete, handsomely bound 
in flexible cloth and hand sewed. 
It is a common-sense tuition, and guarantees 
a perfection in finger dexterity, and enables the 
pupil to accomplish greater results in far less 
time than any other system now in use. 
Teachers simply glorify it, and no other 
book has met with such a sincere welcome from 
the guild. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. 
LEO FEIST 
“FEIST BUILDING” lMpiU YflDif 
132 W. 37th Street I^L ff I UKU 
To whom all teachers should send 
for a thematic catalogue of the latest 




OTHER TEN-CENT SPECIALS 
IpL, 
THE ETUDE 
PALMER’S PIANO PRIMER 
^aTTbFhOD^.?^ 
Solesmes Plain Chant 
By A. LEMAISTRE 
396,000 Published Proves Popularity. Price, Paper cgvers, 60 
H.1 R. PALMER, - Lock Box 1841, New York City 
| New Improved Mqgg. 
\L mmm 
U-Tb 
Beautiful Songs by C. E. DANCY 
None EgJSrJTftf How to Know the 
72 Pages, 20 cts. Holy Bible 
si'"a ™ ■" 
G. V. MECKEL 
845 Eighth Avenue NEW YORK 
YOU CAN HAVE THEM 
FOR. EXAMINATION ^ 
(WITH PRIVILEGE OF RETURNING) 







Seven Books of Graded Studies 
Two Hands 
Seven Books of Graded Pieces 
Two Hands 
Three Teachers’ Manuals 
Four Books of Graded Piano Pieces 
Four Hands 
]HIS C0^^is^designcd ^F^^^^^^^^^literaUire^for^he^instrurnerif^The^B'o'o^s 
:companying Pieces include every technical diffienH,, ™) .TrLwS 
Both clefs are used from the beginning. The kev of C d 
simple and effective introduction to other iem is m' T. t ^ ° 
tone is cultivated aW with „/7,S.1lglv.en from 
1 It“MeSod*and ■ *ssiSHSsass®ft 
LEADING CHARACTERISTICS 
7 °d,rsic c 
Srr;“= "SSegessT- 
t"ms at COMPLETE Pi?™-?.ourse which 
Teachers, and Students. 
Grades I, II, and III of SI 
n request. The others are ii 
, and Use ii 
re published and will be s 
PRICE, PER GRADE, $1.00 
“““ OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, BOSTON ^ 
__°rder °f y°Ur h0me or the above* houses P-.iadelphia 
*r 
k 
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IMPORTANT 
JUST ISSUED and sent free 
for the asking 
A COMPLETE THEMATIC 




ALSO A FINE HALF-TONE 
Photograph of this 
Favorite Composer 
|T GIVES us great pleasure to an¬ 
nounce the publication of a 
/Complete Thematic Catalogue of the 
Compositions of (Mrs.) C. W. Krog- 
mann, as we have had many requests 
for such a catalogue. 
The many thousand teachers who 
have used the works of this composer 
■will also be pleased to see her photo¬ 
graph and to know something about 
her, although it has been a difficult 
undertaking for us to overcome her 
predjudice against such publicity. 
This catalogue contains an excel¬ 
lent collection of fine teaching mate¬ 
rial, all very carefully graded, and as 
the theme of each composition is 
given, together with explanatory re¬ 
marks, it will be found a very useful 
handbook for all teachers of the 
pianoforte. 
SENT FREE—We shall be pleased to 
send to any address the above-named 
thematic catalogue, together with our 
latest Complete Catalogue, containing 
all our publications to January 1st, 1905. 
ADDRESS 
Jhe B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO. 
246 Summer St. 6 East 17th St. 
BOSTON NEW YORK 
BRAIN ARD’S 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT. 
“The Pianist’s Mental Velocity” 
PRICE, ONE DOLLAR^ 
Special Inducements for Advance Orders 
JUST PUBLISHED 
-- BY - 





Merry Melodies in Music=Land 
20 TOY TUNES FOR LITTLE ONES 
With Pictures and Jingles to Fit. 
The A B C of Music for the Piano. 
PRICE, 50 CENTS 
BRAINARD’S 
Piano Teacher’s Guide 
BRAINARD’S 
Little Steps in Music-Land 
Bright, Melodious, Easy to Play 
In Preparatory^ First and* Second* Grades. 
A collection of pieces written for 
the Virginal, Spinet, Harpsichord 
and Clavichord. By Composers of 
the Sixteenth, Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth Centuries :: :: :: " 
Edited by LOUIS OESTERLE 
Two volumes, cloth, each $1.50 net 
TEN MORE VOLUMES IN PREPARATION 
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Pieces at Twilight 
6 PIANOFORTE DUETS 
ARTHUR FOOTE 
Graceful Dance The Maypole 
Church Bells A Solemn March 
The Swing At Night 
Complete 75 Cents 
Twenty Preludes 
For the Pianoforte in the Form of 
SHORT TECHNICAL STUDIES 
NEW SONGS 
BY H. CLOUGH-LEIGHTER 
Op. 34 
My Star.50c O Heart of Mine..30c 
Winter of Love • .60c Morningtide.40c 
Silver Eve.50e The Magic Hour, 50o 
Two Keys Each 
Four and Twenty Song's 
for Sleepy Time 
BY L. E. ORTH 
Op. 27 Price, #1.00 
Words by Miss Alice E. Allen 
Illustrated by Miss Clara E. Atwood 
Catalogue containing Portraits of American and Foreign 
Composers of Vocal Music, sent free upon application. 
Arthur P. Schmidt 
BOSTON LEIPZIG NEW YORK 
120 Boylston St. 136 Fifth Ave. 
Almost a. Kindergarten Method 
FIRST STEPS 
IN PIANOFORTE STUDY 
Compiled by Theo. Presser 
PRICE. $1.00 
A concise, practical, and melodious intro¬ 
duction to the study of PIANO PLAYING 
SOME POINTS OF INTEREST: 
New material. Popular and yet of high grade. 
Not less than six specialists have given their experience to 
this work during three years. 
Graded so carefully and beginning so simply as to be almost a i n 
kindergarten method. 
‘ " :hild through the 
1 'tabl onths of instruction in a most pleasing and profit le 
To teach from one book is monotonous; it has become th 
practice among the best teachers to change instruction books-i. 
gives breadth to one’s knowledge, and certainly lightens the 
drudgery. So give this new book a trial. 
Let us send it to you "ON SALE." Subject to Return 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher 




“ I have rarely come across anything more com¬ 
pletely to my mind for helping the everyday technique 
of the everyday pupil as do these * Preludes ’ of Mr. 
Foote.”—Mrs. Crosby Adams. 
“The copy of your new ‘Preludes’ received. I 
surely think them the most interesting and useful 
teaching material I have found in recent years, j 
shall use them constantly.”—^//,??* Spencer, Kimball 
Hall, Chicago. 
ONE HUNDRED 
Ear Training' Exercises 
IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER 
BY 
REINHOLD FAELTEN 
Price 50 Cents 
“ This is a useful and practical little volume on a 
subject which should be included in the teaching 
curriculum of every progressive music teacher.”— 
Musical Courier. 
“ As a course of exercises to be taken in conjunc¬ 
tion with the regular lessons, and prefatory to the 
study of Harmony, the book will be found most useful, 
presenting its subject in a practical and helpful way.” 
— Thomas Tapper, in Musical Record and Review. 
Catalogue containing Portraits of American and Foreign 
Composers of Piano Music sent free upon application 
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT 
BOSTON LEIPZIG NEW Y0RK 
120 Boylston St. 136 Filth Avenue 
Twenty-F our 
Negro Melodies 
Transcribed for the Piano 
“By S. COLER IDG E-TAYLOR 
tIHAT Brahms has done for the Hungarian folk-music, Dvorak for 
* the Bohemian, and Grieg for the Norwegian, Mr. S. Coleridge- 
Taylor has done in as masterly a way for these negro melodies. 
€1. Negro music is essentially spontaneous. In Africa it sprang 
*nto at the war dance, at funerals, and at marriage festivals. 
Upon this African foundation the plantation songs of the South were built, 
which, while n some cases sounding a note of sadness, for the most part show 
a happy anticipation of the “year of Jubilee." That the negro is naturally 
mus.cal is proven by the fact that even those melodies sung by the natives of 
darkest Afnca who have never known the influence of civilization, while prim¬ 
itive in the extreme, have all the elements of the European folk song 
CIn treating these melodies, Mr. Coleridge-Taylor has been careful to pre¬ 
serve their distinctive traits and individuality, while giving them form and struc¬ 
ture through consistent thematic development. Their depth of feeling, rich, 
Karmo„,c express™, mastery of technique entitle these compositions .0 . 
3P'““ " P,an° ll,Cr“'ure' Wtth the changes resulting from the emancipa- 
oU meli “ “d <h» *«lement of Africa by the white race, the 
Aatnne J h taptdly Passtng away, and it is a cause for special gratitude 
in ,he ^ °f his— 
T \A/„ckL„, • • L , • ord’ besides an introduction by Booker 
fcikIt * ' gM"g "* b'°grSph>' °f * history rf negto 
TVice in heavy paper, cloth back, $1.50 
in doth, full gilt, $2.50, post-paid 
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY Rostov 
C. H. DITSON 6. CO.. N„„ Y„k J C Drtw x 
Order of™ a ^ E* D,TSON & CO.. Philadelphia 
Order of your home dealer or the above houses 
THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILL SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC 
VOL. XXIII, PHILADELPHIA, PA., APRIL, 1905. NO. L 
Concert Hall, Oberlin Conservatory. 
A very thorough instruction is given in Ear Train¬ 
ing, the course covering six months, given in connec¬ 
tion with the Elementary Harmony. Students are 
not permitted to take the fourth term of Harmony 
until they have finished the two terms of Ear Train¬ 
ing, which can he taken simultaneously with the sec¬ 
ond and third terms of Harmony. 
“The Conservatory fills the entire field in the 
community for teaching, although there are two or 
three teachers who make a specialty of work with 
the younger children, some of whom are admirably 
prepared to enter the Conservatory later. 
“The Oberlin Conservatory has never used any 
special methods of advertising, depending, as it does, 
on the quality of the work done and the patronage of 
its former pupils, who invariably return their 
students in large numbers to the Conservatory. We 
—have more students in attendance than we can com¬ 
fortably accommodate and we are looking forward 
to some method of culling out the less talented and 
less worthy pupils. A pupil who is not talented 
and who is not serious in his work is invariably 
advised to drop his musical study. 
“Music in the public schools is taught in accord¬ 
ance with the very latest and best system of publics 
instruction. Children who reach the High School 
are invariably good readers, and from that time on 
have drill in part reading. 
“There are glee clubs, one for the boys and one 
for the girls, in the High School, besides the regular 
drill given by the teacher of public school music. The 
total registry of the Conservatory last year was 926, 
this year it will be over 1000.” 
In frank contrast with this, take the case of New¬ 
ark, O., a town of perhaps 25,000 inhabitants, enough 
to afford highly creditable 
activity in music. My cor¬ 
respondent says that the 
attitude of the community 
towards music is “blankly 
indifferent.” There is no 
choral society, the last one 
having died for lack of sup¬ 
port ; a new one may or 
may not live in the climate-. 
The churches generally do 
nothing for music, the sala¬ 
ries and standard of com¬ 
petence and experience being 
extremely low. One ex¬ 
ception is quoted with ap¬ 
preciation. The leading 
Episcopal church has for 
organist and choirmaster 
Mr. C. E. Reynolds, for¬ 
merly connected with St. 
James’s Church in Chi¬ 
cago. He has a vested 
choir of hoys, men, and 
womens thirty in number, 
and besides giving an inter¬ 
esting and creditable mu¬ 
sical service, they give occa¬ 
sional performances of 
parts of standard oratorios, 
with organ, piano, occasion¬ 
ally brass, and other instru¬ 
ments. Mr. Reynolds ia 
credited with having made 
his organ music attractive 
by means of frequent re¬ 
citals. Aside from the 
$1200 salary of the gentle¬ 
man already mentioned, singers and organists range 
from $75 to $200 a year, about $100 being the usual 
salary for organists, many of them wholly without 
specialized training for their duties. 
The standard of taste is stated as “fairly classical.** 
There are perhaps a dozen really competent teachers, 
the maximum price being 75 cents per hour. Piana 
is generally studied, the voice less. In curious con¬ 
trast with the report of the prices of lessons and the 
indifference of public taste, comes the following in 
regard to the question whether teacher’s recitals are 
generally attended. I quote:— 
“This is the most hopeful thing about it. The 
parents and friends seem very anxious and interested!. 
I have succeeded in making my pupils’ recitals a- 
very great success by varying the order and catching 
the audience with legitimate novelties. The Christ 
Art Music in the Central West’ ||j 
II—In the Smaller Towns and Cities ^ 
Tele favorable estimation of music and the rather 
active public ministrations in it which we have 
found to prevail in all the large cities, continues, in 
somewhat diminished volume, as we pass down the 
scale of population, with, however, a noticeable dif¬ 
ference: That in towns where population is rela¬ 
tively small, and the principal interest is that of a 
large college, with a mu¬ 
sical department, the same 
activities as those of the 
large city are maintained. 
Take, for example, the 
case of Oberlin, 0., with a 
small population. Here the 
large college and the ex¬ 
tremely flourishing Conserv¬ 
atory, founded by the late 
Dr. Fenelon B. Rice, is doing 
a magnificent work. 
In addition to the work of 
the Conservatory, the town 
supports orchestral perform¬ 
ances of its own and by the 
Boston and Cincinnati 
chestras, from time to time; 
has its own chamber con¬ 
certs, besides patronizing 
liberally such enterprises as 
the Kneisel Quartet. We 
add: here some quotations 
from a report from the 
school: 
“The attitude of this col¬ 
lege community is one of 
intense interest for the best 
music. The recitals given 
by artists, teachers, and stu¬ 
dents are always crowded to 
the limit of our hall, seating 
some 900 persons. We have 
a series of artist recitals, 
usually five in number, each 
term, which students pay 
for in their tuition, and 
which is- compulsory, unless 
some good reason can he given why they cannot at¬ 
tend. There is a choral society of 250 voices which 
prepares from four to six concerts yearly from the 
best standard oratorios, with orchestral accompani¬ 
ments. The public support for these concerts is 
limited only by the size of the hall. 
“The two principal churches, have large chorus 
choirs, numbering from 150 to 200 voices, with pro¬ 
fessional organists and leaders, who have salaries; 
but there are no soloists especially engaged who have 
salaries, the solos being taken by the advanced 
students in the Conservatory. 
“The attitude of the teachers and pupils is for 
good music, whether classical or modern. 
“The number of teachers in the Conservatory is 
28, all of whom give their entire time and strength 
to the work of the Conservatory. The resident 
population of Oberlin is about 5000. There are per¬ 
haps 1800 students in actual attendance in the col¬ 
lege, 800 of whom are doing full or partial work in 
the Conservatory. 
“One teacher makes a specialty of training teachers 
for public school music and is also superintendent of 
the public school musical instruction in this town. 
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mas recital was a ‘Story Recital.' Frank Lynes’s 
clever ‘Paul Revere’s Ride’ was done by half a dozen 
pupils; Bendel’s ‘Cinderella,’ Kullak’s ‘Ghost in the 
Fireplace,’ etc., only one of many that X have found 
practicable. 
“My quartet choir has given, at various times, 
Nevin's song cycle, ‘Captive Memories,’ Lehmann’s 
‘Daisy Chain,’ and Gaul’s ‘Ruth’ is now in progress of 
learning. A former bass of the choir has given clever 
folksong recitals, fairly appreciated. We have no 
musical study clubs; women’s literary and card clubs 
ad infinitum.” 
It is also reported that the school instruction in 
music is only fair, and in the High School the teacher 
meets with great difficulty in trying to awaken inter- 
In agreeable contrast comes from Dubuque, Iiwa, 
a city of about the same size, a much more encourag¬ 
ing report, that public interest in music and taste 
for it are much greater than formerly and constantly 
growing. They have a choral society, May festivals, 
a Friday Music Club, composed of women, and the 
Cecilia Club, composed of graduates from the Con¬ 
servatory of Music. Recitals and concerts are sup¬ 
ported to a limited extent. The churches do but lit¬ 
tle for music, organists’ salaries being small. It is 
considered proper on the part of teachers and pupils 
to prefer classical music. 
Prices for lessons, from 25 cents an hour up to $2. 
Pupil’s recitals are attended by parents and friends. 
No lecture recitals. No preference between private 
teachers or conservatories. Very little advertising 
except that of the work itself in the social circles of 
the interested pupils. Very good instruction in the 
public schools, but none in the high schools. 
By way of contrast, take again the report from 
Creighton, Nebraska, a little town of 1200 people, 
two music teachers, and 100 pupils. . Here they have 
a choral society (number of voices not stated), a 
favorable attitude toward music, concerts well at¬ 
tended, classical music preferred, all church work 
free, and one teacher making a specialty of kinder¬ 
garten work. The prices for lessons range from 50 
cents for juniors to $1 and $1.50 for advanced. Re¬ 
citals well attended. Good work done in schools. 
The report was sent by a very active and ambitious 
teacher, whose pushing influence is no doubt in part 
responsible for the unusual appearance of organized 
public musical activity in so small a town, 
The scene changes to Minnesota, where there is a 
large musical public. A town of 3000 inhabitants 
reports no choral society, no musical club. Concerts 
well attended and supported, if tickets are sold in ad¬ 
vance for an “object” which appeals (musicians’ serv¬ 
ices not included, evidently, among appealing 
objects). Organists from $2 to $4 a Sunday. Gen¬ 
eral attitude of teachers and pupils toward classical 
music indifferent; prefer popular music. Lessons 
from 50 cents to $1.25. Usual school year season. 
Pupils’ recitals limited to attendance of interested 
friends. There is one pupils’ study club. Music in 
public schools thought to be well conducted and 
promising in results. 
In another community, an unusually intelligent 
and prosperous one, the leading piano teachers are 
capable players, full of pupils, and the public interest 
in music is unusual. Concerts are generally well 
supported when deserving—which is not very often, 
as the toWh is along the extreme western border of 
the State. Prices of lessons from 50 cents up to 
$1.50. 
From a typical Hlinois town of 10,000 inhabitants 
I have a report also typical. The attitude of the 
public toward music is “indifferent;” there are no 
choral societies or musical clubs. The churches which 
have organs pay organists from $100 to $150 a year, 
and a good standard of music is used. Public and 
teachers dread classical music extremely. There are 
probably six teachers who are honestly trying to 
teach music; many others who “fake.” Lessons 
from 25 cents an hour to $1 for forty-five minutes. 
Season lasts the year around, the summer being the 
favorite study time with pupils who work hard in 
schools. Pupils’ recitals attended freely by friends 
interested. No lecture recitals, no study club. 
Music is poorly taught in the public schools. I 
know this teacher to be much more competent than 
the average, but as in many other instances it is a 
lack of faith capable of removing the mountain of 
public apathy. 
From a town of about 15.000 inhabitants in South 
Dakota, I have a report written by a- very cultivated 
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teacher of singing, from Boston, who gives the fol¬ 
lowing facts:— 
Public attitude indifferent. One choral society 
giving good concerts, not as yet well supported. No 
musical club. Churches not very liberal. Organists 
never above $5 a week, singers from $2 a week down. 
The teachers maintain a fairly good standard of 
music. The people imagine that they dislike classical 
music, but this is only their manner of naming two 
kinds of music they like and dislike. Whatever 
they dislike they call “classic.” There are about 
twelve piano teachers besides. pupils teaching, and 
six vocal teachers. The number of pupils in town 
is estimated at probably 500; number per teacher, 
piano, 30; voice, 15. All the better teachers charge 
$1 for half-hour lessons; season, the usual school 
year slightly shortened. Pupils’ recitals are well 
attended, but “criticism” (I think the correspond¬ 
ent here means newspaper criticism, for local doings 
have to be carefully collected to supply the inex¬ 
haustible maw of two daily newspapers in a town of 
this size) “iif so severe as to discourage teachers and 
students alike.” Several teachers have study clubs 
among their pupils. Music in the schools carefully 
administered. 
The correspondent adds that although the account 
is perhaps discouraging and far from what she would 
like to send, when she visits other towns of approxi¬ 
mately the same size, she feels rather encouraged 
about her own. 
From a town in Ohio, of about 6000 inhabitants 
come such facts as these: The attitude of the com¬ 
munity is described as “commercial and manufactur¬ 
ing,” which strikes me as about as accurate as any 
in the list. They have a choral society, no musical 
club, give fairly good support to concerts, church 
salaries for organists from about $150 per annum, 
singers small, if any. Public appreciation of music 
increasing and becoming more intelligent. Lessons 
from 25 cents to 75 cents. No summer teaching. 
There would seem to be a conservatory in the town, 
although the fact is not mentioned, as the preference 
for private teachers for primary pupils, and conserv¬ 
atories for advanced, is spoken of. Music in the 
schools has always been excellent. 
From the city of Des Moines, la. (population about 
80,000), I have an instructive report. They have no 
choral society, but plenty of good chorus choirs, and 
on occasion unite several of them to give “Messiah,” 
etc. Have formerly supported their own Philhar¬ 
monic Orchestra. Several musical colleges and con¬ 
servatories. My report says that the churches sup¬ 
port music to the best of their ability, having chorus 
choirs of from 24 to 60 voices, with a musical appro¬ 
priation averaging about $1400 per annum, per 
church. They lack strong and well-schooled organ¬ 
ists; the best now draw salaries not exceeding $25 
a month. The class of music used compares well 
with the best. Sentiment of teachers strongly for 
classical music and the public too well educated not 
to agree, in theory, at least. A multitude of teach¬ 
ers, some of them as good as any anywhere. Others- 
and many, merely pupils, trying to make ends meet; 
they and their friends for them canvass the neighbor¬ 
hoods for pupils at a low price. Official prices for 
lessons range from $10 to $30 for twenty lessons of 
thirty minutes. Pupils’ recitals attended by the 
friends. Little advertising beyond the merits of the 
work. Music in the schools is well managed. 
My correspondent adds, and it is a point needinv 
betterment: 
“The city is inundated with entertainments, so 
called, by the troupes sent out from the innumerable 
‘bureaus;’ the several courses given at extremely 
low prices. These are generally taken in hand by 
churches, lodges, Y. M. C. A.’s, and every organiza¬ 
tion that think they can in this way ‘add“ a little to 
their store,’ as you may say. The people are ealled 
upon to subscribe for all this by women who have 
nothing else to do, and they cover the field of so¬ 
licitation, and better things have to ‘take to the 
woods.’ 
“ h l —»-> — - —> cnar goc 
concerts are as well attended and as well appreciate 
as in any city considering the number of populatioi 
Piano recitals by outside players do not draw tl 
audience has to be ‘worked up’ and the performanc 
given in the interest of some charity.” 
Space forbids my touching at length upon the stai 
of music in such college towns as Ann Arbor, Mich 
Madison, Wis.; Evanston, HI.; Champaign HI ■ a 
Cornell College, in Iowa, and the like. In’all thes 
places music is taken seriously, a high standard main, 
tained, numerous public activities of a musical kind, 
and the like. Such teachers as Professor Stanley, at 
Ann Arbor, Professor Parker, at Madison; Professor 
Allen, at Beloit; Mr. Henry Eames, at Lincoln, Ne¬ 
braska, and their congeners, give weight and charac¬ 
ter to a profession which they distinguish. 
Commercially speaking it is evident that there is 
a desire on the part of the public for thorough in¬ 
struction in music, but for want of intelligence and 
care, the best way is often missed. Good teachers, 
taking their art seriously and devoting themselves 
to it, can earn in a year, in any town of 10,000 in¬ 
habitants and over, from $2000 to $4000—which is at 
least respectable in point of success, even although 
it involves a good deal of work. 
There remain the much larger questions as to what 
changes, if any, in current music study and education 
need to be made to secure better results; and as to 
the commercial and educational value of public and 
semi-public activities in music. 
PEDALING. 
BY MAGGIE WHEELER ROSS. 
Nothing new is aimed for in this article, but only 
the application and practical use of some good things 
already published in The Etude. 
I find most of the pupils who come to me who have 
studied before, often up to the fifth and sixth grades, 
have had no special pedal exercises or instructions. 
To meet this condition I have adopted a systematic 
and simple plan. 
It is presumed that all teachers of the piano are 
in possession of that excellent little book, “The Ped¬ 
als of the Pianoforte,” by Schmitt, and that they 
have tried most of the exercises therein. I found 
that it used up top much of the lesson time to illus¬ 
trate or write out pedal exercises. I therefore took 
the list of exercises published in The Etude for 
August, 1903, and gleaned a few more from Schmitt, 
and had a local copyist strike off one hundred copes 
on a mimeograph. Now each pupil has one of the 
pages pasted in some one of his books of studies, and 
a fraction of the lesson time can be spent on pedal 
It does not take a bright pupil long to apply these 
points in pedaling to the pieces learned, and in the 
end time and patience are saved. You are no longer 
asked, “How do you use the pedal, anyway? I just 
put it up and down as it sounds good.” While this 
is exactly what Schmitt, or any other good authority 
would recommend, at the same time, with most pu¬ 
pils, I find it “sounds good” to them down all througn 
a composition. These exercises kept in this handy 
fashion are splendid to introduce the young pupil to 
the first use of the pedal. They may be adopted one 
at a time, and each thoroughly' mastered in turn. 
A NERVOUS TEACHER. 
BY W. FRANCIS GATES. 
. the unfortunate conditions in music teach¬ 
ing, this is about the worst: a timid, nervous stu¬ 
dent under the instruction of a “fussy” teacher. 
i her one of the two is bad enough, but taken to¬ 
gether the result can only be distraction for the 
teacher and frenzy for the pupil. 
The term “a nervous teacher” ought to be a mis- 
nomer. The person who cannot control his nerves 
should not undertake to teach. The instilling of 
nowledge by a nervous teacher only results in ex¬ 
quisite agony to the nervous pupil. Neurosis has no 
P ace in the classroom. That teacher who cannot 
leniain quiet and dignified, self-controlled and calm, 
should resign her place to one less neurotic, to one 
who has more will-power—for the root of the cure 
01 this condition is found in self-willed control. 
it cannot be expected that a fidgety or frightened 
P pi will gain self-control under the ministrations 
n S+i^ a<Mitional irritant as a nervous teacher, 
■will e otller hand, a quiet and soothing instructor 
, ,fc. as a lenitive to the quivering nerves and 
di+i 6-r °wner toward the acquirement of a con¬ 
dition similar to his own. 1 
Nervousness and nerviness are two different things. 
® ,. have nerves and to have them well 
\hat, 18 nerviness. But to let them get be- 
mnst L°ntr°’ tlla* *s nervousness. a condition that 
must be conquered if success is to be attained. 
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CONDUOTED BY N. d. COREY. 
Missed Lessons. 
“A long-suffering, but impatiently enduring, 
teacher would like to know what some of his fellows 
in distress are doing to combat that hydra-headed 
monster, the ‘missed lesson’ nuisance. I say ‘hydra- 
headed,’ for he comes under many disguises, such as 
‘had a cold,’ ‘company,’ ‘bad weather,’ ‘could not prac¬ 
tice,’ ‘another engagement,’ ‘sister was sick,’ etc. etc. 
—but all of them foeusing down to the same end— 
the teacher’s loss financially. 
“Not all of us stand on such a solid footing that we 
can exact payment for missed lessons in all cases, and 
I believe some practical suggestions as to this vexing 
problem would he gladly received by a multitude of 
fellow sufferers.”—A Teacher. 
The conditions outlined in the foregoing letter are, 
indeed, trying in the extreme, and, no doubt, con¬ 
tribute a great deal toward making many teachers 
disgusted with the profession. It causes them to 
feel that the art of teaching as a means of earning 
a livelihood contains no business stability, and 
utterly destroys their confidence in it as a means of 
providing a steady income. Teachers often begin 
their musical season with a fairly large class of 
pupils, pupils who announce their intention of study¬ 
ing seriously for the entire season, and they are con¬ 
sequently elated with the prospect of a time of com¬ 
parative freedom from financial anxiety, and even 
begin to plan to save enough to enable them to spend 
the weeks of enforced idleness that must come in the 
summer in a profitable manner. But, alas! after a 
few weeks there begins to descend upon the hapless 
teachers a perfect avalanche of excuses like those 
mentioned in the letter, and in consequence, they see 
the summer reserve fund growing less and less. 
There are a number of causes for the existence of 
this unpleasant condition of affairs. It is not pe¬ 
culiar to the musical profession alone. The business 
world is full of it, although, of course, manifesting 
itself in various ways in different lines of business. 
It may be attributed principally, perhaps, to a lack 
of a rigid sense of moral obligation. It may not he 
altogether intentional, but people are so prone to 
carelessly think that small matters do not matter. 
They glibly agree to do certain things and then as 
lightly forget all about them; they make certain 
bargains with business firms, and then afterward con¬ 
cluding that they like something else better, repudi¬ 
ate their first agreement without even notifying those 
with whom it was made. They forget that a promise 
is an obligation, and that an obligation should always 
he met, even though it he at a personal sacrifice. 
Abraham Lincoln says that he made it a cardinal 
principle of his life that “a promise once given, must 
be kept.” To many persons such a principle seems 
to appear like a small matter, hut its strict ob¬ 
servance contributes very largely toward the making 
of a successful character. Many persons apparently 
do not look upon a contract for a certain number of 
music lessons as a promise at all. Many of them are 
not serious in their study, not serious in their rela¬ 
tions with others. A matter which does not mean 
much to them they will naturally infer does not mean 
much to anyone else. 
The business world has undertaken to circumvent 
the various petty annoyances to which it is subject, 
in ways peculiar to the several departments of activ¬ 
ity, by organization. But this is not always a suc¬ 
cess, for there are many who refuse to join such or¬ 
ganizations, and others who break the terms of agree¬ 
ment in all sorts of underhand ways. But in spite 
of all this, much good is often accomplished, and par¬ 
tial relief is better than no relief at all. Where such 
an organization exists, its members are looked upon 
as the reliable and substantial persons of the com¬ 
munity, and they accordingly gain more of the pub¬ 
lic confidence. Possibly some such method could he 
tried in the musical profession. I do not refer to 
such organizations as the M. T. N. A., nor the State 
Associations. Such matters lie outside of their 
province. But could not the local leaders of any com¬ 
munity attempt to organize an association for mutual 
advantage and protection? If the terms of such asso¬ 
ciation could he such as the people could understand 
as reasonable and just, and printed copies of it dis¬ 
tributed to the constituents of each member, would 
not such members soon come to be recognized as the 
reliable and self-respecting teachers of the com¬ 
munity, specially worthy of the public confidence? 
One cause of this unpleasant state of things is the 
fact that the business affairs of music teachers are 
in so many instances transacted with those who have 
no knowledge of the business equity of the situation. 
Some, because they have given the matter no thought 
and others, because it is an abstraction which they 
are not immediately able to comprehend. Men, as a 
rule, can be made to understand if the matter is 
candidly placed before them. But many women are 
not in the habit of giving their attention to business 
matters, especially the young ladies who often have 
the entire charge of the music lesson business trans¬ 
actions, and who are entirely destitute of any busi¬ 
ness ideas or experience. It follows that the music 
teacher finds it necessary to instruct them along this 
line also, and a very delicate one he is apt to find it, 
for, like most inexperienced people, they have great 
confidence in their own ideas, and are quick to resent 
what they consider unfair treatment. 
The fact that it is the teacher’s time that is being 
paid for is an abstraction they have difficulty in un¬ 
derstanding. They know that they were to have a 
certain lesson at a certain hour, and that they did 
not get the lesson. Therefore, why should it he paid 
for. Nothing seems simpler. The time element 
they cannot grasp at first. If a pupil contracts to 
take a lesson from 10 to 10.30 on Tuesday, for which 
he is to pay one dollar, and fails to keep the appoint¬ 
ment, he leaves the teacher with a half-hour on his 
hands for which he can realize nothing. He could 
have apportioned it to someone else and received his 
dollar, but the time having been assigned to one 
pupil, it belongs to him, as he is supposed to pay 
for it. A teacher’s time can only he apportioned in 
advance, and for a definite number of lesson hours. 
The half-hour is a loss to the teacher, then, as he 
can put it to no other use. Not only this, but, it 
the pupil is permitted to make the lesson up after¬ 
ward, he is given another half-hour for which he 
does not pay another dollar, and has, therefore, 
taken twice as much of the teacher’s time as he 
has contracted for. Happening once with a' single 
pupil this may be a comparatively small matter, but 
with a large class in which there are frequent omis¬ 
sions it does come to be a serious problem. If he 
has a class of twenty pupils, and each one misses one 
lesson during the term, and the teacher permits them 
to he made up at the end of the term, as is the cus¬ 
tom with some teachers, he finds it necessary to as¬ 
sign an entire week for this purpose, a week for which 
he receives no compensation whatsoever. But even 
this would he endurable did it completely represent 
the situation. Many pupils, however, omit their 
lessons frequently in the most conscienceless manner, 
and for the most unnecessary causes. They miss so 
many that the teacher finds it impossible to make 
them up, nor does the pupil wish him to do' so, as 
he deliberately wishes to get out of paying for them. 
Unless the teacher compromises himself entirely Le 
perceives that he will lose the pupil altogether, and 
that the latter, having become angered, will assume 
that he has been unjustly treated, and endeavor to 
Injure the reputation of the teacher accordingly. 
Therefore, feeling that he is helplessly unable to 
afford all this trouble, the teacher lets the matter 
drop, and suffers the injustice in silence. 
Another practice, containing elements of semi¬ 
dishonesty, is that of contracting to pay for each les- 
Bon at the time it is received. This makes it more 
difficult for the teacher to exact payment when the 
lesson is missed, and in most cases such pupils de¬ 
cidedly object to making payments when they have 
been absent. Not only this, but most of them do 
not even wish to make up lost lessons. The teacher 
finds it impossible to assign this pupil’s hour to a more 
regular one, and finds the lesson times protracted 
indefinitely beyond what represents an ordinary 
term. Such pupils do not generally consider that 
they are taking a term, but begin and end when they 
please, and omit lessons whenever they please. The 
habit grows upon them, and they gradually show 
less and less conscience, and oftentimes the final re¬ 
sult is that they have none, and what was in the be¬ 
ginning semi-dishonesty, becomes in the end real 
dishonesty. The teacher feels like discharging them 
peremptorily, but as they belong, very often, to 
influential families in the community, does not feel 
that it would be politic to incur their enmity. A 
few teachers are so much in demand that they can 
make their own rules. The majority, however, are 
not so fortunately placed. The only method in 
which to help the situation is, as I have already 
suggested, to form an association, with the terms of 
agreement published. The public must be permitted 
to understand why certain rules are made. If any 
of our teachers have found a way of solving this 
problem we will be glad to hear from them. 
Three letters are printed in this department this 
month, without comment. 
Note Growing. 
Children are always interested in anything that 
grows, often digging up seeds they have planted to 
see if they are sprouting. An idea was suggested to 
me, which I have used in my teaching, by watching 
a party of children who were interested in the rapid 
growing of a moon-vine. They saw from day to day 
how fast it spread over the space that was prepared 
for it. One of them said, “I wish I could see it 
grow.” The mother replied, “When the blossoms 
come you can.” The interest became intense when 
the first buds were ready to burst open. They had 
been counted over and over again, and with eager 
eyes each child stood watching the nearest hud open. 
“See the star on the end!” “It has grown larger 1” 
“It popped right open!” “We did see it grow, didn’t 
we, mamma?” 
I had a class of little tots five years old. I tried 
the idea in teaching them the whole, half, quarter, 
and the eighth notes. They were delighted, and soon 
learned to tell them, and also to make them “grow,” 
playing “note-growing” every day. 
I wrote a whole note on the blackboard, telling 
them what it was; then changed it into a half note 
by putting a stem to it, saying, “I will give it a stick 
to walk with.” “Now I will fill its head and make it 
grow into a quarter note; and when I put a tail to 
the end of the stem it grows into an eighth note.” 
The growing was carried on until they knew all seven 
kinds of notes. I have since used the same method 
with older pupils with very satisfactory results, as 
they do not afterward forget the notes.—Ada Har¬ 
wood, 
Students’ Recitals of Etudes: A Suggestion. 
In the music department of the Texas Presbyte¬ 
rian College for Girls, George L. McMillan, director, 
is carried out successfully a plan whereby good work 
is assured on the etudes, studies, and various material 
used throughout the course of study. Each second 
week a recital is given, at which the program ig made 
up of selections chosen by the teacher from work be¬ 
ing done at the time by the students, such as Czerny 
(Velocity Studies), Cramer, Duvemoy, Loeschorn, 
Concone, etc. It is understood that this is a part of 
the required work, and pupils expect to be called upon 
at the discretion of their teachers. 
This plan Is no longer an untried theory, but has 
proven remarkably successful, resulting in much more 
satisfactory work on studies. The studies, well pre¬ 
pared, are beautifully and truly enjoyable to all who 
attend the recitals. One would be surprised at the 
genuine interest and enjoyment manifested. 
The same difference, which in another department 
(Continued on page 110.) 
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THE OLD AND THE NEW. 
BY ROBERT GOLDBECK. 
[In a later issue of The Etude Mr. Goldbeek will 
discuss this subject further.—Editor.] 
When we hear in the same concert a symphony of 
Beethoven and a symphonic poem by Richard Strauss, 
as for instance, “Till Eulenspiegel,” we are tempted 
to believe that the two compositions are antagonistic 
in tendency, when, in reality, and upon closer exami¬ 
nation, we find that they diverge from a common 
center, Strauss, after all, retaining all the funda¬ 
mental principles which constitute musical law. 
THE BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY CONTRASTED WITH THE 
TONE-POEM. 
The Beethoven symphony is based upon an ac 
cepted purely musical form, plainly perceived, while 
the tone-poem by Strauss follows out some precon¬ 
ceived plan of narrative or poetical ideas which in 
their development are not immediately nor so clearly 
understood. In Beethoven the least detail is intelli¬ 
gibly worked out, takes form and has its necessary 
place in the structure as a whole; Strauss, on the 
other hand, largely employs tone-effect, to which he 
very likely attaches some definite meaning. Bee¬ 
thoven is essentially structural; Strauss, descriptive, 
but fully as much of ideal as of external things. 
Music, however, with its long melodic inflections 
(expressive intervals)—differing from the narrower 
compass of speech—can really have no definite mean¬ 
ing in the same sense that poetry and the word has 
it; hence, we discover there a weak point in the 
Strauss system, which is also that of Liszt in his 
orchestral tone-poems. But this weak point is 
largely offset,, perhaps completely compensated for, 
by the beauty or the impressiveness of the tone-effect. 
The symmetrical form of the Beethoven composi¬ 
tions (like that of other classical masters) compels 
the development of logically complete themes and 
melodies, making a vivid impression upon the mem¬ 
ory; the poetical recitation of Strauss (translated 
into music, as it were) rather tends to discard 
structural melody; hence the superficial critic is apt 
to accuse him of a lack of musical ideas. 
The motive, a technical term, meaning a short 
melodic phrase or fragment of a few notes, plays an 
important part of the structural compositions of Bee¬ 
thoven. It is generally a detached portion of the 
principal theme or of some secondary complete mel¬ 
ody, appearing, disappearing, and reappearing fre¬ 
quently, in the course of the composition, either as a 
momentary counterpoint to some leading theme, or 
itself as a leading phrase. 
The motive gives unity to the movement wherein 
it appears. Beethoven is the acknowledged greatest 
master in the treatment of the motive; at the same 
time, the motive is the strongest link of relationship 
or resemblance between the symphony and the tone- 
poem, as Liszt, Strauss, and all other great modern 
composers naturally make frequent use of this re¬ 
source of composition, fitting equally well the clas¬ 
sical and the descriptive composition; by its intro¬ 
duction, the free symphonic tone-poem retains a 
strong element of logical form. 
NECESSITY OF FORM. 
There are those who demand absolute formlessness, 
just as there are anarchists who clamor for the abo¬ 
lition of all government. Both demands are equally 
unreasonable, manifesting rare ignorance or blinding 
passion. All things on earth and in the heavens seek 
and attain form, for nothing is comprehensible, beau¬ 
tiful, or even possible, without it. 
Without form, music would be reduced to a suc¬ 
cession of effects of a merely physical nature, appeal¬ 
ing to the senses, but not to the mind. Even then, 
such music would be far from being formless; for to 
possess any attraction each effect would have to be 
beautiful, and that could only be due to harmony 
(which is form), or to dissonance duly resolved (dis¬ 
cord, followed in turn by concord), which again is 
form. Music of this character would resemble the 
kaleidoscope, containing small fragments of differ¬ 
ently colored glass and reflecting surfaces, which, by 
changes of position through shaking, show an endless 
variety of color designs in symmetrical form. 
MELODY. 
Other ultra-progressists decry melody. The ob¬ 
jection to a certain style of melody originated in the 
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abuse with which timeful airs in the Italian op 
were sung to words which seemed to have little 
nothing to do with the character of the music; aii 
or arias which were solely introduced to display t 
vocal ability of the singers. . . 
Gluck was the first, in his famous war against 
Piccini (Paris, 1779), who succeeded, for the tune 
being, in breaking up the Italian opera of that perio , 
by the introduction of his music-drama, in which he 
aimed (in part) to replace the brilliant opera melody 
by the dramatic recitative. Since that time the mu 
sical-dramatic element continued to exist by the side 
of the melodic until the year 1842 (and partly it does 
to the present day), when Wagner began his reform 
movement of creating a more perfect music-drama, 
by the production of “Rienzi” (Dresden, 1842), The 
Plying Dutchman” (Dresden, 1843), “Tannhfiuser 
(Dresden, 1845), “Lohengrin” (Weimar, 1850, con¬ 
ducted by Liszt), “Tristan und Isolde” (1865, Munich, 
under Hans von Billow), “Die Meisteisinger” (1868, 
Munich, Biilow), the “Ring of the Nibelungen,” in 
four parts (1869 to 1876, Bayreuth), and “Parsifal'’ 
(Beyreutli, 1882). Wagner introduced the recitative 
into these music-dramas, with the object of making 
his heroes speak—or, rather, sing—an exalted 
language, in that way giving to the words the 
longer and more expressive musical inflections, which 
exceed those of artistic declamation, but fall short of 
actual melody. The melodic element, however, is by 
no means wanting in the Wagner opera, but is mainly 
found in the orchestra, not often on the stage, in the 
vocal score. 
RECITATIVE. 
We do not look for form in the recitative, since it 
is principally a heightened musical expression of the 
word. The musical recitative and music in a sym¬ 
metrically set form may be compared to prose and 
poetry. The word of the recitative may, however, 
be in verse, as, in fact, it generally is, but its musical 
setting does not in any manner partake of the form 
of the verse, as it would in a song, for there is no 
symmetrical melody in the recitative going hand-in- 
hand with the meter of the poetry. The musical 
recitative singly enhances either the emotional power 
of each word, or else some idea formulated by a short 
sentence. 
The music of the recitative is, nevertheless, usually 
written in time and measure to enable the conductor 
to secure a perfect ensemble of the vocal and instru¬ 
mental forces. 
In some cases the recitative is treated melodieally, 
to make it more impressive or to relieve the mo¬ 
notony; it is then called an arioso, something be- 
•tween the recitative and the song. 
MELODY IN WAGNER’S WORKS. 
The Wagner melody principally resides in the or¬ 
chestra, it is there that we must look for form. In 
this we are not disappointed, as the many numbers 
from his operas, so frequently heard in our concerts, 
plainly show. The composer’s overtures and preludes 
(vors ciele) are also written in symmetrical form, 
though not in the polyphonic style of the symphony, 
but rather approaching the homophonic style in 
purely melodic and dramatically descriptive develop- 
Even on the stage his melodic numbers are not few, 
as, for instance, the well-known “Bridal Chorus,” the 
“Evening Star,” the “Pilgrims’ Chorus,” and the 
“Prize Song.” These, and several others, have chiefly 
contributed to make the name of Wagner popular 
with the masses. The recitatives could not have 
done, and why? Because, being formless, they can¬ 
not make so strong an impression on the memory. 
On the whole, Wagner adheres largely to what may 
be considered carefully planned form, and the same 
may be said of Liszt, who introduced and advocated 
the free and descriptive symphonic poem, and yet 
who, more even than Wagner, never would or could 
quite leave the charmed circle of melody and sym¬ 
metrical form. 
Even in his numerous piano compositions, in which 
the great performer might have indulged in fantasy 
and impromptu, the form is always remarkably well- 
balanced and the crowning effect of the coda is never 
wanting. 
The song, the fugue, the sonata have absolutely no 
analogies in the world of Nature. Their basis is 
psychological, not physical, and in them the artist 
is in direct touch with his idea, and presents it to 
us, as it were, at first hand.—Hadow. 
CONSERVATORY AND COLLEGE. 
What Reciprocal Relations do They Bear 
Educationally. 
BY OTTO W. G. PFEFFERKORN. 
[We offer to the readers of The Etude a very 
interesting presentation of the claims that music 
study has for a place in the college curriculum, and 
for credit toward a baccalaureate or other degree. 
Mr. Pfefferkorn prepared the address from which 
this was taken for a meeting of the Faculties of the 
College and Conservatory of Music, Brenau College, 
Ga.—Editor.] 
In our day, intellectual activities are becoming so 
varied and complex that utility, or other reasonable 
considerations, are setting at naught many a time- 
honored precedent of accredited educational value. 
This action may, or may not, be wise. Personally, 
I wish most emphatically to place myself on record as 
advocating, primarily, at least a high-school educa¬ 
tion, no matter how gifted a student may be in music 
or art. In fact, the more precocious, the greater the 
necessity of securing poise, and balance, and—I might 
add a modicum of good sense. In fact, no fine art 
can be intelligently studied without presupposing 
such a general, if not even higher, education. 
Assuming then that a conservatory student has, 
at least, a good high-school education, the question, 
perhaps, ought to start from that basis. 
We might now ask, what relations intellectually do 
conservatory courses bear to college courses? Is the 
one class purely mental, and the others something 
else? Or, is college work so totally different from 
the work of the conservatory that, all things consid¬ 
ered, it is not possible, by the most astute course of 
reasoning, to arrive at any basis or system of unit 
credits that shall, whether used unilaterally or re¬ 
ciprocally, be fair and just alike to both courses? 
And all this, whether we assume that the two 
courses are, or not, allied intellectually. 
If we assume that a conservatory course, whether 
intellectually, vocal, or theoretical, does not presup¬ 
pose, or involve, any mental functions, these questious 
could be answered and settled with unanimous 
promptness. 
I would not, however, have the hardihood to con¬ 
front any member of a conservatory faculty, and 
declare that his or her respective department require 
no brains; for I know that some kind of intellectual 
discipline is involved in their instruction. If, then, 
such discipline exists, the next question naturally 
would be, “Is it of a character inferior, equal, or 
superior to that discipline given in those branches 
which are now elective in the college courses? And 
is the character of the two alike or unlike? 
The relations subsisting between the branches of 
musical theory and other purely intellectual work 
are, I assume, clear, patent, and unquestioned. 
In the study of the history of music, we have 
indirectly the study of the history of all nations 
wherein music has been fostered. And that embraces 
the history of all nations, ancient, mediaeval, and 
modern. 
In study of harmony and counterpoint, we en¬ 
counter problems and difficulties of a mathematical 
nature, which defy, for solution, not only a musical 
mind, but are utterly incomprehensible to a regular 
mathematician. I once had a pupil who declared he 
could get a grade of 100 in differential calculus, hut 
he never could comprehend the figuring and compu¬ 
tations involved in some comparatively simple ex¬ 
ercises in harmony. 
In the study of orchestration, we are dealing with 
the various families of musical instruments; the va¬ 
rious stringed instruments, wind instruments, and in- 
s ruments of percussion. Their combinations and 
endings provide a kind of musical chemistry of clas¬ 
sified knowledge, whose area of further experimenta¬ 
tion and discovery is equally infinite. 
n the study of musical form, we have the strata 
o musical facts in the geology of this art. We can 
race the successive periods of formations; and call 
das •fi5'-*116 P°wer of careful analysis and correct 
theoretical branches should either be already 
or certainly taken simultaneously with such e 
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study—always, of course, having due regard to a 
pupil’s physical welfare. Since overdoing is undoing, 
this latter suggestion deserves, I believe, especial and 
insistent attention. 
Our acquired knowledge may be abstruse or practi¬ 
cal. Just how abstruse the theoretical knowledge of 
any fine art may be deemed, as compared with the 
knowledge imparted by a college elective study, I, of 
course, cannot decide. But if we concede that this 
musical knowledge implies like mental discipline, 
then every student in an executive branch of music, 
at the very commencement of study, should, perhaps, 
receive credit for theoretical knowledge already ac¬ 
quired, plus the credit which, if the question can be 
answered, may, or should, be apportioned for such ex¬ 
ecutive study. 
And here we approach the consideration of knowl¬ 
edge which is general, and knowledge and action 
which are specific. For to play an instrument, or 
sing a song, requires both knowledge and action. 
Sometimes the knowledge is at fault; sometimes, the 
action; sometimes, both; rarely, neither. 
As to the art of pianoforte playing, I can truly 
say it is much easier to utter a precept than to give 
an example. While a good precept is better than a 
bad example, one really good and inspiring example 
is worth a thousand very excellent precepts. 
But a good and inspiring example implies the very 
highest kind of knowledge and the very finest kind 
of action, plus the best possible instrument. 
When, therefore, a pupil, seated at the pianoforte 
keyboard, awaits instruction, she ought to possess 
sufficient intelligence to comprehend a precept and 
appreciate an example. And .1 cannot conceive that 
such instruction can be given, or received, without 
the exercise of the mind. The very terms I am 
now using in this cursory discussion imply, I hope, 
a semblance of intellectual relationship. 
If music is the language of the emotions, we are 
then dealing with the head, the hand, and the heart. 
And is it not the three H’s that are the best ground¬ 
work for an ideal education? 
It is true that in some persons the power of imi¬ 
tation or mimicry is so great in hand and heart as to 
appear to dispense with the head. I say appear— 
but I believe, nevertheless, the head function is there; 
the real difference is only one of velocity of mental 
analysis. 
To properly and artistically transfer just one 
printed note from the musical page to the pianoforte 
keyboard, something must tell the pupil the name of 
the note; on what part of the keyboard that note is 
located; which finger is to be used in evoking that; 
note from the instrument; in what position that fin¬ 
ger is to be held, and why; what is the right state 
of muscles and nerves relating to that finger; what 
kind or form of action that finger shall employ in 
depressing the key; how long that key shall be held 
depressed, and why not during a longer or shorter 
time; and by what action the key shall be released. 
Now, I conceive that something to be what we desig¬ 
nate as mind. Attention and concentration are re¬ 
quired. 
This simple illustration deals with but one tone— 
a mere letter in the musical alphabet; an alphabet 
that does not stop with the spelling of “C-A-T,” or 
“D-O-G,” but one that embraces a vast, intricate, 
beautiful, and inspiring literature bounded only by 
the civilized world. 
And when we add to these elemental considerations 
proper concepts of rhythm, tempo, pedaling, and 
dynamics, we have only approached the borderland of 
interpretation, where musical art really begins, and 
where the discipline of head, hand, and heart find a 
field for unified expression. 
• But the original question still remains unanswered. 
And it may be that the only answer to be deduces 
after the most searching reflection will have to be an 
arbitrary one. Again I wish emphatically to cham¬ 
pion the value of a general education as taking pre¬ 
cedence to a specific one. I know of no precedent we 
can lean upon. I regard our musical instruction and 
study as an intellectual, emotional, and corporeal 
process. I perceive a line between the art of luxury, 
and the work-a-day world of necessity. I also 
recognize that one person’s luxury may be another 
person’s necessity. It may be equally difficult to 
compare and fairly apportion any specific branch of 
study with a general course, especially when that 
specific branch admits of such a wide variety of na¬ 
tive aptitude as do the fine arts. 
THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
OF STUDYING MUSIC IN BERLIN. 
BY H. NEVILL-SMITH. 
The question often arises, why do so many persons 
come to Berlin to study music? Is it on account 
of the concerts, or what may be summed up in the 
words “musical atmosphere,” or is it on account of 
the teachers, or is it, after all, a matter of expense? 
Certainly, it is hardly a question of tradition, for 
the German capital never enjoyed such musical fame 
as many other cities, such as Leipzig and Weimar. 
Nevertheless, the influence, in recent years, of such 
musicians as von Billow and Rubinstein has made 
itself very much felt there, while Joachim’s long 
residence has played an important rSle in making 
Berlin what it is to-day. Then, again, think for a 
moment what it means to have such a gigantic mu¬ 
sician and personality as Richard Strauss resident 
in its midst; a man who has risen above all schools 
and tradition, and who has and is influencing modern 
music more than any other living musician. 
We lately read an article on Berlin by a well-known 
writer and musician, who claims that Berlin’s present 
position in the musical world is mostly due to the 
great interest shown in this art by the royal house¬ 
hold; but, alas! the one thing that royalty - has 
most to do with—the Opera House—is anything but 
an ornament to such a large city, and much less to 
such a musical city as Berlin. But, be the causes 
what they may, students all gather together in Ber¬ 
lin to study, and one of the chief advantages to he 
gained seems to us to be the enormous facility af¬ 
forded students of becoming familiar with the great¬ 
est master-pieces, whether they be orchestral works, 
chamber music, operas, or solo compositions, etc. 
THE GREAT NUMBER OF CONCERTS. 
Look, for a moment, at the vast amount of litera¬ 
ture performed during each season at the seventy- 
five or more concerts of the Popular Evenings of the 
Philharmonic Orchestra, which include all the best 
works for orchestra. Then the number of quartet 
and trio organizations, besides the numerous operas 
performed at the Royal Opera House, at Theater des 
Westens, and at the newly opened National Theater. 
Added to all these there is the tremendous number 
of concerts given by the most eminent soloists, at 
which One hears over and over again the foremost 
solo compositions, and hears, also, the artist at his 
best, and not, as is so often the case in London 
and other great centers, sandwiched in among half 
a dozen other performers, which always reminds 
one of the host who asks you to meet a friend of his, 
but’ must needs invite a few others to help you meet 
this friend. 
One is often asked, do not London and other great 
cities have as good concerts as Berlin? Certainly, 
all the greatest artists go to London, but the musical 
atmosphere is often missing; and although it is now 
“fashionable” to give concerts on the "three concerto” 
pattern, when an orchestra is engaged, it is by no 
means popular. The writer attended a London con¬ 
cert recently which lasted over three hours, the 
vocalists alone numbering ten, and the audience was 
pleased. How could one possibly expect to get real 
art under such circumstances ? And yet many of the 
performers, had they appeared alone, would have 
given an artistic performance. One must admit that, 
as regards the arrangement of and choice of music 
given at concerts, Berlin is unsurpassed. 
RESIDENT MUSICIANS OF HIGH HANK. 
What city can boast of having so many great mu¬ 
sicians resident in its midst? and the aspiring and 
talented pupil is able to procure the services (with 
but few exceptions) of any of the great maestri, if 
he but have the means. Ah, yes! “There is the 
rub;” if he but have the means; for lessons in the 
Berlin of to-day, with eminent soloists, are no longer 
cheap, and one must needs pay from twenty to 
forty marks a lesson to study with the most famous. 
Yet, if one only knows where to go, probably some ot 
the very best teaching in the world is procurable for 
only a few marks a lesson. 
As we said before, what city can boast of having 
such an extraordinary number of celebrated musi¬ 
cians in its midst? This fact alone opens up a 
very important question to the young musician and 
talented student, that of becoming personally ac¬ 
quainted with and of having intercourse with the 
greatest musicians. We have seen gathered to¬ 
gether, on more than one occasion, a group of stu¬ 
dents with such world-famous men as Busoni, 
Godowsky, Hambourg, Gabrilowitsch, Schnabel, 
Becker, Kreisler, Hartmann, Hekking, and others. 
HEARING NEW COMPOSITIONS UNDER THE COMPOSER’S 
DIRECTIONS. 
Another point, which is often overlooked, and 
which seems to be greatly advantageous to students, 
is the possibility of hearing new compositions of note 
performed under the direction of the composer him¬ 
self. As instances, we cite the works of Richard 
Strauss, Eugen d’Albert, and Max Reger. Among the 
secondary advantages of studying in Berlin is that 
one becomes intimate with the German language, 
which is of the utmost importance to every musi- 
EXPENSES. 
To come down to the more commonplace subject of 
expense, one must admit that concerts and operas 
are, on the whole, extremely reasonable as compared 
with other cities. For a mark or two one can hear 
the best, although in some of the more antiquated 
buildings, it means paying for a seat to stand and 
embrace a pillar. Then the cost of living in the 
ordinary “pensionat” must be termed reasonable 
when compared with London, and the rolls and 
coffee (taking the place of our more substantial 
English breakfast), and the plentiful scarcity of 
meals are a great saving of time, if not over-satisfy¬ 
ing. 
On the subject of time saved, might be cited the 
fact that most students, being away from home, 
means they have much more time to work, as they 
are saved from the attractions and distractions that 
home life must necessarily entail; while the shorter 
distances (the concert halls being, for the most part, 
conveniently situated), and the hours of concerts 
being earlier than in most places, enables the student 
to keep reasonable hours, if he wishes. 
DISADVANTAGES. 
Among the disadvantages, one of the greatest 
seems to be the want of progression among so many 
of the pedagogues, and Germany being an old musical 
country, there is an overuse of tradition (not felt in 
newer countries), and the student with originality is 
often in great danger of losing this through the nar¬ 
row path that he is expected to tread. As we said 
before, one can get the best lessons for twenty 
marks, but one can also get the most worthless; and 
there are many teachers in Berlin of years’ standing, 
who get the highest fees and have never turned out 
one pupil who has been a public success, and yet 
pupils still flock to them, and their own pupils tell 
you they are the only ones who can teach. We heard 
of a violin teacher who went so far as to say, if you 
did not keep your first finger straight on the bow 
you could never expect to play classical music. One 
pays twenty marks to hear such truths! Mr. A. K. 
Virgil tells a very good story of one of these piano 
teachers of the “alles Oelenk” type, who, being very 
pious, insisted on the Bible’s being held under the 
arm when any extended passage was practiced, quite 
ignoring the fact that nature had given us arms, and 
even upper arms, for use. 
So that it is as easy for students to take the 
wrong path in Berlin as in other places. Although it 
is advantageous for advanced students to study with 
some of the public players there, to the majority it 
can be detrimental, where concert tours take up so 
much of their time and lessons become irregular. 
In conclusion, we must, however, admit, in justice 
to Berlin, that this overuse and abuse of tradition is 
fast fading away, and it is gratifying to see that both 
critics and public alike are becoming broad-minded 
and in sympathy with modem ideas. 
Music affects our emotional nature in two ways: 
partly through the nervous system, partly through 
the ordinary law of association. It is a common¬ 
place of psychology that our emotions are largely 
conditioned by physical states in the body, and to 
this rule music assuredly offers no exception. Under 
certain circumstances a current of energy after 
passing from the ear to the brain, is transmuted into 
the nervous movements which constitute the material 
cause of the simple feelings, and thus we are roused 
or exhilarated or depressed by means as mechanical 
as those of any agency in external nature.—Hadow 
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THE IDEAL MUSICIAN. 
BY EDWARD BURLINGAME HILL. 
The musician in fiction has always been an un¬ 
real creature of intense and highly impractical stand¬ 
ards, holding stern and ascetic views on his art, 
unappreciated and misunderstood, living a hand-to- 
mouth existence with scanty food, unnecessarily 
fantastic clothes, and the inevitable long and un¬ 
kempt hair. This conception of the musician has 
become so fixed that it is not uncommon to meet 
futile imitators of one or the other of these char¬ 
acteristics of the type of fiction. For instance, the 
young composer is far too apt to imagine that if 
his music is obscure or extravagant, his greatness 
is in direct proportion to these defects. Or if the 
teacher is eccentric in his appearance and manner, 
harsh hi his methods of instruction, and unpunctual 
and absent-minded in all business relations, that 
these failings are indications of unusual capacity. 
Unfortunately there has been unlimited foundation 
for belief that the “artistic temperament” should 
produce types of this sort. In all epochs of art the 
composer who has had something new to bring to 
the musical world has had t.o face incredulity, scorn, 
and even contempt as a return for the value of his 
innovations; naturally his struggles have often made 
him bitter and suspicious. The teacher of the past 
or present has invariably to wrestle so arduously 
with ignorance, indifference, and laziness that it is 
hardly surprising that his disposition and temper 
have suffered in the conflict. While there may have 
been decided justification for these ill-balanced speci¬ 
mens of artists in the past, the improved conditions 
of the present time hardly warrant emulation of their 
examples to-day. 
We live in an age that is material, to be sure, but 
one of its undeniable virtues is practicality. We 
have learned to some extent the important lesson of 
bringing the ideal and visionary within the limits of 
the practicable, if possible. We no longer sigh for a 
millenium in art in which our ecstatic dreams of new 
beauties in music are realized without effort. We 
have at last taken to heasst the ffruth that the ideal 
is attained through a wholesome, well-balanced prog¬ 
ress from the things that are possible to those hopes 
and aims which we have harbored for so many years. 
This practical advice as to the realization of ideals 
is as much a necessity from the artistic point of 
view as of material financial success. 
In the average case more is accomplished by evolu¬ 
tion than by revolution. Much of the misery which 
Berlioz, great genius that he was, endured for many 
years was directly owing to the fact that he could 
not begin witB modest attempts which were within 
the comprehension of his time as well as practicable 
from the existing conditions. His oompositions, with 
the exception of the earliest, were on so vast a scale 
as to antagonize practical considerations from the 
start; an orchestra of unheard of size, rehearsals in 
unheard of numbers, demanding patient study and 
an attention to details of execution to which neither 
players nor conductors would agree. And yet when 
Berlioz first produced his oratorio, “The Infancy of 
Christ,” under an assumed name, it created a veri¬ 
table sensation because of the simplicity and compre¬ 
hensibility of his medium of expression. No one 
would believe that Berlioz, the author of so many 
grandiose and bizarre works of such appalling dimen¬ 
sions, could stoop to such a simple and pleasurable 
form of art. It must be acknowledged that his in¬ 
ordinate love of complexity and audacious effect was 
the very essence of his genius, and as Buch was prob- 
ably a quality inseparable from his temperament; 
but nevertheless this inability to conform to prac¬ 
ticality was responsible to a large degree for the 
Ictag course of neglect and lack of sympathy which 
Berlioz underwent, darkening his entire life. 
If, on the other hand, iye examine the career of 
one of the most remarkable composers of the present 
day (if not of the present generation), Richard 
Strauss, we must at once be struck with the admir¬ 
able and consistent way in which he has developed 
his talent, and the prudent manner in which he has 
to some extent prepared each advance in artistic 
expression for the next. Beginning, while still a young 
boy, with the most modest and practicable of ambi¬ 
tions, he has conquered, step by step, each problem 
which the composer’s career has to offer until both 
his technic and power of expression have reached an 
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astounding pitch of virtuosity. At first he began 
with sonatas for piano, for piano and ’cello, a seren¬ 
ade for wind instruments. By degrees he had at¬ 
tempted all the ordinary forms of chamber music, 
including also his first symphony. Then gradually, 
with each increase in his technic, he applied himself 
successively to more and more ambitious schemes 
of expression, until he has finally astonished the 
world with his extraordinary series of tone-poems 
which have gone far beyond even the extraordinary 
conceptions of Berlioz in grandiose and extravagant 
qualities. All this is the direct result of realizing 
the power of evolution (Strauss method) as opposed 
to revolution (Berlioz method). Each mastery over 
material conditions (established precedent and tradi¬ 
tion in style and form) has brought Strauss nearer 
to his original and distinctive ideals. His standards 
are probably as lofty as were those of Berlioz, but 
Strauss has not been blind to the recognition of the 
practical side of the musician’s career. 
Many of the disappointments and failures in the 
lives of composers, teachers, and virtuosi alike con¬ 
sist in the fact that they do not fully realize that the 
mere possession of ideas, individuality, and real 
ability does not of itself signify anything unless 
accompanied by the faculty of making this talent 
have a practical, nay, a commercial, value. No 
matter how fine or noble the composer’s inspiration, 
it must be cultivated so as to produce results on a 
practical basis. There is no degradation implied in 
adapting oneself to the conditions that exist. No 
one in any walk of life is exempt from this obliga¬ 
tion; and it is because the artist thinks he can 
waive this consideration and thus neglect his first 
duty as a man that so many tribulations attend an 
artistic career. The musician who follows the exam¬ 
ple of the unreal type of fiction, who lives in solitude 
with his work, abhorring all social relations with his 
fellow beings, trusting blindly that his aspirations 
justify his disregard of everything practical and hu¬ 
man is not following an ideal, but yielding to the 
weak promptings of a disordered imagination. 
The finest ideal that any one can have in this 
world is to improve practical conditions; to recog¬ 
nize their deficiencies, their occasional sordid tenden¬ 
cies, and also their obvious virtues; to acknowledge 
the right of the “business side” of music to exist, 
and to bring to it something finer than a merely 
commercial view of art; to prove by example that 
high standards and common sense can be united in 
one person; finally, that only the closest attention 
•to practical details can produce ideal results from 
original, forceful ideas and real ability. In every 
profession and variety of business, no sane man 
would attempt to deny the absolute necessity for the 
most complete grasp of the every-day practicalities. 
It would simply be so much misapplied energy to 
begin at any but the most practical point of view. 
When, moreover, the commodity at issue is so in¬ 
tangible, so elusive as the subtle problem of how to 
succeed by the mere virtue of originality and force 
in an artistic medium, the necessity is all the greater. 
The only rational means by which musical ability 
can be brought to its legitimate fruition is by the 
fullest exercise of common sense, good judgment, and 
the most level-headed appreciation of the commercial 
value of each faculty which the musician possesses 
One-sidedness is as fatal in the artist’s life as in any 
other. Commerciality without high aims is obviously 
limited, and defeats its own ends. Impracticable 
ideals are more tragically futile on account of the 
implied running to waste of good material. Do not, 
therefore, despise practical business methods in any 
branch of the musical profession. If your ideals 
are high, they can stand a large admixture of every¬ 
day common sense and practical insight with the 
finer characteristics of the musical nature. This co¬ 
operation will act not only without detriment to the 
artistic results, but, on the contrary, with positive 
benefits. It will force you to realize the exact value 
of your own talent) it will convince you that as a 
man you have the right to profit with the most 
matter of fact shrewdness from the traits of your 
artistic individuality. 
We are making many discoveries in the music 
world at the present time, but surely none is more 
far reaching in its applicability than the necessity to 
avoid approaching the type of the musician of fiction 
Let us instead, by establishing a broad and liberal 
basis in our work, and by adjusting a well-regulated 
balance between ideals and a wise consideration for 
practicality, strive to become the ideal musician. 
“WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE,” 
BY W. F. GATES. 
“WHEN doctors disagree,” etc., is applicable to 
music as well as to medicine. In a certain kind of 
manufacturing institution there is a machine known 
as “the agitator.” It is the purpose of this mechan¬ 
ism to keep the ingredients under process of treat¬ 
ment stirred up so that there may be evolved a final 
result that shall be the essence of the whole, the re¬ 
fined product. 
Musical critics act as agitators for the musical 
world. None may he right, but as a result of their 
discussions, their praise, their fault-finding, there may 
come in the future a saner judgment that will give 
each composer his niche in the hall of fame. For the 
past fifty years Wagner has been the name tossed to 
and fro by vitriolic pens. He was lauded to the 
highest heavens; he was sunk to the deepest hells. 
Out of all that has come a more general knowledge 
of the man and his work and a rating that is more ' 
sane, if not so extreme. 
Recently, Richard Strauss has become the bone of 
critical contention. He is going through somewhat 
of the same experience as was the lot of Wagner, 
though the heavens are not so high nor the hells so 
deep. As an instance of the praise awarded this 
composer by one class of writers, a sentence or two 
from a recently published work may be quoted: “He 
(Strauss) has accomplished a wider, more searching, 
more comprehensively inclusive expression of life and 
experience than music has ever before attempted to 
compass. He has compelled us to realize that the 
tone-poet fulfils his ultimate purpose only in so far 
as his art is consistently and richly articulate—only 
in so far as it is ‘a tongue of life.’ ” 
On the other hand, take up a recent series ot 
essays by a critic whose writings are well known to 
the reading portion of the American musical world. 
Concerning Strauss, his dictum is as follows: 
“How refreshing to the spirit it is to hear, after a 
Strauss preachment, some such work of pure feeling 
as Schumann’s ‘Spring’ symphony! Here is no 
fugued fuddle of the fulminations of science. Here 
is no heart-wrung cry of a philosopher from the 
mountain top, come down to set whole the disjointed 
times, and wailing because the populace thinks him 
a goatherd. 
It is easy to read from this, an opinion of the 
“latest thing” in classical music—using that word in 
its true, not in its antiquarian, sense. Thus, we have 
two diametrically opposed opinions from writers of 
equal ability and distinction. What is to be the 
conclusion? Simply this: Take the opinion of 
neither of them. Hear the music of Strauss and 
form your own opinion. Accept no one’s dictates. 
Read the opinions of other and better musicians 
than yourself, classify them in your mind; but save 
your acceptance of them until you have heard the 
music of the composer under discussion, and learn 
whether he appeals to you as a greater prophet or a 
less, as a man from heaven sent, or as a degenerate. 
Second-hand opinions are worse than useless. They 
clog the mind; they keep you from forming your own 
estimates; they prohibit you from much enjoyment 
that might be yours; or, they make you profess en¬ 
joyment in what someone else says you ought to like, 
when you know, down in your heart, that to you it 
is hut a dreary waste. 
?fter aU’ the question for each person is, 
What do I enjoy?” not, “What does someone else 
®ujoy? One should come to his mental inher- 
i ance of esthetic pleasure by roads of his own de¬ 
velopment, not by arbitrary likes and dislikes of an 
outsider who knows nothing of their mental or mu¬ 
sical structure. It is better honestly to say, “I like 
a btrauss waltz,” than to falsely claim, “I just love 
a btrauss symphony.” And the two Strausses are a 
world apart. 
- ?he ™ai“ thin£ is honesty with self. False claims 
jure the holder of them far more than they do the 
® 1° Z-x the^ are expressed. The sanest and 
* at*ltude IS best Offered in the statement,“I now 
, v, 88 waltz; I care for nothing better than 
* am willing to give numerous hearings to 
1,7“ others say is better music, and if I come to 
hoSt S f ,!njoy’1 wiU sa7 B°; if not, I will be 
them” d StlCk to Johann, leaving Richard to 
When doctors disagree,” select your own medicine. 
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THE MUSICAL FACULTY. 
BY HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
“There is no kind of faculty in man which can 
rightly perform the functions allotted to it without 
the aid and concurrence of the Supreme Cause of all 
things.” 
We have long since outgrown the idea that musical 
faculty is the gift of only the favored few, and wo 
now know that every child is bora with a faculty for 
music as well as for arithmetic, spelling and geog¬ 
raphy, or for walking, eating, and sleeping. But of 
this musical faculty it is as true, as of every other, 
that it must be cultivated, “made good,” else, in¬ 
stead of growing, it will speedily sink into desuetude, 
becoine non-existent. Also it is true that cultiva¬ 
tion, “taking lessons,” is not enough, does not of it¬ 
self “make good” a faculty. Lessons are not enough, 
nor the only way. Many have studied music only 
to become completely disillusioned, and to drop their 
music study with little or no desire ever to play or 
hear another note of music. So these lessons alone 
are not enough. 
We bold every one of our faculties according to 
a certain tenure, upon certain conditions; and upon 
the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of these divinely im¬ 
posed conditions rests the decision as to whether the 
children bora into this world with musical faculty 
will retain this faculty and carry it through life as 
' a joy and happiness for themselves and all who 
know them, or whether, after a year or two of study, 
this faculty will fritter away into nothingness. 
The story of Sir Galahad holds the grandest les¬ 
son ever given in the retention of God-given faculties, 
a lesson which the world’s thinkers are striving to 
teach us every day. Ruskin, Newman, Tolstoi, each 
has read us the same lesson in his own way, that 
only by purity of life ean we retain our natural 
abilities and through their use attain to anything 
that is worth while; that only through purity of 
thought and deed can we hold and “make good” 
these same God-given faculties. 
“The musical faculty is one particular mode of the 
soul’s activity.” This being so, the child should be 
made cognizant of it from the very beginning. The 
music teacher should direct the pupil’s attention to 
this fact and hold it there, should make the child 
feel that music is of the divine in him, should start 
him with the right incentive, and never permit him 
to practice for any but the highest motives. If 
music teachers did this the practice hour would 
not be the bane it now is, nor would the music 
lesson be the cause of so many tears, scoldings, and 
dissensions in the home. Neither would we hear so 
frequently, “I hate music; I hate to practice.” 
How many pupils are there who begin the prac¬ 
tice hour with a prayer? And yet, why not? The 
study hours at school are preceded by prayer each 
morning, why not the hour of music study? Why 
should not the teacher help the pupil to form the 
habit? If it is suggested to the child in the beginning 
it will seem quite the natural thing to do, which 
it; really is. Much more natural than common, I 
fear. Prayer is said to aid us to have faith in 
God, but it does more, it helps us to have faith in 
ourselves, to believe in our own abilities and possi¬ 
bilities. So that a little prayer said at the beginning 
of each practice period not only helps in overcoming 
technical difficulties, but also helps to overcome tem¬ 
peramental difficulties, laziness, impatience, and the 
rest. It prepares the mind for its work. 
Why should a teacher hesitate to use this great 
aid to forward her pupil’s advancement? The young 
are always susceptible to good influence. You have 
only to say to the pupil, “You are divine and so 
is music. Since you are made to the image and 
likeness of Divinity, all that you should partake of 
Divinity. Prayer is the union of the human with the 
Divine, and in commencing your practice with prayer 
you are linking your music to heaven. You are giv¬ 
ing your practice hour a new dignity, and your play¬ 
ing a beautiful motive.” This is the true and best 
way of “making good” the musical faculty, by fos¬ 
tering with pure ideas and keeping it to the true and 
perfect likeness of Him who caused it to be born in 
every little child. 
Do we need proofs of this? There is Handel’s ejacu¬ 
lation written at the top of every manuscript, “Glory 
be to God alone.” There is Mendelssohn’s prayer, the 
initial letters of which are to be seen on his vciy 
earliest compositions—"Help Thou Me.” There is the 
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singer who said that as a little child in convent 
school she formed the habit of prayer before prac¬ 
tice, and the concert pianist whose habit it is, on 
leaving home to play in public, to say in her heart 
“Give me Thy grace to carry with me to my task, 
dear Lord.” And these examples, two of the past, 
two of the present day, might be multiplied many, 
many times to prove that it is the right way. To 
begin with a pure intention, to draw strength from 
supernatural power, is to lift our daily work out of 
the treadmill of drudgery into a high and healthy 
moral atmosphere by means of “the perpetual aid and 
concurrence of the Supreme Couse of all things.” 
Have courage to use this “aid,” music teachers, 
“And all these things shall he added unto you.” 
THE TRADITIONS OF MUSICAL EXPRES¬ 
SION. 
BY HEBVE D. WILKINS. 
The various details of musical expression as they 
exist to-day are not of sudden growth, hut have been 
gradually wrought out during the comparatively brief 
existence of the art of music. Expression has devel¬ 
oped alongside of the various instruments used in 
music, and the researches and discoveries continually 
being made by those who, as composers, inventors, 
and performers, have been devotee to the art and 
science of music. 
The violin on account of its early discovery, its 
practically unchanged form, and the skilful handling 
of its players during six centuries, and owing to the 
facility with which all sorts of shading, grouping, 
and accents can he reproduced upon it, is the pioneer 
and guide to other instruments in many matters of 
expression. It has, for example, always been possi¬ 
ble to reproduce upon the violin all the intricacies 
of musical expression as they exist to-day. It was 
necessary only to decide what was essential to ex¬ 
pression to feel it and to reproduce it with the aid 
of the violin. There was in the nature of the violin 
no hindrance to the reproduction of accent, sustained 
tone, sliding from one tone to another, or to the 
various expressions peculiar to speech and song. 
On the spinet and clavichord and other instruments 
which preceded the pianoforte, the use of expression 
was limited by the nature of these instruments. The 
very word “pianoforte” implies that discriminative 
playing upon such instruments had hitherto been 
impracticable, and that such expression was now for 
the first time rendered practicable by the invention 
of the pianoforte. 
It is thus not strange that in the earlier editions 
of the works of Scarlatti, Bach, Handel, and their 
contemporaries, the notes are printed without ex¬ 
pression marks. Modern editions of these composers, 
by Czerny, K6hler,Riemann, and others,have been pub¬ 
lished with added marks for phrasing and expression; 
but in the matter of proper marking, the views of 
these editors do not always coincide. Kohler is prac¬ 
tical, matter-of-fact, and content with what is con¬ 
ventional in all the details of musical delivery. 
Czerny is more imaginative and leans toward suavity 
and grace in his renderings. Riemann is ultra- 
pedantic- and unnecessarily profuse in his markings. 
In his editions there is no normal, and no room for 
discretion is given to the performer; all the ex¬ 
pression marks are overdone, and not a note is left 
without some sort of a direction for its delivery; 
sometimes these directions amount even to a dis¬ 
tortion and a perversion of the composer’s obvious 
meaning. These excesses in Riemann’s editing are 
exemplified in his edition of Bach’s “well-tempered 
clavier,” and can be well appreciated by comparing his 
marking of the D Major prelude in the first book 
with that of any other edition of the same piece. 
Such excessive editing is rather a distortion than an 
exposition or an elucidation of a work. 
There are many principles and forms of expression 
which were observed for a long time before they 
were ever put into print. For example: it is proba¬ 
ble that Bach performed his own pieces with a cer¬ 
tain manner somewhat like the phrasings called for 
in the present accepted editions of his works. Many 
passages, however, admit of a varied interpretation; 
the answering two chords in the organ toccata in F 
may he played, either as slurred twos or as staccato 
chords with equal accent. Either mode would be 
correct and pleasing; but perhaps the equal emphasis 
of both these chords is more in accordance with the 
rugged character of this piece, and is also not so sen¬ 
timental in effect as is the slurred treatment. 
The works of early composers abound in instances 
where two or more 'different ways of phrasing an 
identical passage are possible. Thus, the C Minor 
fugue. No. 2, of the “well-tempered clavier” is, by 
some editors give in soft staccato, by others legato 
and mezzoforte. 
There are, however, certain renderings which are 
unquestioned, and which were handed down from 
master to pupil during the long period of time which 
elapsed before the editions of classical music with 
expression marks were issued. 
One peculiarity of the early clavier music is the 
resemblance of many phrases to bell music. Pieces 
like the “Chaconne,” in E Minor, by Handel, the 
sonata in B Minor by Scarlatti; Bach’s first prelude 
and his fantasia in G Major for the organ, in Peters’ 
Edition, Book IV, No. 11, all show a simplicity to 
passages or changes on the chimes. 
This may be partly owing to the faet that the 
organ clavier was at first a set of levers similar to 
those used in playing the chimes. The early key¬ 
boards for the organ were exactly sueh levers as 
were used for playing chimes and were struck by 
the clenched hand, and had a fall of a foot or more. 
Again, some of the details of musical expression 
are similar to word-accents. A group of two notes 
may be of equal accent, or the notes may be slurred 
together, with the accent on the first note, like the 
words, fa 'ther, moth 'er, cheer 'ful, or with the accent 
on the second note, like the words amen', contend', 
a rise', de lay'. 
The first manner, the equal accent, called in poetry 
a spondee, would be most likely to occur when the 
two notes are on the'same degree. For examples of 
this inflection see final movement of Beethoven’s first 
sonata for piano, the sixth and following measures. 
The second manner of accenting two notes with the 
emphasis on the first is analogous to the trochee in 
poetry, and is universally employed in classical and 
in modem music; the so-called two-note study of 
Liszt is a recognition of this accent and is also a 
good foundation exercise in phrasing. 
At one period in the development of the art of 
music the marks of expression were used convention¬ 
ally and did not exactly indicate the proper render¬ 
ing of a phrase according to modern ideas. Thus, 
in the later editions of the works of Mozart, Weber, 
Beethoven, and others, some of the earlier markings 
are changed, and some slurs are extended, so as to 
include the final note of a group when that note 
falls on an accented beat; also in many instances 
in the works of these composers and their eontenipo- 
raries, the marks for staccato, round, of pointed 
dots, are interpreted to mean merely accents, as in 
Weber’s “Rondeau Brilliante,” Beethoven’s Sonata in 
A, Op. 3, and in the “Sonata Pathetique,” Op. 18. 
The traditional modes of phrasing, both in vocal 
and in instrumental music, are valid to-day, as they 
were during the years that elapsed, before they were 
finally embodied in print. There will always he 
found passages in modem music which, not being 
marked, must be rendered according to these tradi¬ 
tional rules. Thus, when a melody Or a fugue theme 
contains repeated tones they are to be rendered 
staccato, with greater or less emphasis on each note, 
according to the general character of the piece. Re¬ 
peated notes of two or more pulses should be 
staccato only as to their final pulse. This is the 
difference between a staccato note of one pulse and 
one of two or three or more pulses, and disposes of 
a vexed question as to the precise manner of playing 
sueh repeated tones. Christiani directs to make the 
staccato half note “a little longer” than the staccato 
quarter note; the question of “how much longer” is 
settled by consulting tradition, which agrees that 
such longer staccato notes are staccato only as to 
their final pulse. 
In the art of music, as in the arts of painting and 
sculpture, there will always be attached importance 
to matters of ancient usage. The musical master- 
work, like the painting or the statue, is an embodi¬ 
ment of the high ideal of its epoch, and in music, as 
well as other arts, the thought and feeling expressed 
in the masterworks of the past will always be a 
source of instruction, encouragement, and inspira¬ 
tion to the striving art student of the present. 
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A LESSON BY ISIDOR PHILIPP^ AT THE 
PARIS CONSERVATORY. 
[Oh-anslated from La Revue Musicale by Florence 
Leonard.] 
A raw, foggy day, and a dreary looking place, this 
old Conservatory, with its dingy walls and bare court. 
A crowd of young people chatter and laugh before the 
concierge s door, some imposing mammas in the back¬ 
ground; noses are tipped with red, and the words 
colHi7 m°Uth Wlite themselves iD 8™? on the 
I enter the house, follow a passage-way, and come 
to a neat little hall in charge of a man who wears a 
velvet cap. On the table lies an open register. One 
after another professors enter; each registers his or 
her name, unhooks a key from the rows marked 
Homme* or “Femmes ,” and goes off without speak¬ 
ing. r 
At last Mons. Philipp arrives, wrapped in a Ions 
coat, a portfolio under his arm. He is a young man, 
of elegant and distinguished manner. He shakes’ 
hands with me cordially, and I go with him to the 
next floor his little company of pupils following. 
During all this waiting I have been impressed with 
the order and system which prevails in this old and 
illustrious building. 
. Th,e class-room which we enter is furnished most 
simply. Along the walls a bench, around the grand 
piano a group of chairs, quickly occupied. Mons. 
Isidob Philipp. 
Philipp rubs his hands (as if he were washing them in 
air with invisible soap), and calls a name. A young 
fellow of fifteen or sixteen begins a piece of Bach’s, 
from the “English Suite.” He plays very correctly, 
without a slip, this selection of medium difficulty 
The professor sits and listens to the end, then, in the 
calmest manner: 
“That is worthless—absolutely bad. Those were 
notes on the piano and nothing else. You patter 
along hke an idiot, and your brain doesn’t work at all. 
I don’t doubt that when you practice you always 
have a cigarette in your mouth. Do you think, be¬ 
cause that is Bach, that it doesn’t need thought and 
sentiment ? Ask ^ourself what grace is, and then if 
you have any idea on the subject, try to tell us with 
your fingers-if you’re going to play Bach.” 
During these passages I was struck with the air 
ot the professor—a simple authority, free from all 
charlatanism; he was met by the player with re¬ 
spectful docility, impassive under the sharp criticism 
„ fach, PuPfl “ turn, twelve of them, sat down and 
played their pieces.” (The names of any absentees 
were taken down by an officer of the school, who 
came in during the class.) I heard in succession, a 
sonata by Scarlatti (Besi Edition), sonata, Op. 11 
Schumann; prelude and fugue, No VTI “Well 
tempered clavichord,” Bach; grand sonata and a 
nocturne, Chopin; allegro from Sonata Appassionata, 
Beethoven; Thud Valse Caprice, Faure; finale of 
Ninth Quartet, Beethoven, transcribed by Saint- 
Saens; Campanula (fantaisie), Paganini;' a very 
brilliant arrangement of Songe d’une Nuit d’Etg 
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All these performers were well-advanced. They had 
great facility. Their master did not need to go ac 
to elementary ideal. Some of them even showe 
real virtuosity. So Mons. Philipp’s comments 
only of an advanced sort. He stopped long over t e 
entrance of this Dhase in the Chopin sonata: 
The student gave it too dry and military a charac¬ 
ter. He wished it steadier, more natural,' less 
aggressive. Presently, interrupting the sonata (evi¬ 
dently too great and too deep to be fitly played by a 
fifteen-year-old), he himself took it up, adding ex¬ 
ample to precept. One feels in him a most delicate 
sense of psychological values and of the significance 
of the great compositions, for at the end of his illus¬ 
tration he said to his class:— 
“Truly, one’s mind is not great enough to take him 
quite in, the good man; but one must try. 
They began the Beethoven Allegro, and he almost 
threw off his habitual calm. It was played too fast 
for him. He declared that instead of 152 quarter 
notes to the minute, the metronome mark of Kohler 
and Winkler editions, one should read 144. And he 
decried (with how good reason!) the fashion of play¬ 
ing fast, always faster, for brilliancy. At the re¬ 
petition, with these suggestions, of the dramatic 
allegro, he paced up and down the room, but all the 
time directing, for he plays, he lives, this great poem, 
and the pupil is guided by the slightest word: “No 
false nuances! No wrist-motion! Now—mysterious 
—anguished—awful. These are cries of grief and 
wrath—make the storm roar—a dull rumbling!” and 
so on. He interrupted the player again, to ask him 
to make plain this important entrance of the theme. 
fg*M^ 
11 this commentary on the Beethoven text is ar 
°f What the ^ghest teaching 
ought to be. The more I hear Mons. Philipp correct 
the superficial playing of his pupils, the more 
strength goes to my previous conviction: the great- 
twn^i°+ y°U?g musieians’ whatever instrument 
they W!sh to master, is the cultivation of intelligence 
• , ® general education of the artistic sense. The 
Virtuosi of the future must have plenty of “mechan 
ism and complete control of their fingers that is 
evident. I would even require them for months ana 
years to play, exclusively, exercises for facility and 
make them play with ease very difficult etudes but 
besides this work for their muscles, I would’hav! 
them apart from the piano, take up Judies f 
psychological and moral sort, to enlarge the r mind! 
and make it possible for them to understand 
great musical works. “stand the 
With regard to technic, Mons. Philipn mad„ ™ 
criticisms. One struck me as partieuhfriJ . 6 manF 
Several times at the return of a tW Z^Z' 
point he would exclaim: “Take breath' 
breath as an intelligent singer would.” a mns^i 
composition is like a diseourse-it has T 
periods, and phrase-members, separated bv nT? ’ 
tion marks. To punctuate, in playine- i7+PdUa' 
hand from the keys. Without that, no rhythm- 
most editions of music it is the legato Tr™ In 
marks the extent of a phrase and .shows the point f^ 
breathing.” But in the Beethoven and J f 
sonatas the legato is misplaced, ten times in ,M°Zart 
, After assigning to his pupils, with a few » Wenty- 
ing words, compositions to work out for ,,COUraS' 
class-a new one to study, part of an old o" 
review a piece to learn by heart-Mons PhUinnV° 
missed his class. The lesson had lasted t P,P dlS' 
Each pupil came to shake hands and say °Urs' 
Mattre! and I, delighted with the lesson r 
had had, m seeing the work of so great 
departed into the cold and the fog 8 teacher, 
MUSIC IN FICTION. 
BY FRANK H. MARLING. 
It is not surprising that music, which ha* piJv. 
great a part in the life of the world, should 
again and again in fiction. Indeed, it would 
markable if an art which has influenced so prof * 
the characters and careers of men and women gh , 
not receive its share of attention in the work/■ 
fiction which aim to depict humanity’s struggle, r 
umphs, failures, and successes, besides its art’i-fn 
striving and ambitions. Accordingly, We find aJ:‘ 
ous references to music and musicians in Z 
famous novels. 
In one of George Eliot’s best known stories “n 
Mill On the Floss,” she makes one of the lesHi,' 
characters, Stephen Guest, a fine bass singer 7? 
there are some spirited scenes, in which music is • 
troduced, with the result of greatly heightening th 
interest of the story. 
George MacDonald’s well-known story, “fioberl 
Falconer,” contains a touching account of the Scotch 
musical soutar, Dooble Sammie, with his lo» < 
his old fiddle. 
Perhaps one of the most generally read, and de¬ 
servedly popular, musical stories, is Miss J ■ 
Fothergill’s “The First Violin,” which is a storv ot 
German musical life, the hero being the leader ol M 
orchestra in Dusseldorf. It is full of sympathy and 
musical incident, and is strong in local color, besides 
being a study of the development of character. 
The contemporary novelist, Mr. George Moore has 
given to the world some interesting studies of muyc 
in his story, “Evelyn Innc.s.” This has for its he¬ 
roine a girl who is a musical genius, and who falls 
under the influence successively of an agnostic and 
man of the world, of an artist nnd mystic, and of a 
Homan Catholic priest. It includes discussions of 
Wagnerian operas and theories, in which the author 
states his views with great clearness and ability and 
shows considerable technical knowledge, grasp of 
complex experience, and creative energy. There is 
also a good deal about old music, the father of the 
heroine being an enthusiast on that subject 
The great Frenchman, Balzac, who, in his wonderful 
series of novels, touched with his genius nearly every 
aspect of human life, did not neglect music.'for, in 
his Cousin Pons,” which is a study of Parisian life 
in the lower social scale, he depicts the beautiful 
nendship of two old musieians, the sentimental 
Schmucke and Cousin Pons. There are vivid pictures 
inor theaters, lodginghouse keepers, curiosity 
shops, poor artists and Bohemians in general. Other 
‘Vwl °f ®alzac> intT°ducing musical themes, are 
• ara’ \n which a wild and visionary musical 
f J SUld,'ed with artistic insight and knowledge, 
the <7 assmnha Doni,” a strange and fantastic tale, 
the scene of which is laid in modern Venice, and is 
jrradual lmpre.ssive symbolism, representing the 
°’ -1™br 
nove u novelist, Vladimir Korelenko, in his 
is a ?hnd Musician,” tells of a blind boy who 
pianist tt? ,ge”IUS nn<1 "'ho becomes a famous 
fullv an i e boF 8 sensitive and poetic mind is skil- 
in£PSon’ord+the 8t°ry » fuU °f im^'Mtire 
tionsf Tolstoi’s £|*u,*L*,ld its infl,,enc<? °n «>« ®0' 
marked • , T le Hreutzer Sonata,” has a very 
it cannot > S‘Cal-ni0tive’ 1,"t tho,1gh * powerful story, 
revolvS r Sa,i<i t0 ,>e "’ho'e-me in tone, the plot 
marriage" resu^tin^A °f jeaIoU8y and unhi‘I’py 
“A tIi ! " f,naII-v in nnlrder. 
author of 5h°n Tthi Vi°lin” by ,L H' Shorthouse’ 
music-lovinrrh !ng,csant>” deals with the life of a 
and his eo ” *7 ln °ermany (about the year 1787) 
the atmosriho UninJ73 "dth nature, and is imbued with 
of conduct 61 ° J spiritual aspiration, refined ideals 
chivalrous ’n *be onno'd'ng influences of the 
author. ’Tso strongly characteristic of this 
its Italian spZ nfIesant>” most noted work, in 
Portrays a viell6S’ ,descr*bes Italian church music and 
who tells n °. p a-ver> a sort of wandering minstrel, 
Geo o Usioal story 
Chopi„rfeinSahnd> ?ench woman of letters and friend of 
Chopin’ as one ,7’ “Lucrezia Floriani,” introduces 
descriptions . tbe Ieading characters, and gives 
this has neve,- belr ,lfe together. Unfortunately 
Her very non„i appeared in an English translation. 
“The Countess of nT'’ “c°nsuelo,” and its sequel, 
in character tl R7doIstadt>” are strongly musical 
• -rne heroine is a child of the streets, 
but of noble heart and great artistic powers. She 
has a marvelous career, full of adventure, during 
which she becomes the friend of the musicians Por- 
pora and Haydn, whose characters are sketched in a 
glowing style, and there are many references to the 
music of their time. 
The musical novel par excellence for many years 
was “Charles Auchester,” by Elizabeth Sheppard, 
which has been read by two or three generations of 
music-lovers with keen delight. It contains descrip¬ 
tions of English choral life, and introduces Men¬ 
delssohn under the name of “Seraphael,” and is full 
of that sentimental hero-worship which is so emi¬ 
nently the characteristic of youth, the period of en¬ 
thusiasm and ideals. The reader of maturer years 
will very likely find it somewhat overwrought and 
high-strung. It should, by all means, be read by 
those who wish to be thoroughly versed in musical 
literature, as it is too prominent and well known a 
hook to ignore. 
There is quite a class of German musical stories, 
which are similar in character to “Charles Auches¬ 
ter.” These are overflowing with a peculiarly vague 
and romantic quality which is distinctively Teutonic 
in its nature. A representative writer of this class 
is Elise Polko, whose “Musical Sketches” are redolent 
of the most ardent and flowery sentiment, -which is 
woven with the greatest enthusiasm around com¬ 
posers, singers, organists, musicians, violinists, etc. 
Baeh, Handel, and other men of note, appear in its 
highly idealized sketches, which are impregnated with 
a sentimental atmosphere, almost amusing in its ex¬ 
uberance. Of the same school are Heribert Eau’s 
novelettes on Beethoven and on Mozart, in which 
these great composers are made the theme of the 
most affecting adventure's and episodes. This class 
of books no doubt has a place in a musical library, 
if they are not taken too seriously, and are supple¬ 
mented by more critical and matter-of-fact works 
which show the composers in a more rational light. 
A Mrs. Cornish, an English musical author, has 
written a charming musical novel, which appeared 
anonymously, entitled “Alcestis.” This has been read 
and enjoyed by a large number of persons of musical 
taste. Its scene is in Germany, and the time is about 
the middle of the eighteenth century. The theme is 
an opera, and we are allowed to peep behind the 
scenes, and see how many are its vicissitudes, and 
how varied is its history. The musical life of that 
time is reflected with skill and faithfulness. 
The celebrated author, Hans Christian Andersen, 
who captured the hearts of all children by his world- 
famous fairy tales, has made contributions to musical 
literature in the shape of two stories, “The Im- 
provisatore,” and “Only a Fiddler,” which are full of 
musical color and feeling, and in which the im¬ 
aginative power so conspicuously shown in the “Fairy 
. Tales” is also displayed. 
A very interesting production in musical fiction is 
Eichard Wagner’s novelette, eaUed “Beethoven,” 
which is permeated with Wagner’s admiration and 
devotion to his great predecessor, and is unique as 
the tribute of a man of great genius to another. 
Some delightful novels of a more recent date than 
the preceding are, ‘The Harp of Life” and “Poor 
Human Nature,” both by an English lady, Elizabeth 
Godfrey, both stories of the present day and very 
similar in attractiveness and interest to “The First 
Violin;” a story of New York musical circles, by 
Miss Kate E. Clark, called, ‘The Dominant Seventh;” 
Mrs. Blundell’s (M. E. Francis) “The Duenna of a 
Genius,” strongly perceptive as to musical tempera¬ 
ment and atmosphere, and “The Fifth String,” by 
John Philip Sousa, a thrilling tale of a great violin¬ 
ist. The violin indeed plays quite a large part in a 
goodly number of musical stories. Among these 
may be noted two powerful, albeit somewhat weird 
and gruesome tales, “Nephele,” by E. W. Bourdillon, 
and “The Lost Stradivarius,” by J. M. Falkner, which 
hold the reader spellbound once he gets involved in 
their complicated and awe-inspiring plots. 
We must not forget, in closing this rambling and 
incomplete survey of music fiction (unavoidably cur¬ 
tailed by necessary limits of space), to mention the 
brilliant volume of Mr. J. G. Huneker, issued a few 
years ago, under the curious title, “Melomaniacs,” 
wherein he depicts various types of music and musi¬ 
cians, with his well-known powers of keen satire, 
thorough technical knowledge, and highly im¬ 
aginative thought and insight, all of which are con¬ 
veyed in a style remarkable for its pungency and 
inexhaustible variety. 
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A MORAL ELEMENT IN MUSIC. 
BY HALBERT HAINS BRITAIN. 
Though I have stated the subject of this article 
affirmatively, I fully recognize the fact that many 
would think it better to put it in an interrogative 
form. For there are many who seriously question 
whether there is an ethical element in music. In the 
issue of The Etude for November, 1904, this question 
was proposed to a number of persons prominent w 
the musical world, and, perhaps, the most striking 
thing in the answers given was this diversity of 
opinion. 
In order to answer the question whether there is 
a moral element in music, there are two factors that 
must be considered: First, the character of the 
music itself; and, second, the character of the 
listener. The first point has been discussed more or 
less intelUgently for years. Even the ancient Greeks 
recognized the fact that one kind of music (depending 
upon its pitch and rhythm) was stimulating to the 
energies of the mind and virile, while another was 
enervating, and, as they thought, effeminate. This 
aspect of the question, however, and it is a vital one, 
we will not discuss, for we wish to direct attention 
to the second, which has never been given its due 
regard as a factor in the ethical value of music or 
in art in any form. 
What, then, has the character of the listener to do 
with music? Nothing, you say, almost instinctively, 
and, in a certain sense, correctly. But this sense is 
a very limited one, and one that we must quickly 
overstep, if we desire to understand anything of the 
philosophy of music. We may illustrate our mean¬ 
ing as follows: I read a book and eagerly recom¬ 
mend it to my friend. But, while he reads it to 
please me, he finds it uninteresting in the extreme. 
Then, again, I sit with restless impatience through a 
lecture, but see my friend following every word of the 
speaker with undivided attention. Or I attend a 
concert and listen entranced with the symphony, 
while behind me two persons (I will not lay this on 
my friend) who simply chanced to come, keep up an 
incessant conversational murmur. Now, externally, 
the hook, the lecture, and the music are the same for 
us all; the words of the hook and of the lecture, ana 
the tones of the orchestra come to my brain by iden¬ 
tically the same means as those by which they reach 
the brain of the other auditors. And unless there 
is some physical defect in the organs of sense they 
are reported to the brain just as fully in one case as 
in the other. 
The cause for our different interpretation and our 
varied appreciation, therefore, cannot he wholly in 
the external form, the book, the lecture, or the mu¬ 
sic. These are the same for us all. But if we can 
thus eliminate all cause for difference before the 
stimulus reaches the brain, the causes for our varied 
response must be in the mental constitution of the 
listener. The book may have been too abstract for 
my friend, the lecture too technical for me, and the 
music too “classical” for those two disturbers of the 
peace and patience of the audience at the concert: 
The book, the lecture, and the music were good or 
poor for me only so far as I take into consideration 
my previous experience and my preparation to react 
intelligently to such mental stimuli. Before I can 
understand a scientific principle or appreciate esthet- 
ieally the various forms of art, I must have attained 
a certain mental stature; I must possess a store of 
ideas to associate with the thought now presented 
to me, and have the ability to interpret the symbols 
in which the thought is expressed. If it he some in¬ 
tellectual idea, I must have been trained along that 
line; if an esthetic conception, I must have at my 
command a certain amount of native or cultivated 
artistic ability. In some way I must have stored up 
in my mind a fund of related matter far greater than 
the particular presentation now before me. For it 
is only as I can thus relate what I now see or hear 
to what I have already made my own, that I can get 
any intelligible meaning from my present experience. 
Now the same general truth applies to the moral 
vajue in music. In itself music is neither moral nor 
immoral. When we speak of “good” music we are 
judging it by standards that are purely esthetic, 
and have nothing to do directly with morality. For 
art, in all its forms, so long as we regard it merely 
as an art, is appraised, not by ethical, hut by esthetic 
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standards. So long as we are considering music 
simply as music, therefore, we have no more right to 
introduce moral standards than we have in evaluat¬ 
ing a locomotive. 
And yet, because of my previous experience, or of 
my mental disposition and habits of thought, music 
may have an influence upon me that is profoundly 
moral. Or, if my character be different, if I have 
never interested myself in my own moral development 
or in the ethical development of those around me, 
it may he almost entirely wanting in any influence 
that can at all appropriately be called moral. (Here 
it is evident that the different kinds of music have a 
direct hearing upon the subject, hut as we have pro¬ 
posed to leave this line of thought out of the present 
discussion, we simply mention it and pass on.) Just 
what effect music will have on me depends partially 
upon my habitual modes of thought. If my chief 
interest happens to lie in this field, if my purposes 
are shaped by this controlling thought, these ethical 
factors will inevitably color even my most intense 
esthetic pleasures. Take, for example, a man whose 
thoughts are habitually centered upon spiritual af¬ 
fairs. If he he extremely orthodox in his theology 
and naturally sensitive to musical sounds, the eme- 
tional pleasure of music may he to him a foresight 
of celestial beauty. But, j?ou say, that is an ex¬ 
treme case, and we cheerfully admit it. Still it is 
well to remember that music is not wholly for trained 
musicians, and if we are interested in ascertaining 
the moral value of music, we must not confine our 
attention entirely to that class of listeners. Some¬ 
times it is necessary to turn from the connoisseurs 
of an art to amateurs to see the legitimate effects of 
that art; rather crudely, perhaps, but, on the whole, 
truly portrayed. It is possible to let the spirit of the 
critic obscure, or even almost wholly destroy, the 
esthetic pleasure that should result. Hence, we are 
justified in attaching some importance to the instance 
we have just cited. In his naive way he illustrates 
the fundamental psychological law we have given 
above. 
There is another reason we may mention why the 
moral element in music depends so largely upon the 
character of the listener and not entirely upon the 
character of the music itself. Morality, as we know, 
is peculiarly personal in its nature. There is nothing 
so completely my own as my conduct. Our best 
ideas of personality depend upon this attribute of 
character. In my conduct, as in nothing else, X 
justify my claim to manhood; I stand upon my own 
individuality and acknowledge no other will than my 
own. Nor does anything become properly moral 
until it has assumed this peculiarly personal nature. 
I do not hold myself morally responsible unless the 
thoughts or deeds are mine in this complete sense. 
But music as an external fact does not come into 
this close relationship with me as an agent. The 
part that I give, however, the imagery, the fleeting 
fancies with which I enrich the sounds, these are, in 
this stricter sense, mine. 
Just what music will be to the listener, therefore, 
we conclude is partially determined by what that 
listener is. There is little doubt that Bach, to take 
an example from among musical composers, found a 
real, potent inspiration to moral development in 
music. But it was not solely because of the nature 
of the music that he loved, hut because he was by 
nature and practice of a moral temperament. To 
the man who is habitually in thought and act moral, 
music can he, and probably will he, moral; to the 
man who is habitually immoral, while it need not be 
immoral, it will have lost its possibility for being 
an ethical force. To the man whose whole life is 
centered in his art so that he scarcely has an intel¬ 
lectual interest not connected with that art, music 
will be merely an art; that is, it will be interpreted 
and valued wholly by the esthetic standards of that 
art. 
Music has more complex machinery than the hu¬ 
man voice and can achieve more complex expression. 
Its compass is wider, its variety of tone-color is 
greater, its dynamic force is higher, its number of 
rhythms is larger, and it has harmony which the 
voice has not. The intensity and power of the ut¬ 
terance of an orchestra, for instance, far exceeds 
that of any orator or singer. Pure musical expres¬ 
siveness exists in its highest degree in the orchestra, 
where the influence is not personal but absolutely 
musical.—Henderson. 
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ABOUT MUSICAL TALENT. 
BY EUQEN TETZEL. 
[Translated from the “Klavier Lehrer” by Florence 
Leonard.] 
It is the usual thing for a teacher, on taking a 
pupil, to be asked by the child’s parents to test him, 
and to express a judgment whether or not he has 
talent; if he has not, there is little sense in plaguing 
him with lessons, and they would better be dropped. 
Suppose the reply is, “No, there is no especial talent;” 
what happens ? The pupil departs—to try some 
other teacher. For the average parent is bound to 
differ from such an opinion; one’s own child cannot 
be quite so stupid, and the fault must be in the 
teacher. What must the teacher consider in forming 
his judgment? What is the minimum of talent? 
In every normal person there is the possibility, at 
least, of talent for some science or art. It is the 
seed which is sown in good ground and grows and 
brings forth much fruit; or it falls by the wayside 
and is lost: The good soil and the barren are char¬ 
acter, of course. If the seed is not to be injured or 
destroyed, but is to display full originality, it must 
be lodged in a conscientious and faithful character. 
How many children—hundreds of them—are all 
eagerness to learn to play, until a definite task, even 
a small one, is set! And when a child that has been 
allowed to neglect responsibilities all its life neglects 
this one too, and so loses its desire to play, the 
teacher is usually blamed. Sometimes he may be 
justly blamed, for he has his own responsibility; he 
must awaken and hold the child’s interest. But he 
can do this only if the child is willing. Satisfaction, 
progress, pleasure will not come to one who slights 
his daily task, and the best of teachers cannot wholly 
repair the damage done by indulgent parents. 
Strange to say, there are many other pupils, older, 
as well as younger, who imagine that they are giving 
their best work, when, day after day, they are guilty 
of the greatest heedlessness, and absolutely ignore 
the directions of the teacher. Or they consider such 
directions of no importance, and, stumbling along in 
a fog of ecstatic and ignorant self-satisfaction, 
imagine themselves floating among the clouds. 
Conscientiousness—concentration—perseverance — 
self-control—these are qualities most necessary for 
success in music. How many pupils possess them? 
But the cheering fact is that music-study develops 
them, if parents would only realize that fact and let 
their children have the benefit of the character¬ 
building, instead of depriving them by yielding to 
their little whims. 
So, then, the cause of most of the failures to dis¬ 
cover talent, especially in the early stages of music- 
study, lies in the faulty character of the student. 
For, consider the clearness and exactness of the ma¬ 
terials. Each note on the page means just one key 
to be touched; notation is a scheme of wonderful dis¬ 
tinctness. The beginner has to make only the 
simplest effort of his understanding and to convert 
that idea into museular action. To play correctly 
the easier pianoforte pieees a very small allowance 
of musical gift suffices, provided it is joined with in¬ 
telligence, attention and diligence. These are the 
necessary conditions for moderate success:— 
1. Normal intelligence. 
2. A competent teacher. 
3. A good system and choice of music. 
4. A piano of proper mechanism. 
5. Attention, conscientiousness, diligence. 
To the mechanism of the piano far too little con¬ 
sideration is given. For instance, how can a little 
girl with very weak hands acquire a light wrist, ease 
of touch, velocity, when the piano-action is stiff? It 
is impossible for her, even with the most thoughtful 
and diligent practicing. 
A poor action can work serious mischief with the 
technical and musical powers of the greatest artist. 
Persons who choose pianos usually consider nothing 
but the tone, unfortunately. A piano is serviceable 
only if its mechanism responds easily to musical and 
technical demands alike. There are pianos which, in 
the opinion of the makers and the amateur, are ex¬ 
cellent, musically; that is to say, when certain 
chords are sounded they give a noble tone. But they 
may be practically worthless to an artist, because the 
mechanism does not respond at all, or acts in such a 
way as not to produce the effect intended. For 
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instance, with the most substantial construction and 
great beauty of tone, a piano may have i thick. 
growling bass, and such compositions as the Sonata 
Appassionata would never, even with the most fin¬ 
ished playing, be clear and distinct; forte passages 
would be only a deafening, unintelligible roar, and 
piano a dull rumble. An instrument which is too 
poor for an expert player will never develop expert¬ 
ness. Give the beginner a really useful piano, with 
an action neither too light nor too heavy. 
The choice of instruction-books, music, and the sys¬ 
tematic use of them for the most rapid advancement 
of a pupil, are the teacher’s affair of course. Of 
course, yes; but there are many teachers who cannot 
discriminate as to the worth of certain material, and 
there are others who make too many concessions to 
the weaknesses of the public. The children, as well 
as the parents, like to hear “pretty” pieces, at once 
—to reap where they have not sown. Even yet, it 
appears, the world at large has not learned that 
first of all a child must know something about play¬ 
ing, must work and justify his right to pleasure, be¬ 
fore he can derive real pleasure from playing. The 
best books and the wise teachers plan accordingly. 
We have said that a student without great musical 
gift may play correctly the easier pieces. And even 
the unmusical student will learn to listen to music 
with more intelligence and pleasure than if he had 
never tried the making of it himself. Every teacher 
has had proof of this in the two classes of pupils that 
continually confront one—the pupils who play note 
for note correctly, and make good progress with their 
study, but play, nevertheless, without a trace of feel¬ 
ing; and the other class of pupils, whose faulty and 
uncertain delivery cannot disguise the musical spirit 
behind it. It is a lucky thing that the instrument 
which is accessible to the less gifted is the very in¬ 
strument best adapted for laying a musical founda¬ 
tion. Indeed, it is indispensable for the broader 
development of those who wish to study any other 
instrument, or to sing. 
With the question of singing, or the choice of the 
chief instrument, other than the piano, the whole 
situation is changed. Here certain musical condi¬ 
tions must be fulfilled at the very start, and ac¬ 
cording to the amount of talent, one student reaches 
later than another the limits of his ability, feels the 
impossible “Thus far and no farther.” For the God- 
given talents are rare which do not find themselves 
approaching those boundaries. But it is in the many- 
sidedness of these greatest talents, those which are 
equal to the very highest demands, that there lies the 
reason why it is so difficult to judge of the talent of 
any one individual, or to define it exactly. One sort 
of talent develops more rapidly than another. Often¬ 
times irremediable harm is done by too early efforts 
of ignorant, unprofessional teachers before the real 
training is begun; often faulty teaching has done the 
mischief. Usually the pupil is chiefly to blame; 
sometimes the parents are, indirectly. The matter 
cannot be forever decided by a wave of the hand. 
Wbat are the musical conditions chiefly necessary 
for the other instruments, and for the higher at¬ 
tainments at the piano? For the tympanist, by way 
of example, pronounced rhythmical feeling is the 
greatest qualification. It cannot be replaced by 
simply giving attention. But it is the easiest musical 
quality to develop. Lack of it means lack of life 
and energy, and arises from some weakness of char¬ 
acter which can be overcome with determination 
unless real illness prevents. 
With the ear it is different. A musical ear can be 
trained to perfection; but in that case the faculty 
must have been inborn. The sense of “absolute 
pitch,” as we say, is born' in some people; this can 
be slowly developed sometimes, but never learned un¬ 
less it has existed at the start. The sense of “rela¬ 
tive pitch” is far easier to cultivate; even of that 
the germ must exist. This, however, is the sense 
which is indispensable to the musician, and especially 
to the one who must create his own pitch on his in¬ 
strument. Upon this sense rests the feeling for 
melody and harmony. Belative pitch and melody 
must be perceived by the singer, the violinist the 
’cellist; harmony, by pianist and organist especially 
For public performance a certain temperament 
style, and judgment are needed. And even the ac¬ 
quirement of a wholly ample technic depends not only 
on general musical gift and persevering study- it 
requires, almost more, a sound state of body and a 
certain inborn grasp of the keyboard— a peculiar 
dexterity. Without such dexterity a student may 
make a good musician or teacher, but never an aecu. 
rate concert player. Beneath it must be the support 
of a clear, calm habit of mind, which, through train- 
ing can carry the lightning-quick thought in advanoe 
of the fingers. Nervousness, therefore, is its worst 
enemy- 
individuality in one’s art results from the promi¬ 
nence or subordination of one or another artistic 
trait or ability. There are the people who fulfil all 
conditions of musical correctness and technical cer¬ 
tainty, but have not the peculiar personality which 
we call temperament; they become useful musicians, 
virtuosi, even, but not true artists. “If I speak with 
the tongues of men and of angels and have not love, 
I am as sounding brass and the tinkling cymbal.’’ 
Neither do the sense of absolute pitch and musical 
intelligence make the artist, but development of the 
soul, warmth of feeling, combined with fine esthetic 
sense and cultivated taste; the foundation must be 
musical intelligence, and untiring energy must de¬ 
velop the great gifts. 
So seldom are they all combined in one individual. 
The intelligent lack temperament; those who have 
temperament lack the needful repose. Or one with a 
good musical ear has no sense of rhythm; the 
talented are lazy, the diligent not gifted. In such 
a mass of peculiarities it is often most difficult to 
judge the inborn musical ability apart from the 
negative or positive results of purely mental ability, 
and many a pupil whose teacher was never satisfied 
with his work and progress at the moment, has yet, 
in later years, become a good musician. 
It is not possible, therefore, to decide for or against 
a successful future by the achievements of the 
moment. To sum up, one must consider the teacher, 
the method of instruction and the material, the op¬ 
portunity afforded by the instrument. If these im¬ 
portant conditions are satisfactory normal intelli¬ 
gence and conscientious work will avoid failure for 
the ordinary student and will give the best possible 
results for the talented one. I speak now of the 
piano; in the study of other instruments and sing¬ 
ing more musical ability is necessary at the outset, 
and for the finished artist all the requirements out¬ 
lined just now. 
But let every one take to heart Goethe’s famous 
words: “Man is not only what he is born, but also 
what he himself acquires.” 
As bearing on the subject diacussed above, the 
translator adds the following from Professor James’s 
Talks to Teachers on Psychology”: 
“Man is too complex a being for light to be thrown 
on his real efficiency by measuring any one mental 
faculty taken apart from its consensus* in the work¬ 
ing whole. ... In real life our memory is always 
use m the service of some interest; we remember 
things which we care fpr or which are associated 
with things which we care for. . . . This pre- 
pon erance of interest, of passion, in determining the 
results of a human being’s working life, obtains 
uougiout No elementary measurement, capable 
Ltemgrf0rmed in a Moratory, can throw any 
V“: °"the actual efficiency of the subject; for the 
t Inf about hi®, his emotional and moral 
* d°ggedness> can he measured by no single 
resPult1sm™tt\an,d becomea known only by the total 
results in the long run. 
hk ■8Uftfttbled at*enti°n of the genius, sticking to 
h s subject for hours at a time, is, for the most part, 
of conim?<jS81V^ S°^t‘. The minds of geniuses are full 
thonJlif and ,onginal associations. The subject of 
.ii .ort. .< ti« 
in “• • • • A genius ... is the man 
tending Z°U ar.^ ?east likely to find the power of at- 
He breaks ?nytbing insipid or distasteful in itself, 
answered nh? fngagements leaves his letters un- 
eause he is ^ hlS family dutics incorrigibly, be- 
back from thn W ess to turn his attention down and 
with which hisSeJTe interesting trains of imagerf 
genius constantly occupies his mind.” 
which arrs e?enient in music embraces that part 
m*uT?LBOl*Xto. the Phyoio*! sense of bVar- 
the ear” Tt „ffVl+C\m commo" parlance, “tickles 
affects taste and+B ^ aS the flaV°r °f f°°d 
to the enjoyment of ** “ anaIogou3 
without eonsTrJlr edlble8’ a* cakes or candy, 
Henderson. tlon of the nutritive properties.— 
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ON ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTION. 
BY H. M. BOSWOBTH. 
It has been wisely said that the chief merit in 
literary style is “Economy of Attention” on the part 
of the reader. In other words, as the purpose of re¬ 
cording thought in print is to convey meaning, he 
best succeeds whose intention is attained at the 
smallest outlay of thought to comprehend it. 
If this be true, the best text-books should be judged 
by the same standard; and the best tuition is that 
which inculcates knowledge with the least wear and 
tear on a pupil’s nerves and brain. This test might 
be very profitably applied to the innumerable “in¬ 
struction books,” or “piano primers,” extant, all in¬ 
tended to introduce the novice to acquaintance with 
that instrument and its literature. When we re¬ 
member that the novice is usually a child, whose 
experience in trained thinking is necessarily limited, 
judicious simplicity of method becomes of supreme 
importance. 
It may be claimed for the keyboard of the piano 
that it is the best medium through which a first ac¬ 
quaintance with music can be made. Indeed, the 
nature of music is so vague, so evanescent, so intan¬ 
gible, in its mere sounding form, that it would be 
impossible to study to analyze its characteristics 
without some form of instrument to embody and ma¬ 
terialize its essential qualities. This statement is 
warranted by the history of the musical art’s devel¬ 
opment, which has unquestionably followed and been 
fostered by the perfection of instruments. Those 
nations who possess the best instruments advance in 
the quality of music to play on them, while con¬ 
stantly improving the instruments themselves. It 
will also be found that where instrumental media are 
crude, the lack of musical development corresponds. 
But what we understand by “music” is that “concord 
of sweet sounds” familiar to Europeans and Ameri¬ 
cans rather than to Orientals; and no one will deny 
that the former have better musical instruments 
than the latter. 
Without contrasting the tones of violins, flutes, 
clarinets, and other solo instruments with those of 
the piano, it must he conceded that the keyboard 
offers a more complete, satisfactorily comprehensive 
and systematic exposition of attuned pitch than do 
any of them. It presents a sort of geographical map 
of music, and is, therefore, the best point of beginning 
for any explorer into its mysteries, the best place for 
a child to begin his musical education. If practice 
in past years seems opposed to this assumption, jt 
was doubtless owing to the comparative scarcity of 
the larger and more costly piano, rather than to any 
inherent superiority of the smaller and cheaper solo 
instruments. This idea seems strengthened, too, by 
the fact that the harmonic features of music are more 
conspicuous of late years than are its merely melodic 
phases—a change fairly attributable to the increased 
prevalence of pianos upon which harmony is possible, 
rather than to anything else—and we may nowadays 
notice the smaller preponderance of Paganini*, 
Joachims, and Ysayes, playing violins, over the 
Liszts, Von BUlows, Paderewskis, De Pachmanns, and 
Rosenthals, concertizing on pianos. It is quite safe 
to say that no great musician whether violinist, 
pianist, conductor, or composer, regards his knowl¬ 
edge of the keyboard otherwise than such a great 
help to his musical equipment as to be quite indispen¬ 
sable. No other instrument equals the piano for 
elementary musical instruction, no matter what 
special phase of the art (including vocal) be decided 
upon for special pursuit. It naturally follows that 
no elementary “instruction book” demands more in¬ 
telligent thought in its preparation and plan than 
one devised for the first introduction to the piano. 
Any piano teacher of long experience can readily 
recall an endless procession of “instructors,” many 
of which have “tried his soul,” as well as that of his 
pupil. Americans can remember “Hiinten,” “Ber- 
tini,” “Richardson,” “Root’s Curriculum,” etc., etc., 
gradually by a long crescendo growing larger and 
larger until a reaction set in with a dimenuendo to¬ 
ward mere “primers,” as it were; a condition brought 
about by increased intelligence on the part of the 
teachers, who possessed discriminating judgment re¬ 
garding the individual needs of pupils, and the wit 
to devise an appropriate course of study for each. 
The larger view of this matter afforded by long ex¬ 
perience notes many changes and improvements in 
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thought and method, but also discovers much room 
for further betterment in elementary musical tuition. 
The old fallacy that “nobody can teach the rudi¬ 
ments of music,” implying that first lessons are not 
specially important, has been exposed; though, like 
many other equally silly notions, it is still believed 
in by some unfortunates. In any construction, either 
mental or physical, foundation is of primary and 
supreme importance. “Anybody” can’t be trusted to 
lay the base of an architectural edifice; nor can 
“anybody” lay the reliable foundation of an educa¬ 
tional one, especially in the art of music—not even 
though he happens to be a fairly good player himself. 
For there is an “art of teaching” as well as an art 
to be taught! The possession of skill in the practice 
of the latter does not necessarily imply talent for the 
There are some noteworthy peculiarities about the 
teaching of instrumental music, one of which is that it 
is so largely individual, carried on mostly by private 
and personal relations between pupil and preceptor. 
Without stopping here to discuss the urgent need 
of caution regarding character, in the selection of a 
teacher admitted to such intimate relations with his 
pupil, we may notice that this arrangement implies 
an intention to adjust musical tuition carefully to 
individual needs: quite as faithfully as a tailor 
would fit clothes. So, then, a teacher, like a tailor, 
must not only know how to make clothes for a 
pupil’s mind, hut how.to make them fit! A tailor 
who could only fit one patron would not deserve, or 
obtain, many customers. Such a fate might also 
befit a “misfit” teacher. Ready-made clothing, by 
“trying on,” can sometimes approximate a fit and 
save the greater expense of superior tailor-made rai¬ 
ment; similarly, the multiplicity of “instructors” 
often helps out the lame, though good, intentions of 
mediocre teaching. But he who has a good tailor for 
his togs is not more fortunate than one whose 
teacher is an expert in his professional duties. 
Whoever be his teacher, or what “instructor,” if 
any, be used, the first physical encounter of a little 
things, be encouraging—if possible, interesting and 
child with the keys of a piano should, above all 
gratifying. Those who recall Mark Twain’s account 
of “Tom Sawyer’s” philosophical triumph over the 
whitewashing of his aunt’s fence, on a Saturday 
holiday, will see this point admirably illustrated. 
The same problem to the juvenile mind looks very 
differently when presented as play instead of work. 
So, by all means, let the fiction of play be main¬ 
tained, even in the serious work of adjusting tiny 
fingers to the process of treading piano keys. 
The conventional first lesson of “instructors” 
usually applies the five fingers of the right hand to 
C-D-E-F-G, five large white keys in the bleak expanse 
of ivory, which the timid novice diffidently touches 
near their outer ends, bringing the thumb and little 
finger into an unfavorable attitude compared with 
the three longer fingers.- This, at the outset, ob¬ 
scures an essential feature of the problem, which is 
to put the hand far enough over the keys to over¬ 
come the disparity between the length of the fingers 
and of the thumb—a sensible plan by which Sebastian 
Bach revolutionized the whole scheme of piano 
technic, that had previously utilized only the four 
To avoid a diffident tendency of the hand, in at¬ 
tempting a feat entirely new to it, to fall back on 
eyesight to secure accuracy of finger placement, and 
to encourage a more confident grasp of keys, suppose 
we ignore for a time the white ones entirely and 
have the child place his three longer fingers on the 
more conspicuous and self-evident cluster of three 
black keys (no matter about their names, for the 
present). The hand will then be compelled to reach 
further on to the keyboard, with more confidence, 
and will unconsciously assume a quiet “position,” re¬ 
lying on the tread of the fingers to retain accurate 
control of the keys, thereby involuntarily adopting 
a fundamental principle of technic, namely, striking 
from the knuckles against the inertia of the hand, 
rather than with the whole hand from the wrist; 
or, as is more frequently likely, from the elbow—a 
process which, if acquired at first, must be overcome 
subsequently. It is far easier to avoid than to cure 
bad habits. But it is unlikely that the novice will 
mistake the best method of using these three good 
fingers of his hand in this little feat; for he has 
doubtless unconsciously drummed with his untutored 
fingers almost in the same manner, already. They 
have always been prominent compared with th« 
others, and, indeed, his future musical use of them 
will have to do most of his playing. The good habit 
of treading keys, that they almost naturally assume 
in this grasp of ebony keys, will set an example to be 
imitated by the thumb and little finger when he at¬ 
tacks the five-finger problem later, upon ivory. 
The reasonableness of this proposal is unquestion¬ 
able. It is not an easy thing to adjust unskilled 
hands to the work of treading five keys with proper 
technical touch. The awkwardness of the “side¬ 
stepping” thumb asserts itself prominently; while 
the little finger always seems too short. These an¬ 
noyances distract the attention from what might 
otherwise appear to be the good behavior of the 
three stalwart middle fingers, which perform the trick 
with so much greater ease, and should be exemplars. 
It were better to leave the two outsiders out of 
school for a while, until the others have become 
familiar with the trick of supporting the hand and 
restraining its position. 
The present writer recently tried this plan with a 
little girl friend, and found the scheme so happily 
effective in her first half-hour at the piano, that he 
wondered he had never thought of it before, nor seen 
it suggested in “instructors.” The child involun¬ 
tarily held her hands in a graceful and proper posi¬ 
tion. She did not “hop” from one key to another, 
but “stepped.” Like a cornet player, who controls 
with three fingers all the keys of his instrument, she 
played these three keys with similar confidence, as 
though (for the time being) the piano contained no 
more. And she soon played with both hands, an 
octave apart, almost as fluently. Nor did she cramp 
the muscles of the forearm to press down upoh J.he 
keys—a frequent tendency in beginners—but allowed 
each finger successively to assume the responsibility 
of maintaining the hands’ position. 
After she had found how easy it was to “keep the 
place” over three black keys she tried the same feat 
with three white ones. Experience had shown her 
the advantage of reaching far enough, so she stood 
her hand up on her fingers, over three broad white 
keys, and tramped them just as before. The child 
was delighted. 
By way of diversion, and a rest, she learned the 
names of all the white keys, at the expense of about 
a minute’s thought! For, already knowing her al¬ 
phabet, after being told that the first seven letters of 
it sufficed (like the seven days of the week for all 
days) to name them all, and that the lowest left 
hand key was “A,” she immediately counted up seven 
letters to another “A,” and so on, according to com¬ 
mon sense inference; a faculty that might just as 
well be given a chance for usefulness in learning 
music as in anything else. 
My little friend next noticed the peculiar personal 
appearance of certain keys; as that “D” came be¬ 
tween two black ones, and, of course, all the “D’s” 
were similarly “sandwiched.” She had native wit 
enough to see that she could estimate alphabetically 
any key, from ^D” up or down, just as well as from 
“A,” so that there was little else to learn about it, 
unless to familiarize herself with the looks of each 
other key, as she had with the “D.” This knowledge, 
however, might be expected to come of itself, like the 
appearance of houses in a block, or corners in a 
street. Getting acquainted with “keys” was no 
harder. The child illustrated to my mind the ad¬ 
vantage of grasping one idea at a time—and that the 
essential one, not teaching too much, but letting 
natural inference help where possible; building up 
one thing upon another that had become obvious. 
Knowledge grows most surely that increases a little 
at a time, in the right order—from the bottom up¬ 
ward—one little brick on another; the lower line 
of facts (or bricks) being most important because 
they have to support and indicate the position of 
those above. 
This, in a homely way, illustrates the need of good 
tuition for beginners; and that it should be far down 
and elementary. Blades of grass, or mighty trees, 
both grow from very small beginnings, and by im¬ 
perceptible degrees; but they must be rightly 
planted. That is about the only “tuition” they re¬ 
quire ; certainly the most important, simple as it is. 
So there is reason to suspect the old conventional 
“instructor” method of planting the “tree of musical 
knowledge” to be lacking in simplicity and efficiency 
It heaps too much earth on the little elemental germ 
It means well, but over-does it, not leaving enough 
to nature, or native wit, by teaching too much. 
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THE MISSION OF THE MUSICAL CRITIC. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
De. Holmes remarks: “No one is omniscient but 
the sophomore.” He evidently forgot the musical 
and literary critics. 
Every cross-road country store has its coterie of 
coatless, stable-scented worthies, who can give Mr. 
Roosevelt and the gentlemen of the Cabinet no end 
of points as to how they ought to run the nation’s 
affairs, and wherein they fail in their duty. This 
critical acumen and assurance appear to need no such 
superfluous basis as the smallest knowledge of po¬ 
litical economy or governmental policy, foreign or 
domestic. It is derived, like a certain digestive tonic 
the writer was once deluded into taking, from pure 
gall. 
Just so every city, large and small, throughout the 
land, has its band of self-constituted critics, pro¬ 
fessional and otherwise, who wage incessant and 
merciless war against the artist in each and every 
line. It is a war to the death, and a cruelly unfair 
and one-sided war, in which the poisoned shafts are 
all delivered by the critics, tipped with the deadliest 
of venomous modern destructives, printer’s ink, their 
senders safely intrenched behind the unanswerable 
authority of jhe press; while the defenceless artist 
stands exposed in the open, in the glaring light of 
publicity, forbidden by every law of etiquette and 
good taste to reply to the fire, with no resource but 
to stand if he can or fall if he must, a helpless, pas¬ 
sive target. 
“His, not to reason why;” though often he knows 
very well. “His, not to make reply;” though fre¬ 
quently he might do so most effectively. “His, but 
to do and die;” that is, if he is of the sort that dies 
easily. 
Of course, there are brilliant and laudable excep¬ 
tions to the class of musical critics referred to, men 
who know whereof they write, and have the real in¬ 
terest of music at heart. I could name a few, but 
they are almost as rare as rain in Arizona or sand¬ 
storms at sea. I am speaking of the rank and file. 
Let us leave out of the question those whose opin¬ 
ion has been bought, who have been bribed to praise 
or blame certain performers, and who write out their 
commendations or their condemnations line for line, 
according to the number of dollars received. They 
are not a few, but they need no comment here. 
The Aim of the Critic. 
Let us deal with the large number who mean to be 
honest according to their lights, and whose opinions 
afe unpurchased, perhaps unpurchasable. Most of 
these, even when equipped with the requisite intelli¬ 
gence and technical terminology for the task, write 
with apparently but two objects in view: one, to 
to show how much greater knowledge and finer taste 
they possess than even the greatest artists, as proven 
by their inability to find pleasure in or approbation 
of the very best performances; the other, to win for 
themselves a reputation for wielding a trenchant pen. 
As for the first, it goes without saying that any 
first-class artist could teach them more in a single 
program than they ever knew, if they would but 
learn instead of searching for faults to carp at; if 
their art interest were not eclipsed by their monu¬ 
mental self-conceit. As for the second, what are 
their reputations worth in comparison to that of the 
artist, from the standpoint of the public? Which is 
most important to the world’s culture, true art work 
or racy criticism, great music or epigrammatic abuse 
of it? Is the artist or the critic the most needed and 
useful in the community? 
A music student remarked the other day, referring 
to one of the most prominent critics of the time: “I 
always read his criticisms of any artist; it’s such 
fun to see him make the fur fly.” Of what value, let 
me ask, is such a writer to the public, to a large 
class of music students in our country, or to the 
cause of music itself? He is an injury, rather than 
an aid, to all three. 
The arrogance of such men, most of whom could 
not give a creditable performance even on a jewsharp, 
presuming to whet the daggers of their censure on the 
well-earned crown of fame of a Paderewski, for ex¬ 
ample, would be amusing if it were not exasperating. 
What are their petty preconceived interpretations in 
comparison to his? Such an artist makes the 
standards, rather than conforms to them. It is as 
if a ten-dollar-per-week telephone employee should 
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undertake to condemn Edison’s latest inventions, 
when it would be far wiser, as well as more modest 
and becoming, to study into and try to learn soi 
thing from them. 
An Instance. 
I make mention of Paderewski because his visit to 
this country a few years ago was a notable case m 
point. At his former appearances here the critics 
ail over the land had ransacked the dictionary o 
find adjectives with which to extol his manifold an 
unequaled merits. On this occasion they combined 
almost unanimously to cover him with abuse. Noth¬ 
ing that he did was judged to be tolerable, still less 
commendable; while such phrases as nnmusicianly, 
inartistic, sensational, mawkish, grand-stand play, 
etc., tumbled over each other for a place in the 
critical columns of the press. 
The change of wind was so sudden and so radical 
that one was forced to seek for the cause anywhere 
rather than where alone it should legitimately have 
been found, that is, in the playing itself. What was 
the reason for it? Who can say? Did the manager 
fail to establish the proper pitch of criticism in 
advance with a golden tuning fork? The suspicion 
was justified by circumstances, though not susceptible 
of proof. Or was there an epidemic of indigestion 
among critics at that particular time? Or had they 
merely exhausted their laudatory vocabularies pre¬ 
viously, and found themselves with only the dregs 
of invective left? Were they tired of singing one 
man’s praises, and their knees sore from so much 
idol-worship? Did they desire to prove that they 
could find spots even on the sun; in fact, nothing but 
spots? Who knows? 
In reality, as far as the writer’s poor judgment is 
to be trusted, Paderewski played as well in all re¬ 
spects as on former visits, some things even better, 
and many of the same things, repeated from former 
programs, were given almost exactly as before, as 
nearly as memory could serve for the comparison. 
I claim to know something of the piano and how it 
should be played, and I think, without egotism, may 
urge fairly reasonable grounds for the claim, and I 
would have given ten of the best years of my life 
to play the two programs he gave at that time as he 
played them, in spite of critical opinion. The fact is, 
no pianist or amateur, let alone a concert artist, ever 
did give or ever could give in public a program quite 
as badly played as the critics made out Paderewski 
did on that occasion. 
Of course, his work was not faultless. Absolute 
perfection can never be brought within the limits of 
human possibility. There were a few wrong notes. 
I never heard a recital from anyone in which there 
were none. There were some harsh and unmusical 
tones, resulting inevitably from the attempt to force 
a grand piano to fill a hall three times too large for 
it. Strictly speaking, a piano ought never to he 
heard in a hall seating more than one thousand 
people. There may have been also some personal ec¬ 
centricities of interpretation and emotional exaggera¬ 
tions, according to the taste of those who prefer 
having their music ground out with a crank, to the 
tick of a metronome, and served upon ice But all 
in all considered from the standpoint, not of’the 
absolute ideal, but from that of the humanly possi¬ 
ble his performance was a triumph of pianistic 
achievement, a model to all lesser pianistSP and* 
Ye°tf°oUudfd®hS]lt aU possessing an unvitiated taste Yet our friends the enties found it wholly unsatis 
factory If one-lialf they said about it were w 
then all other pianists should retire from the busi’ 
ness, the pmno factories should be closed, the studv 
nnee ^ Umenv abandODed’ a”d piano must X 
w and f°rever ebmmated from modern life 
Well Paderewski was not much injured 'bv tR„ 
dash of words. His audiences may have been ^ * 
what reduced, but there were still tickets 
sold to keep him in cigarettes. The harvest Zf 
dogs.tsenouaIy affected’—* «■ ot 
But the public was injured. The musical entR • 
asm and growth of the land were chilled and 
to a considerable degree. The smouldering snark** 
musical interest, which Paderewski’s art” .k °f 
sonafity had helped to coax into a promising 
received a cold water drenching froZ wmSVSS 
not recover in years. 11 
Just here is the moral of this little article r„ , 
on this and many similar occasions, I Teni„r' , 'Just 
raign musical critics, «, as responsible0 for 
muen real harm to the cause of music and the J, 
velopment of musical taste m cur people, by ^ 
and unduly severe criticisms ct public art efforts c, 
all grades. They cannot mum men of Pade^J 
class, but they can crush the uesire to hear then,,, 
the minds of many wavering n. f-converts, and the, 
retard the progress and lessen the influence of mnsical 
art the love of which is still in its toddling 
in this country and very easily discouraged. 1 
It must be remembered, of course, that the capacity 
to appreciate and respond to esthetic impression ;s 
greatly modified by extraneous circumstances, atJ 
is limited by the nervous and physical endurance 0f 
the recipient of such impressions. Even granting 
that the critic’s motives are pure, his taste and train 
ing adequate, and his mental attitude fair 
friendly, I contend that, by the middle of the season 
in a large city, he is generally about as fit to judge 
correctly of any artistic production as a man It 
a twelve-course dinner is to pass upon the quality of 
any new dish, however excellent. He is surfeited to 
the point of nausea and has little faculty of pereep- 
tion left, save a more or less unbalanced sense of 
the purely objective and technical sides of the work 
submitted to him. 
This is the greater pity, because the average citizen, 
if told by those who pretend to know, that even the 
greatest artists are scarcely worth the hearing; that 
their best efforts are so defective as to cause the 
initiated more distress and disappointment than 
pleasure, is only too ready and glad to believe these 
statements, for they confirm his own opinion and 
justify his own lack of appreciation. If the very 
best that the world has to offer in this line h 
worthless or of doubtful merit, then all inferior 
products are certainly so, and the direct tendency 
is to do away with music altogether; in which ease 
the critics would soon be without victims, and, hence, 
without occupation; a personal consideration which 
might have weight with them when others fail. 
Moreover, they can and do crush many a young and 
promising artist, whose hopes and future and very 
existence depend upon a little moderate success at 
the outset, by their ill-timed, ill-judged, and ill- 
natured censure of his first public efforts. 
I am not pleading for mercy for the victim. This 
is a world where the first law is the survival of the 
fittest, and where a thick hide and a stiff backbone 
are among the essentials of fitness. I only plead for 
the cause of which he might have been an able and 
useful champion, if given a chance. Every blow 
struck at the artist, even if merited, falls with dou¬ 
ble force upon the art he strives to serve. 
There was once a man who was entrusted with the 
study of cultivating a rose-garden, and of teaching a 
little child to love and foster the roses. His method 
was to sharpen up his sickle, take the child to the 
garden, first calling its attention to all the bugs and 
thorns he could find on the bushes, and then show¬ 
ing it how cleverly he could lop off all the blossoms 
and how easily they could be trampled into the dust. 
The moral is clear to all but the modern musical 
cri ic, whose attitude and method of procedure to¬ 
ward the flowers of art and the childlike public is 
that of the man in my little story. 
The Mission of the Critic. 
Suppose we pause just here, those of us who are in- 
imf6 le ranks. of the music critics, and those who are 
• , J ancl. afk in a11 seriousness the question: What 
fniri 6 ,ruiSH10n of the musical critic? Surely it is two- 
T n * enllShten the public and to aid the artist. 
isten”e° 866 tbat be has any other reason for «• 
inJ'+We ? Say’ to aid the artist, I am far from mean- 
trial si,. 16 8 lou^d help him to a reputation, to finan- 
advantn0688’ c'rovvded houses, or any other worldly 
help hinf; *erish the thought! I mean he should 
Who aR i°, know *'*s °wn work and to improve it 
if the nrH- ^ ,d° tbis service for the concert artist 
all tesreR 10 v°6S not? He has long graduated from 
listenerher%ht-Cannot himself be both performer and 
sincerity lb* ^ near friends and relatives, whose 
to nive'R-1 COUld trust» have not the musicianship 
province of1 the °P^°n °f value’ 11 shouId ta ‘"i 
appreciate a!! "lb>c to be (luick to recognize and 
his work-. ^ ou* others the fine points of 
sincere and*^ .e<Jually quick, but always absolutely 
calling his 181“*erested and genuinely friendly, » 
ing suggestion rntl°T its weaker Point9 and ®sk 
rare it is * &S bo bow i* can he improved. Ho* 
r an artist to get any hint of value along 
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this line from a musical critic, and how highly it is 
appreciated when he does. But wholesale condem¬ 
nation of a master’s chosen program as unworthy 
a schoolboy, couched in terms of ridicule and abuse, 
certainly does not serve this purpose. Nor does an 
adverse opinion, founded upon self-interest, dyspep¬ 
sia, or personal prejudices and predilections. How 
many musical criticisms would stand the test of 
scholarship, sincerity, and devotion? 
When I speak of the duty of the critic to en¬ 
lighten the public, I mean he should so write that 
no reader could lay down any article from his pen 
without knowing music the better and loving it the 
more because of it. Few, indeed, are the criticisms 
of which this can be affirmed. Plainly enough, in 
place of it can too often he seen the writer’s desire 
to help fill the columns of his paper with racy and 
malignant material, pandering to the vitiated taste 
of his readers, so as to make sure of “keeping his 
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job” on the editorial staff. This duty to himself has 
taken the place of his duty to the public as educator 
and guide, while his duty to the artist described 
above has been superseded by a desire to win for him¬ 
self the reputation of a “sharpshooter,” who shall 
be feared by the profession and enjoyed by the laity. 
In conclusion, let me say that true criticism con¬ 
sists not in finding and emphasizing faults, real or 
imaginary, but in telling the truth, in maintaining 
a high, but not an impossible, ideal, in teaching the 
public that even imperfect art, if genuine, is better 
than no art, and that the best art is the greatest 
good, barring one, that life affords. 
And, after all, the main duty of both artist and 
critic alike, which includes all other minor duties, is 
to serve the cause of music. In this they are fellow- 
workers, or should be. And whenever either departs 
from this service, through self-interest or any other 
motive, he commits the unpardonable sin. 
Some Suggested Works. 
What is said here especially of piano music applies 
quite as directly to all other branches of the art. All 
that remains for the student who has once convinced 
himself of the imperative need of this study is to 
decide upon a plan. The best beginning, of course, 
is some small, compact, general survey of the entire 
ground; from this the student may obtain a 
bird’s-eye view of the history of his art without find¬ 
ing himself overpowered by a mass of details. He 
should make it his business to get this bird’s-eye view 
clearly fixed in his mind before going further. 
It is not the province of the present article to name 
a work suitable for this purpose. The publishers of 
The Etude can supply the want. But I take the 
liberty of suggesting that in connection with any 
short review of the field of musical history the stu¬ 
dent should procure Parry’s “Evolution of the Art of 
Music,” to be read immediately after the bird’s:eye 
view is obtained. Dr. Parry’s work is a masterly 
presentation of the philosophical aspects of the de¬ 
velopment of musical art, and it will explain and 
vivify facts found in a mere record. 
Thus equipped, the student will he ready to enter 
upon an examination of the details of the growth of 
music. The wealth of literature which opens itselt 
to him may, perhaps, prove confusing; but the ap¬ 
petite for information will easily discover the food 
that is suited to it. Let it he said at once that it is 
impossible for the writer of this article in the space 
at his command to give a list of works which may 
be read, hut he can name one or two which must be. 
Every student of the piano, for instance, should 
read Weitzmann’s “History of Pianoforte Playing 
and Pianoforte Literature.” That will be for him a 
bird’s-eye view of his own special branch of the art. 
He will find it impossible to complete his studies with¬ 
out reading Spitta’s great life of Bach and Jahn’s 
life of Mozart. 
These are the standard authorities on these two 
composers. To be sure, they cover ground far be¬ 
yond the confines of piano composition, hut to play 
Bach or Mozart with understanding one must un¬ 
derstand the composers, and these are the hooks from 
which' such understanding is to be got. 
It is a lamentable thing that there is yet no great 
biographical study of Beethoven. Alexander Thayer 
.left his notable work incomplete, and it is still in 
German. Furthermore, it contains a mass of details 
not at all essential to the student. Probably the 
best biographical study in English is that of Sir 
George Grove in his musical dictionary. This article, 
however, ought to be supplemented by a careful per¬ 
usal of Adolph Bernhard Marx’s “Beethoven’s Piano¬ 
forte Works,” and Franz Kullak’s “Beethoven’s Piano 
Playing,” both of which, fortunately for American 
students, have been translated. 
A Hint to Students. 
Without attempting to go further in suggesting 
hooks that ought to be read, for the catalogue of the 
publisher of The Etude will supply more suggestions 
than I can print here, let me offer just a brief hint 
about one way of studying: If a student really de¬ 
sires to get beneath the surface of history, he should 
not be content with reading alone. He should apply 
the lessons of his reading to his daily practice. 
For instance, let us suppose that you are studying 
the development of the sonata form. You are told 
what were the methods of construction employed by 
Scarlatti and his immediate successors. You should 
study the sonatas of Scarlatti in connection with this 
information. Examine them for yourself and see if 
what the historian tells you is true. Pull the sonatas 
apart and find out how they are made. Then com¬ 
pare them with some of the early sonatas of Haydn. 
Try to find out for yourself wherein Haydn made 
advances in form and style beyond Scarlatti. Next 
take up Mozart and follow the same process. Thus 
when you come to Beethoven, the supreme master of 
the sonata, you will he prepared to grasp the purely 
technical and formal features of his compositions as 
you never were before, and the aims of Beethoven 
will begin to discover themselves to you. History 
will grow under your very eyes, for you have the 
advantage of standing far up the mountain, with the 
valley and the slopes spreading away from your feet. 
The pages of all the composers of clavier music from 
Willaert down to Rachmaninoff are open to you. jet 
is for you to trace the marvelous progress of musical 
art, and to deduce the right manner of performance 
of the music of each period and of every master. 
m Study of »» 
Musical History By W. J. Henderson 
The Need of the Study. 
It is a lamentable fact that few musicians are well 
acquainted with the history of their art. For this 
they are hardly to be blamed, because the importance 
of the study is not brought to their attention by 
those who instruct them. I have been amazed at 
the ignorance of some students of piano playing. 
They have the vaguest ideas as to when Scarlatti 
lived, and none whatever as to his place in the de¬ 
velopment of piano music. They are uninformed as 
to the reasons why Bach’s music is built on a plan 
totally different from that of Scarlatti, and, conse¬ 
quently, have no conception of the philosophic rea¬ 
sons for playing the music of these two masters in 
different styles. 
When they come to the next period in the develop¬ 
ment of the art, they know little or nothing about 
the purposes of Mozart, or the general state of music 
in his time. They have never learned that the ulti¬ 
mate object of all composers in that day was to 
make well-sounding music, and that in so far as 
absolute music was concerned there was no attempt 
at the expression of deep emotion. Grace, taste, 
and sentiment were sought; but human passion was 
expressed only in the opera, where words were able 
to tell the audience what composers had not yet 
learned how to put into unaided music. 
So the conditions might he described to the end of 
the chapter; but what has been said is sufficient to 
indicate the need of the study of the history of 
music. The professional soloist, instrumental or 
vocal, cannot be a master of his art without some 
knowledge of this subject. The conductor who is 
without it will fall into ridiculous blunders. Every 
musician needs to know musical history. First, be¬ 
cause it provides him with the proper perspective. To 
interpret any composition correctly the player must 
comprehend the purpose of the composer in writing it. 
He will find it much easier to do this if he is first 
furnished with an insight into the general trend of 
artistic endeavor and the level of creative achieve¬ 
ment in the period to which the composition belongs. 
Music the Expression of the Thought of an Era. 
The second, and perhaps the most important, rea¬ 
son for studying the history of the art, is that every 
composition comes before the player as an actual 
expression of the thought or feeling of an era. It 
is not simply a printed page of music pulled down 
off a shelf, but a living, breathing thing. Take 
down a fugue of Bach and the solid, studious, pious 
musical life of Leipzig, the dim religious light of the 
Thomas Church, the inner significance of the services 
in which organ sermons mingled with precept voiced 
in richly made cantatas, all comes before the mind 
and vivifies the composition. 
Open the score of a Haydn quartet, and all the 
perfume and bon-bon life of Vienna in the eighteenth 
century unfolds itself to explain the sunny moods and 
naive musical idioms of the work, and to frame them 
in an atmosphere that glows with warm sentiment. 
Spread the pages of Gluck’s “Iphigenie en Aubide” 
and the entire traditions of the Acad&mie Rationale 
spring into being, and we see the stilted dames and 
strutting lords of the world of song endeavoring to 
carry out the artificial notions of the crafty Lully 
as to the method of interpreting dramatic master¬ 
pieces. We see the intelligent Rameau burying the 
framework of Lully’s artifice under a veneer of 
honest intention; and finally we behold Gluck in the 
act of reframing the whole edifice. 
The common custom of reading some superficial 
biographical sketch of a master will not suffice. 
This, indeed, is better than nothing, for it gives the 
performer some insight into the nature of the man 
and his purposes. But more than that is needed. A 
thorough artist must not only see Beethoven, the 
man and the composer, hut also Beethoven, the epoch 
maker, and to this he must know the epoch in which 
Beethoven lived, the epoch before it, and that which 
came after it, in order that he may learn how, 
“Through the ages one increasing purpose runs, 
And the thoughts of man are widened with the 
process of the suns.” 
What a flood of light, for instance, is thrown upon 
piano music by the history of the development of 
the instrument its.elf! Most pianists who have ad¬ 
vanced far into the realm of their art have some 
acquaintance with this subject. They know, for ex¬ 
ample, that the clavichord preceded the piano, and 
that it was the instrument for which Bach wrote. 
They know that Mozart played a harpsichord and 
composed accordingly. But here they usually begin 
to become confused or they stop altogether. Of the 
growth and development of either the clavichord or 
the harpsichord, or the influence of this upon compo¬ 
sition, they have hardly any idea. Of the influence 
of the English piano through the experiments of 
Clementi they know still less. Yet all these matters 
have a very special hearing on the correct interpreta¬ 
tion of pieces composed in these times. 
The Development of Form. 
The history of the development of form is of vital 
value to the player. It will open up to him wide 
fields of suggestion and interesting considerations as 
to the best methods of making clear to his heroes the 
artistic design of works composed in the periods when 
design was regarded as of the highest importance. 
Again, it will lead him to follow the essential opera¬ 
tions of the two leading principles of musical pro¬ 
gress, classicism and romanticism; the one aiming 
always at the conservation of the fundamental laws 
of form, and the other seeking always to make those 
laws subservient to the desire for the free expression 
of feeling. It will point out to him the place at 
which the romantic impulse entered music and the 
moment when it made itself coequal with the classic 
idea. It will teach him how to balance the elements 
of his performance, and how to form a style appropri¬ 
ate to each period. 
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Of course you know 
A BOY OF RUSSIA: that the war between Bus- 
ANTON RUBINSTEIN, sia and Japan has aroused 
a great deal of curiosity in 
this country as to all things Russian. The news¬ 
papers and magazines are constantly publishing arti¬ 
cles about the Russians, lecturers are going up and 
down the land, lecturing on Russia, and Russian 
music is being played everywhere to “tea out of a 
real samovar.” All this being true, perhaps you 
would like to hear about the little Russian boy who 
did most of all for Russian music. You see, Rus¬ 
sia is about as new, in the matter of music, as 
America, so that there is a sympathetic fellow-feel¬ 
ing in the interest which we take in musical develop¬ 
ment in Russia. I might as well tell you at once 
that the greatest thing which Anton Rubinstein did 
for Russian music was to found a conservatory (a 
school of music), which is considered the greatest 
and best school of music in the whole world. 
But about when he was a little boy. He wrote 
a little story of his own life, and the first sentence 
of it reads like a sentence out of the Old Testament, 
because of its whole mouthfuls of unpronounceable 
names. Here it is:— 
“I was bom on the 16th of November, 1829, in 
Viclivatijnetz, a village on the Dniester, near the 
frontier of the government of Podolsk and Bes¬ 
sarabia.” He had a younger brother, Nicolas, who 
appears in the illustration that accompanies this 
article. But Anton did not live long in this village 
with the unpronounceable name; he did not grow up 
a country lad, as did Verdi, but became what might 
be called a “child of the cities,” for his family moved 
to Moscow, a large Russian city, as you know, and 
in a few years Anton became a musical prodigy, a 
“wonder child,” and traveled all over Europe, visit¬ 
ing one great city after another, and playing before 
vast audiences. 
Anton’s mother played the piano, and began to 
give him music lessons while he was still a tiny boy. 
He belonged to a large family and all the children 
had to take piano lessons and practice diligently; 
but Anton proved to be the most musical of all, and 
his mother found it easy to teach him, because he 
loved music so much that he enjoyed practicing, and 
really liked to listen to his mother when she told 
him things about music. Then, one day, a little 
girl named Julia Griinberg came to their house to 
visit. She was only ten years old, but she played 
so beautifully that Madame Rubinstein was aston¬ 
ished, and immediately began to ask questions about 
her music teacher. Julia’s mamma told her about 
one Alexander Villoing, who was then considered 
the best teacher in Moscow. 
The next day Madame Rubinstein took little Anton 
with her to Master Villoing’s studio. She told the 
master that she wished very much to have her little 
boy take lessons on the piano from him, but that she 
could not afford to pay a high price for lessons 
(Anton’s father kept a pencil factory, but was not 
very successful in business). Master Villoing list¬ 
ened to Anton play and then said at once that he 
was not pressed for money, and that he would give 
the boy lessons for nothing. I think Anton must 
have played extremely well for the master to have 
made this generous offer, don’t you? At that time 
Anton was eight years old. He studied with Villo¬ 
ing for about five years. At thirteen his lessons 
ceased, and after that he never had a single piano 
lesson. He became a great piano virtuoso, and all 
that he accomplished was based upon the lessons and 
the practicing of those years between eight and 
thirteen. 
Afterward Rubinstein liked to tell of how careful 
his teacher was about the correct position of his 
hands, and of how he simply insisted upon care in the 
little details, the use of the thumb, the holding of 
the little finger, the manner of taking the fingers off 
the keys, and of all the other things which children 
are apt to think do not count. Rubinstein declared 
that it was his teacher’s firmness in the so-called 
small matters which helped him most in his concert 
playing in after life. Those were the days when 
“slaps and punches and cracks over the knuckles” 
were common and ordinary items of the piano lesson, 
and Rubinstein did not escape the usual punishment; 
but, for all, he loved and admired his teacher, and 
was willing enough to admit that he had been a regu¬ 
lar rogue when a boy, always up to tricks, and, in¬ 
deed, the boy brain under the brown curls was ever 
busy concocting mischief of one sort or another. 
Men who knew him in after life said that Rubin¬ 
stein was a cultured, well-read man, who spoke many 
languages fluently, yet he could not remember when 
or how he had learned his alphabet, so entirely was 
his childhood taken up with music. 
When ten years old he gave his first public concert 
in Moscow. It was a great success. He was much 
petted and praised, and this encouraged his teacher 
to take him upon a concert tour. For three years 
he played at all the great musical centers and in the 
piano rooms of almost every famous piano factory in 
Europe. It was in one of these piano warerooms, in 
Paris, that the little boy Rubinstein played to the 
great and elegant Chopin. In London', Moscheles 
tells of listening to a little Russian boy, “with fingers 
light as feathers, yet strong as any man’s.” While 
on this concert tour he heard music as well as made 
it. He heard Liszt play, and immediately set to 
work to imitate his every gesture, trying to toss back 
his tousled brown hair as Liszt did his gray mane, 
sitting very straight indeed and copying every trick 
of wrist and hand, which made his eiders laugh very 
much. Then, too, he heard Rubini sing, and spent 
hours every day trying to reproduce the tones of 
his glorious voice upon the piano, which imitation 
did the tone quality of his playing much- good. At 
any rate, the song was always everything with 
Rubinstein. He made the piano sing as well as rin«- 
and however big his tone, it was always beautiful. 
Joseffy said that “his tone was as the sounding of 
a liquid-toned French horn.” 
At Paris his folks tried to gain admission for him 
at the Conservatory, but, like Verdi at the Milan 
Conservatory, he was turned away; they would not 
admit him. However, his mother was determined 
that after his three years of concertizing he should 
settle down to more serious study. She took him, 
with a brother and sister, to Berlin Germany, and 
here Anton studied the theory of music and how to 
compose, also grammar, languages, the catechism 
and other useful things. 
Here in Berlin he knew Mendelssohn, who took a 
friendly interest in his music-study, and who was 
his model in music composition. The quiet, studious 
life at Berlin lasted for three years. Then, at six¬ 
teen, he started out, all alone, “to make his fortune,” 
to live out his own individual career—“a career in 
which joy and sorrow, abundance and poverty, aye, 
even hunger, followed one another.” He suffered 
much and worked hard always, and so he succeeded, 
and this boy, bom a Jew (and to be bom a Jew is 
worse than to be born a dog in Russia), did more 
than any other one man to raise the standard of 
music in Russia. He gave his life, his intellect, his 
money, and his whole great heart to the work, and 
has left a splendid monument behind. 
Everything about Rubinstein was healthy and 
strong, grand and simple. His one great weakness 
was that his spoiled and flattered childhood left him 
without the very necessary gift of self-criticism; but 
he was so sincere withal, so much in love with his 
work, so earnest about it, and such a poet in all 
that he wrote, that we will not criticise. 
He was always kindly in his speaking of the Ameri¬ 
cans, but our mosquitos almost ate him up when he 
was in this country, which grievance he could never 
forget. He died in 1894.—Helena Maguire. 
The oratorio, by a curious 
MEMORY CORNER: coincidence, originated in the 
The Oratokto. same year as the opera. Its 
germ is to be found in the 
Miracle Plays and so-called Moralities and Mysteries 
of the middle ages, by means of which a populace 
unable to read was taught the great truths of Bibli¬ 
cal history. 
In 1600 the first oratorio, “La Rappresentazione 
dell’ Anima e del Corpo” (“The Representation of 
the Soul and the Body”), by Emilio del Cavaliere, 
was given in Rome at the Oratory of Santa Maria in 
Vallicella, hence its name. Oratorio. Save for the 
sacred nature of the subject there was no apparent 
difference between it and an opera. The various al¬ 
legorical characters taking part—Time, World, Life, 
Soul, Body, Pleasure, etc., appeared in costume and 
with action; the score even gives directions by which 
the perfomiance may be concluded with a dance if 
desired. The music, too, was in the declamatory 
style used by Peri in his opera, “Dafne,” which had 
been sung privately in Florence three years previ- 
popularity of the opera prevented any attention be¬ 
ing given to the oratorio for a number of years. 
Then Giovanni Carissimi (1604-1674) did for it what 
Monteverde had done for the opera. He developed 
it, gave breadth to its form, elevation and pathos 
to the music. The scenic features were abandoned, 
and a character called Historicus was introduced, 
who recited such portions of the narrative as were 
necessary to the full understanding of the work in 
the absence of dramatic action. Carissimi’s most 
noted follower was Alessandro Scarlatti (1659-1725), 
who was equally successful in opera. Alessandro 
Stradella, celebrated for his romantic adventures, 
was his most talented contemporary. 
The climax of the oratorio is found in the works 
of its two greatest composers: Bach (1685-1750) and 
Handel (1685-1759). The former in his “Passions” 
and the numerous smaller choral compositions bear¬ 
ing the name of cantatas, the latter in the series of 
immortal oratorios that he wrote in England after 
his failure as an operatic impressario, mark the cul- 
°f ,f°rm- Tb® genial Haydn (1732- 
1809), though lacking the sublimity of these two 
predecessors, won all hearts by the charm and fresh¬ 
ness of his “Creation.” 
The last great oratorio composer was Mendelssohn. 
In popularity his ‘Elijah” falls onlv behind “The Mes¬ 
siah, and is fully abreast with “The Creation.” 
„ro f ,gl’eat “ames in the development of the oratorio 
del/ i! CaV^6re’ Carissimi, Bach, Handel, and Men- 
delssohn. Whether any future composer will suc- 
to a hiSher point is doubtful; 
*x® lm‘tatlons imposed upon it by its char- 
uulmiLti™i.-F.TUIT ifc haS alleady reaChed itS 
ON LITTLE THINGS- \(°r pupils> sit. 
„ ssl “„r„t c ss 
r r- —iifiUsa rc 
Do not think for one moment that you can be cai 
T" "d “M « wS“ 
tell and +n ii tpfel'ers wouid not be so careful 
tell, and to illustrate to you, at the very first less, 
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just how you should be seated and what sort of chair 
to use. 
The Best Kind of Seat. 
Piano players may choose between a chair, a stool, 
°r a bench. Which is the best, and why? For piano 
p aying a firm, steady seat is absolutely necessary. 
JNo revolving device, with or without a back, can 
suppiy this. There is a three-legged stool with broad 
base that is quite satisfactory; a four-legged bench, 
too, is very good, but the piano stool, or an ottoman 
(four-legged) that has a screw and is adjustable to 
various heights, are the poorest of all; the least 
desirable. Sooner or later they become unsteady, 
wobbly” as we say, and squeak as the body moves 
sideways. Long experience on the part of the world’s 
best teachers and pianists has led to the belief that 
the best seat of all is a little, common, cane-seated 
chair, which furniture dealers call a “tea chair”; also 
a bent-wood library chair is equally good. It is 
scarcely possible for a teacher to provide chairs suit¬ 
able and correct for the varied heights of pupils; 
therefore a stool, before it has become unsteady or 
noisy, is perhaps permissible for a lesson. But a 
chair is advised whenever possible, and certainly for 
home use always. 
Position. 
The test, as regards proper height, is when the 
player, while seated easily and comfortably, finds his 
elbows just level with the keyboard. Concert play¬ 
ers frequently sit an inch (or several inches) higher 
for public performance than for practice, but only 
for the reason that they feel a little more sense of 
security and command. 
In teaching it is necessary at times to vary the 
height of a pupil’s seat for the acquirement of dif¬ 
ferent touches, and consequent style and tone. For 
example: a higher seat is required for power and 
brilliancy than for the more smooth, legato, cantabile 
style. Correct body and arm position really come 
before the training of the hand, wrist, and fingers. 
Children and students of fifteen, sixteen, or even 
eighteen years, are very apt to practice at home with 
a high seat. The reason is plain: their strength of 
muscle, etc., not being sufficiently developed, they 
find they can play with more force and power when 
sitting high; and it is surprising how many young 
students (and indeed older ones too, quite often) 
admire mere noise. A sure sign of crude musical 
taste. As a last word, then: Sit low; use a chair 
. by all means. Your back should be erect, with a 
slight inclination forward from the hips; your feet 
held in pedal position, or resting quietly and firmly 
upon the floor, directly in front of the pedals; your 
elbows on a level with the keyboard, allowing the 
hands to rise or fall easily and gracefully at the 
wrist; also allowing you to play with full arm power 
when occasion requires.—Robert F. Chandler. 
[The hope of music in the 
“LET LITTLE coming years lies in the chil- 
CHILDREN COME.” dren. What they become, 
what they will do represents 
the future of music in the United States. Dr. 
Reineclce states most interestingly the attitude of 
some of the great composers toward music for chil¬ 
dren.—Editob.] 
The recent celebration in Leipzig of the eightieth 
birthday of Carl Reinecke, has directed the atten¬ 
tion of the musical world anew to the life and work 
of this veteran musician and composer, whose career 
has been one of single-hearted devotion to his art. 
Strong and young in spirit, because in music he finds 
the fountain of strength and youth, he enters as 
heartily to-day as in the early years of his profes¬ 
sional life at the Leipzig Conservatory of Music into 
the heart and needs of childhood. 
In the impressionable young mind, sensitive alike 
to the noble and the trivial, he sees the hope of our 
tonal art, and considers it the bounden duty of the 
creative artist to give freely of his powers to the 
great work of guiding and molding youthful taste. 
He does not expect a child to understand a colossal 
work of Beethoven, but he does maintain the im¬ 
portance of having him so educated that he will 
eventually be prepared to do so. His views on this 
subject were expressed not long since in an article, 
entitled “Masters of Music in their Relations with 
the Child World,” which appeared in the Deutsche 
Revue of Stuttgart. 
Dr. Reinecke refers with reverence, in this article, 
to those tone-masters who, while standing for what 
was highest and best in their art, did not disdain 
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to bid little children to come unto them in the 
sense of the great Teacher of Mankind. He recalls 
to the reader’s mind how the revered Cantor of the 
Thomas School, John Sebastian Bach, wrote beau¬ 
tiful and simple music for the use of his young son, 
Wilhelm Friedemann and others of his family and 
his pupils, giving evidence, in his “Little Preludes,” 
“Two and Three Part Inventions,” “French Suites,” 
etc., of a carefully devised plan to develop in the 
young mind the purest, loftiest sentiments for art. 
Handel and Gluck, not being family men and both 
being absorbed in stirring public life, turned their 
attention rather to the wants of the great world 
than to those of the home and the rising generation. 
Nevertheless, as Dr. Reinecke reminds us, school 
song-books have been enriched by exquisite gems 
from their works, such as “See the Conquering 
Hero,” from “Judas Maccabseus,” and “What a 
Charm, what a Majesty,” from “Iphigenie in Aulis.” 
Of Mozart, the doctor says that “he who, al¬ 
though widely traveled, had early founded a home 
of his own often turned his lyre for the benefit of 
the child, and his name is lacking in scarcely any 
juvenile song-book. And,” he continues, “how much 
he (Mozart) has written for the beginner in piano¬ 
playing! By this is not meant his two-hand sonatas, 
which for the most part are beyond the child’s com¬ 
prehension and which it is a grave mistake to use 
as teaching material, but rather his charming four- 
hand sonatas, with their movements laden now with 
sunny brightness, now with profound pathos, and 
numbers of his variations and exquisite bagatelles, 
which he wrote when himself a child, with a won¬ 
derfully delicate sense of form.” 
He refers, too, to Haydn, the father of our mod¬ 
ern symphony, who wrote also a child’s symphony 
and some delightful four-hand variations, “II Maestro 
e lo Seolare,” besides many piano sonatas for four 
hands, and variations and sonatas for two hands 
unquestionably designed for young players. Even 
the solitary Beethoven, he says, who was, in spite 
of all that has been indicated to the contrary, in 
word and picture, more inclined to rise to sunny 
heights than to descend to unfathomable depths, 
was mindful of the Saviour’s words. Besides a fas¬ 
cinating little trio, in one movement, “To my Girl 
Friend M. B.” (Maximiliane Brentano), he wrote 
ravishing little piano pieces: “Fur Elise,” a four- 
hand sonata, and groups of variations, sonatas, and 
other things for two hands which were unquestion¬ 
ably designed for youth. Nor must his children’s 
songs be forgotten. 
Other masters to whom the veteran doctor of 
music refers as having bidden little children to come 
unto them are Weber, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and 
Brahams, the latter of whom wrote many songs, 
with easy piano accompaniments, for the children of 
Robert and Clara Schumann. He concludes with 
the following words, which show how deep his feel¬ 
ings are on the subject and how ready he has been 
to make sacrifices for the benefit of the child 
“Whether anything may be expected for youth 
from the modern masters whose fame is now spread¬ 
ing over the earth time alone can tell. It must be 
admitted that those who create great historic paint¬ 
ings, tragedies, symphonies, and oratories are ac¬ 
complishing more glorious achievements than those 
who illustrate nursery stories, or write rhymes or 
melodies for the little folk, and yet, as we have seen, 
the one does not exclude the other, nor is it by any 
means a thankless task to serve the child world. 
This the writer has himself experienced. At the 
same time—the reader must pardon me if I utter a 
brief word pro domo. 
“My children’s songs and other juvenile composi¬ 
tions have occasionally caused me moments of dis¬ 
content because I could not conceal from myself 
the fact that to a certain extent they stood in the 
way of my larger works. Surely a composer may 
be forgiven if he does not like to see his more im¬ 
portant creations overshadowed. However that 
may be, there is one advantage which producing for 
childhood has for itself alone. It is this: While 
experience teaches that the view point, the artistic 
taste, aye, even the trend of human sentiment, 
changes in the course of years, so that many things 
which moved our fathers to tear's leave us cold to¬ 
day, even appear absurd to us, we notice that the 
unspoiled child of the present has precisely the same 
emotions the child of a hundred years ago felt. 
Little ones of our day listen to the story of Tattle 
Snow White’ with the same reverence it awakened 
in their forefathers and foremothers, play the same 
games these played, and sing with the same delight 
their favorite songs. And for ages to come what is 
to-day regarded as genuine juvenile music will fall 
with as joyous a ring from the lips of the small 
folk as at present, while perhaps much that now 
thrills the great heart of humanity may have long 
been forgotten. Noble seed sown in the heart of 
childhood will bring forth fruit a hundredfold and 
the sower will have a glorious reward in the harvest.” 
—Aubertine Woodward Moore. 
On February 6 
CLUB CORRESPONDENCE, the music pupils of 
St. Joseph’s Academy 
organized the St. Cecilia Progressive Club, with a 
membership of eleven. We meet every Saturday. 
Our program will include reading “First Studies in 
Music Biography,” followed by musical games. Our 
club colors are to be light blue and white, fastened 
with the St. Cecilia pin. Our motto is: “Every 
day that we spend without learning something is a 
day lost” (Beethoven). We pay fifteen cents a month 
and five cents for absence.—Annie Spellman, Sec. 
We have organized a “Children’s Musical Club” of 
nine members. We meet four times a month, and 
study theory, rudiments, musical history, and the 
biographies of the great musicians, and also play 
musical games. Our first club meeting was on Jan¬ 
uary 27. We charge ten cents initiation fee; this 
money we use for the purposes of recitals, trips, etc. 
We read The Etude musical stories. We expect to 
do fine work. Mrs. M. L. Hansen is the musical di¬ 
rector and organizer. To the best’ of our knowledge 
this is the only musical club in Los Angeles.—Pru¬ 
dence Farmer, Sec. 
I have a music club among my pupils which meets 
once a week. They answer to roll-call with a mu¬ 
sical term and definition. Once a month we study 
some composer and have the children play for each 
other. At the other three meetings I give them 
. drills in scales and some blackboard work. They 
seem to get a little tired of the work now. Will 
you please suggest some ways of interesting them, 
and other things I could teach them?—Dollie Flem- 
icken. 
[Read the correspondence from other clubs for 
hints as to means to interest pupils.—Editob.] 
The young pupils of the class of Miss Ella L. Fuchs 
have organized a musical club—the “Orpheus Music 
Club”—which meets every Saturday. Their teacher 
is preparing a musicale for the club members ex¬ 
clusively, which will be a novelty in its line. The 
stage will be arranged to represent a parlor, all of 
those named in the program being seated on the 
stage during the whole performance. The first num¬ 
ber will be a chorus by the little folks, the words of 
which have been written by one of them, and set to 
music by Miss Fuchs. This will be followed by two 
or three essays on the masters of music, solos, and 
duets. The busts of those composers will he taste¬ 
fully arranged on the stage. The color scheme 
agreed upon is pink, the children wearing carnations 
and ribbons of the same color, also their club but¬ 
tons, presented by their teacher for Christmas. The 
program will be classical, with the exception of one 
or two light numbers.—Ella Fuchs. 
The pupils of our harmony class met in Miss Mag¬ 
gie B. Parkhouse’s studio, January 28, and organized 
a club of fifteen members. We are to be known as 
the “Crescendo Club.” At each meeting a well-pre¬ 
pared musical program is rendered, consisting of 
piano and vocal selections and readings from The 
Etude.—Ella Granthan. Sec. 
On February 17 the “Mozart Musical Club” was 
organized, with a Inembership of twelve. At our 
next meeting, two weeks hence, we will study the life 
of Mozart.—Corinne Howry, Pres. 
My pupils and I have organized a club, to be 
known as the “Musical History Cluh.” We held 
our first meeting January 28. Meetings will be held 
twice a month. We will study the lives of the great 
musicians, their works; play musical games, and 
give selections on the piano. We intend to follow 
closely the work on the “Children’s Page,” and 
gladly receive the suggestions of The Etude.—Mrs. 
O. B. Bishop. 
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Napoleon once said the greatest general is the 
one who makes the fewest mistakes. This self- 
evident aphorism may he applied to the matter of 
teaching with as much pertinency as to generalship. 
There is, however, this difference: mistakes of gen¬ 
eralship may result in sudden and painful death to 
the general; hut mistakes in teaching may he con¬ 
tinued indefinitely and the only death is that which 
accrues to the musical aspirations or results of the 
pupil. 
If the music teacher were held to answer with his 
life or his liberty for the musical condition of his 
pupils after each year of study, there would he a 
lot of difference in the instruction offered. Not to 
make mistakes in the pedagogic profession means a 
lot more of thought and care than the average 
teacher is willing to give the subject. 
It is unfortunate that instructors persist on bor¬ 
rowing from the legal profession the idea of pre¬ 
cedent. A lawyer who finds a strong precedent for 
the judgment he wants is pretty liable to win his 
case. But this is not neeessarijy true of the teacher. 
The precedent he follows is too often the methods 
and the materials that were used on him when he 
was a student. Because they were so used, he jumps 
to the conclusion that they must of necessity fit 
every other ease. 
The trouble with this assumption is that ninety- 
nine out of one hundred pupils he may have will be 
of different mental and physical construction from 
himself, and their home environment and inheritance 
will be different. To meet this he must suit the 
method to the student, must modify the plans of his 
student days to the individualities of his pupils. 
Only by so doing can he escape the failure of making 
a series of mistakes, for the mistakes prove him a 
failure. 
Oh, for a Carnegie, to discover the musical world! 
This elaborate endower of libraries has not confined 
himself to furnishing the people novels to read and 
histories to stand on the shelves, but a few years ago 
gave $10,000,000 to promote scientific research. This 
forms the basis of the Carnegie Institution, which 
last year appropriated $350,000, dividing this sum 
among over a hundred scientific men, for the promo¬ 
tion of their studies in practical science. 
This will, in a large measure, free them from the 
necessity of grinding labor of a kind unprofitable to 
the world at large and will enable them to give their 
time and knowledge to the furtherance of experi¬ 
ments that will redound to the good of mankind. As 
an instance of the kind of men assisted by this fund, 
there may be cited Luther Burbank, of California, 
who, by his horticultural experiments has added a 
number of new varieties of fruits and vegetables to 
the list of practical foods. 
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Now, if Mr. Carnegie would discover the musical 
world and give it even half as much encouragement, 
what great artistic results might come from America. 
Our best composers are, of necessity, driven to nerve- 
racking hours of teaching; our musical writers are 
not free to continue their studies and researches. 
They must dig for the dollar that is to sustain life. 
Consequently, each class can do but a portion of the 
composition and the writing that it might do if the 
necessity for the struggle for mere existence were 
removed. True, much music has been the outcome 
of poverty, sickness, and despair; but how much 
more might have resulted had Mozart, and Schubert, 
and Franz, and countless others, been placed beyond 
the reach of poverty. 
If, every year, only ten men in this country—the 
most likely ten—were relieved of all necessity for 
distasteful work and permitted to give their best en¬ 
deavors to composition, what an array of artistic 
works might come from American pens. There were 
men whose only place in history was made by their 
giving financial support to one of the greatest- com¬ 
posers. Carnegie has already made such a place in 
other lines; but, did he turn his attention to the 
art world, his post-mortem fame would shine in still 
greater light and his legacy to the world would add 
much to its future joy and satisfaction. 
During the fall of 1903 a company of English edu¬ 
cators, representing every possible educational calling, 
known as the Mosley Educational Commission, visited 
the United States, with the object of studying educa¬ 
tional work in this country. Mr. Alfred Mosley, who 
financed the commission, and who invited the inquiry, 
was a business partner of the late Cecil Rhodes in 
South Africa. He was struck with the sagacity, skill, 
and intelligence of Americans that he met there, par¬ 
ticularly engineers, so that he became eager to know 
something of the system that could turn out so many 
level-headed men. 
The report of this commission, made to Mr. Mosley 
on their return to England, was published recently. 
In reading some comments made upon it by Dr. Wm. 
T. Harris, Commissioner of Education for the United 
States, we were attracted by some defects in our 
system of education as pointed out by the commis¬ 
sion. It might reasonably be expected that emphasis 
would be laid upon scientific and technical points, 
especially relating to mechanical work, by a commis¬ 
sion which was, after all, interested in our system 
from an industrial point of view. Yet three defects 
indicated by this commission came right home to 
those persons who are engaged in teaching music. 
These three points are: The large preponderance of 
women teachers, neglect of music talent, and inferior 
music instruction. Of course it is to be understood 
that these criticisms apply to music in the public 
schools. In a partial report of an address by Prof. 
Horatio W. Parker, before the Connecticut State 
Teachers’ Association, printed in The Etude for 
March, some reference was made to these facts. So 
far, there is no opportunity for special musical talent 
to be developed by means of public school work. No 
training is offered, and a child whose parents cannot 
afford a private teacher must go without or wait 
until a better time may come. The instruction 
offered in the schools is not such as to develop latent 
talent, or to lay the foundation of intelligent appre¬ 
ciation of music. Professor Parker called attention 
to some things that showthat educators arewaking to 
an appreciation of the value musical training has in 
promoting mental discipline and intellectual develop¬ 
ment. The members of the Mosley Commission agree 
with the most advanced position taken by American 
educators, namely, that a sound and thorough 
musical training is an aid in rounding out a man, 
and preventing him from narrowing his energies into 
purely commercial and industrial channels; it is the 
medium most generally adapted to promote the feel¬ 
ing for art and an understanding of its principles, 
such as the business world needs. 
Another point made by the commission, the lartm 
preponderance of women teachers, is just as ap¬ 
plicable to the music teaching profession as it is to 
public school work. Yet we cannot believe it is 
merely a matter of sex. Both of the sexes show limi¬ 
tations when it comes to teaching music. Women 
teachers have a place, and an important place 
a place that no honest educator will try to fill other¬ 
wise. The real gist of the question is fitness and 
thorough preparation, a knowledge of the work to be 
done, and a resolute endeavor to meet the demands 
To day higher qualities of mind and character are 
being called for, and students who are intending to be 
teachers may well accept the fact, and make up their 
minds to suit the highest possible demands, if the 
public school system does more for the cause of 
music, the professional musician, being spared certain 
drudgery, can work more for the art. 
A WELL-KNOWN lecturer on musical topics drew a 
happy distinction in saying: “We can be instructed, 
but we cannot be educated; others may instruct us, 
but we educate ourselves.” Some pupils appear to 
think that their teachers must educate as well as in¬ 
struct them, and then wonder that they do not ad¬ 
vance in their art. To such may be recommended a 
consideration of Schumann’s dictum: “There are no 
good teachers unless there are good pupils; the 
latter must do at least as much as the former.” 
Said a friend to a musie teacher: “Miss Blank tells 
me she has studied with you three years.” “She is 
mistaken,” was the answer. “She has taken lessons 
from me three years; as for studying—that is quite 
another matter.” 
Instruction is external; it is the sowing of the 
seed, the tilling of the field, the clearing away of 
obstacles to the growth of the incipient germ. Edu¬ 
cation is internal; it is the development of the seed 
by an inward force which bursts the encumbering 
shell and presses to the light, there to blossom and 
fruit, after the laws of its being. The giving of 
lessons may be instruction; the mere taking of them 
is by no means education—let neither teacher nor 
pupil be deceived in this. 
Not long before his death Theodore Thomas de¬ 
clared that the interpretation of the older classics 
was seriously compromised by the modern spirit of 
intensity which weights them with an emotional feel¬ 
ing foreign to their nature. On the same ground he 
took exception to any great technical finish in their 
execution. The violin 'bows were clumsier in former 
days, he said; the whole style of playing was differ¬ 
ent; there was no passion and nothing of the 
dramatic feeling of the present in it. He concluded 
by saying that things would soon come to such a 
pass that museums would have to be started to 
exhibit the traditional style of playing the old mas¬ 
ters; in one room Bach might be heard correctly 
played; Haydn in another; Mozart in still another. . 
This is but a phase of the never-ending struggle be¬ 
tween the old and the new, the conflict between con¬ 
servatism and radicalism to which we owe all of 
progress and development, not alone in art, but in 
morals, politics, society, and outward conditions as 
well. The French say, “An omelet cannot be made 
without breaking eggs;” that is, no advance can be 
made without the loss of something that may be 
regretted. The first opera which sounded the knell 
of the elaborate contrapuntal school perfected by 
Palestrina and di Lasso, made but a poor show in 
comparison with the complex scores of these masters. 
It was, however, but a reculer pour mieux sauter— 
a falling back, the better to leap.” In the inde¬ 
pendence of this thin, crude, undeveloped music from 
scholastic trammels lay all the rich possibilities for 
the future of the art. Since then we have eaten of 
the fruit of the tree of knowledge; the naivety the 
cearness of thought, the tranquil enjoyment of 
auty for beauty’s sake, are more or less clouded 
over to us by the pale cast of thought. 
hat a reaction in the direction of greater sim¬ 
plicity will come is hardly to be doubted. Modern 
music, in its growing intricacy and complexity, is be¬ 
coming dangerously toplieavy; but this will correct 
se . Means may be complex, but clearness of ex¬ 
pression is indispensable—the one does not exclude 
® °thfr 5 thls. our composers are begining to rea- 
,fre striving for it. A simplicity which is 
simJ—r14 °f,f cIumsP violin bow is not the ideal 
ar,A ,1<a,y ’ *"s should come from definite thought 
^mderstandin* of the effeet desired, rather than 
from lack of technical or mechanical detail. 
mn^V™6 educator investigates the claims that are 
fpiA ,f°r, any “ethod or text-book that may be of- 
i ° im’ an<l also seeks to devise effective ways 
wnrlr if11* own> as they may be required by the 
., ® 18 engaged in doing. His aim is to apply 
tbaf11;6 °<ls, ^ which scientists reach firm ground, 
iudo-m!’ ana -V,R'S> comparison, and carefully formed 
gni n s, with trial, if the latter be possible. 
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■ _ them fo his betrothed (Early 
Schumann composed these pieces in 1839 at Vienna He writes from March 24 to 27 when at 
Letters); “/ wrote to you concerning a presentiment, I had it in /continually reverted; if is as if 
my new composition" (probably No.1.) In it occurs a passage to> to i . n/wayS saw Funeral trains. coffins, 
Some one ground ‘ 0 God" out of a heavy heart. In the compost -r a title, I always came back to 
unhappy despairing people, and when I had finished and was long Jftenso wrought up that tears flowed 
■this’, “Funeral.Fantasy'.' Is it not 
yet I knew not why arid had no reasonfor it -then came. — “Funeral Fantasy" the name "Noctui 
(his brother lay dyinyJ And in a later letter, after he had . 2 odd assembly, 3. Nocturnal revel, 
nal PiecesJVhat do you say to my calling them; i. Funeral procession, 2. uu .y 
4. Pound with solo voices. Write me your opinion.'.' iustification in the above desert 
To the advantage of the pieces these superscriptions, which find their . t),aver>s imagination 
bed state of mind of the Composer rather thah in his tones, have been omitted an * p y 
can supply the Nocturnal Pieces, so rich in moods and deeply felt, with images oy h s 
Rob. Schumann, Op.23. 
Edited by John S Van Cleve. _ | j\j0>1> 
M.M.(JslOO) . 5 * ^ i.J. 2 1 #-[>$< 
.J^-l 
. 
f ttn j . 
! i } c-J*r f t ^•y 
. -zrrti - 
M y n 
■ J .i. 
vuo. 
a This initial number of the set,poised between the keys of A minor and C major, is of a solemn dirge- 
hke character its prevailing moods being heavy grief and sacred consolation. Technically considered it 
consists of two elements, a melodic phrase of three notes in eighths and sixteenth =!!!< ■ ° 
chords of a subtle shifting character and possessing a melodic outline. Study to give the utmos^p^m^a- 
nce to the solo phrase and deliver the chords with the most undulating varietv of utmo®t P . 
hazards sufficient variety to prevent solemnity from degenerating into monotony f nuance. Secure at all 
D Change the pedal at each new chord, hence in the first seven measure* w'c 
the purpose being to secure that extra resonance and freedom of tone when alV^ in eacJ1, measure, 
ings of the piano are permitted to vibrate. n sympathetic str- 
Copyright 1893 by Theo Presser. 
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C The oneness of the rhythm will drop easily into dullness unless the player, with delicate feeling and 
judgment should enliven with emotional shading in both voices, the principal motive which here appears 
slightly changed in character and canonically treated ^ 















e At this! noble organ point be sure to shift the pedal with each chord, for a literal following ot the pedal 
mark by extending through the measure would generate an intolerable jangle of confusion Pronounce the 
bass G; - with organ - like firmness and retain it with the finger 
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Copyright 1903.by Theo. Presser-2 
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Edited by A. D. HUBBARD £AUL WACHS 
Copyright 1899 by Theo. Presser 
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Dedicated to and sung by 
Miss Hortense Pontius 
A PRAYER OF LOVE 
WM. H. PONTIUS 
No 4470 
HEINRICH HEINE 




WM. H. GARDNER. 
Moderato. 
COUNTERPARTS 
W. J. BALT ZELL. 
Heav-en’s seal is in thy heart, 
Tells me,dear,that Par - a _ dise 
Maid - be-yond com - pare, 
Will —be mine some dav. 






A MUSIC TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
The Editor of The Etude has just handed me a 
copy of the year book and register of “The Incor¬ 
porated Society of Musicians,” of England, which, in 
view of the recent discussion on a prospective Sing¬ 
ing Masters’ Guild, makes interesting, if not in¬ 
structive, reading. 
The Incorporated Society of Musicians, which, for 
convenience, we will designate the I. S. M., is the 
most prominent example of successful organization 
among musicians in the world. Its membership of 2000 is divided into twenty-five sections; represent¬ 
ing, by a fairly equal distribution, England, Scotland, 
and Wales. The society is now in the twenty- 
second year of its growth. The intelligence and care 
with which the work of organization has been carried 
forward has resulted, not only in securing for its 
members an unquestioned standing, but for the pub¬ 
lic, protection from incompetents and charlatans. 
Of its 2000 membership over 600 have qualified as 
licentiates of the “Incorporated Society of Musi¬ 
cians,” by passing the rather exacting examinations 
of the society. Hence, the L. I. S. M. after the 
name of a teacher carries weight, and, in a com¬ 
parative sense, distinction. Since its formation in 
1882, the society has been making a persistent fight 
to secure legal registration of teachers. The matter 
has been taken up by Parliament, but not yet 
brought to a successful issue. The following, quoted 
from the society’s year hook, applies with equal force 
to conditions on this side of the Atlantic, and it is 
to be hoped that the legal registration of teachers of 
music is a dream soon to he realized in both 
countries: 
“Up to the present time, there has been no legal 
registration of-teachers of music, with the result 
that there has been no defined ‘musical profession.’ 
The term profession implies a body, entrance into 
which can only he obtained by those possessing the 
requisite knowledge to discharge the duties entrusted 
to the profession. Lawyers are required to know the 
law, medical men, medicine, and so throughout; but 
the ‘musical professor’ hitherto has been a sort of 
‘no man’s land,’ without definitions of limits; a 
body anyone could join at pleasure, whether quali¬ 
fied or not, and which, until the formation of the 
society, did not even possess a general association to 
represent it, and safeguard its interests. An au¬ 
thorized system of registration in the hands of a 
representative musical council would change all this, 
would draw a line of demarcation between trained 
and untrained teachers, would be a guide and protec¬ 
tion to the public, and, by securing better teaching, 
would lead to a higher development of the art.” 
All efforts toward enlisting the cooperation or 
sympathy of any considerable number of the leading 
musicians of this country in organized work have 
hitherto failed. The reasons for this failure are 
probably to be found in the conditions under which 
the efforts were made, and the shape that such ex¬ 
periments have taken. It would be natural to ex¬ 
pect all movements for the betterment of the cause 
would begin at the top and the benefit reaped by lift¬ 
ing others less fortunate or less gifted as near to 
the top as possible. Herein lies the only hope of 
successful organization in the United States. The 
society under consideration seems to have been ex¬ 
ceptionally fortunate in this regard. Over 1300 of 
its members hold Doctor’s, Bachelor’s, Fellow’s, and 
Associate’s degrees, there being 72 Doctors of Music 
and ld8 Bachelors of Music in the membership. 
Dr. Henry Hiles presided over the first meeting of 
the society, and its membership from the start has 
included the names of the foremost among English 
musicians, such as Sir John Stainer, Sir Joseph 
Bamby, Sir A. C. Mackenzie, Mr. A. Kandegger, Dr. 
Frederic H. Cowen, and scores of others equally well 
known here. Not only have these men shown a 
practical interest in the work, but they have con¬ 
tributed papers and assisted in the programs which 
have added greatly to the prestige of the I. S. M. 
In addition to its educational and social features, 
it has been able, by virtue of sound business meth¬ 
ods, to support an Orphanage for the Children of 
Musicians. It does not confine its benefactions to 
those who have been members of the society. This 
alone affords all the argument necessary for the sup¬ 
port of the profession. Its method of management 
comprehends intimate connection between the home 
office of the society and its out-lying sections. Each, 
section elects a member of the Sectional Council to 
act as a delegate to the annual General Council. 
The expenses of the delegate are paid from the funds 
of the General Council. Each section must pay one- 
half its receipts into the General Treasury, the bal¬ 
ance being retained for the expenses of the section. 
The year book is a well printed and hound volume 
of 244 pages, devoted entirely to the business and 
registry of the society, not containing any programs, 
reports of meetings, or addresses. Such a society 
could well be taken as a model for organization of 
the profession in America, but, as stated above, or¬ 
ganization, to succeed, must begin at the top, and 
bow little hope or prospect there is of our pro¬ 
fessional leaders taking up the work? Why is it? 
In the next issue we will review the examinations 
for the first, second, third, and fourth grades in 
singing, passing of which entitles the applicant to 
his certificate of L. I. S. M. It is precisely what we 
intended to do in this issue, but the magnitude of the 
general work the society is doing impressed ns so 
favorably that we find our space exhausted before 
arriving at the matter special to our department. 
SINGING, AS A MEANS OF ACQUIRING A 
PRACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 
BY W. HENEI ZAY. 
To the average individual singing is but a pretty 
accomplishment, or a means of livelihood; it may be 
both, hut this view of the really great art is a most 
limited one. A few go a step further, and have some 
vague idea that it is good for the lungs; but it has 
practically never been recognized as a means of de¬ 
veloping the physical, mental, nervous, and intuitive 
forces, which are the finer faculties of man, and 
which, when discovered and controlled, go to make 
a practical psychology. 
The reason for this general idea is not difficult to 
understand; it is an impression made by the bad 
singing constantly heard, both from professionals and 
amateurs. Both classes have their excuses—insuffi¬ 
cient study, bad teaching; one must make his living, 
while the other does his best to amuse. 
There is an inherent desire in the human being to 
make a vocal sound, and a good loud one; it is a 
healthy and natural impulse; it makes one feel 
good; it is a natural desire to give expression to 
feelings and emotions which could not be expressed 
by mere words. It does not necessarily mean that 
he wants to be heard, because he will sing in solitude 
—a great deal more, perhaps, than in the presence of 
others. Probably the singer himself enjoys the sen¬ 
sation of making the sound, that is, feeling the pleas¬ 
ant vibrations of the body, more than he does the 
hearing of his voice, even supposing the sound to be 
a good one; but as the listener only experiences the 
effect of his exertions, and does not have the pleasant 
bodily glow which the singer feels, it is only fair to 
make that sound as nearly as possible a sympa¬ 
thetically correct expression of the impulse of the 
singer, so that the sound will communicate a similar 
emotion to the listener. This is the primary object 
of singing—it is the natural expression of emotion. 
Every art has its technic, the object of which is 
to acquire and preserve such natural conditions that 
the expression of nature shall be spontaneous and 
convincing. To sing or speak with expression, one 
must discover the sound representing the combina¬ 
tion of forces which make one’s personality, and 
sing or speak with the whole body; for voice, though 
it has a point of focus, is not a local noise, ibe 
finest nerve organization, combined with the most 
generous emotional qualities, splendid physique and 
vocal organs, is of little advantage unless controlled 
at will by the fortunate possessor. These qualities 
are often hidden under a mixture of unnatural condi¬ 
tions, both physical and mental, and their discovery 
and manipulation is the object in studying vocal ex¬ 
pression. These qualities, when combined, represent 
man in his most noble form, and it is obvious that 
their control would have a tremendous influence on 
his every day life and development, thus becoming, 
for him, a most practical psychology. 
It has been said, “Why study voice to acquire it?” 
I answer, “It seems the quickest way to find it.” The 
first step in studying singing is to acquire a perfect 
breath control; and in this practice is laid the foun¬ 
dation for an all-round development, the possibilities 
of wluch are almost unlimited. First of all the 
lungs are expanded to their utmost capacity, thus in¬ 
creasing the amount of air consumed and absorbing 
a greater supply of oxygen, which of itself would act 
as a purifier and tonic. Then doing breathing exer¬ 
cises is a vigorous exertion and quickens the circula¬ 
tion; while the proper holding of the breath 
strengthens the muscles of the chest and back, and 
makes it possible to stand erect without fatigue. 
These same muscles controlling the breath relieve the 
throat of all strain and unnecessary friction, and 
strengthen it, so that sore throats should never 
trouble one. The strengthening of the chest, and the 
vibrations of the sound in the head and nasal cavi¬ 
ties, keep them in a healthy state, so that colds 
should be most rare, almost unknown. A clear head 
generally means a clear eye, a keen ear; and such 
conditions encourage mental activity. 
One arrives at these conditions by having a breath 
control which permits of a perfectly free and natural 
production of the voice—with the throat, jaw, neck, 
and shoulders perfectly loose, and all the muscles in 
a state of active elasticity; all resonating cavities 
must be well open and in use, giving the voice a clear, 
round sound, full of depth and overtone—a pure 
spontaneous sound which might be called the ab¬ 
stract sound of the voice. 
Yet something mere is wanted to make the sound 
complete and expressive, a quality usually termed 
“noul.” Where is that to come from? The physical 
and mental powers accomplish a great deal, but at 
a point they stop, leaving something of vital im¬ 
portance yet to be realized. We find that we must 
seek for another force greater and more elusive—the 
“soul” force which is an inspiration to self and has 
a magnetic influence on others. This is the most 
difficult part of voice production to acquire, but 
steady progress is certain, if practice is properly di¬ 
rected. It is a development on breath control. The 
student begins to feel that the chest, round which are 
the muscles which control the breath, is also the 
center of emotion; by constant practice he learns to 
concentrate his nervous and emotional energies, com¬ 
bine them with the physical, and thus give an intelli¬ 
gent expression of his great emotional force. It is 
a grand sympathetic union of all man’s best qualities 
and energies, with which to make his greatest efforts, 
of any nature or description. 
Nothing seems so nearly allied to this force, or ex¬ 
presses it so surely and perhaps easily, as the human 
voice. Voice is vocalized breath. Breathing creates 
impulse, power, and strength. To make the sound 
inspires proper conditions for concentrating one’s 
forces. By hearing the sound the practiced ear can 
tell whether the concentration is complete. To be 
able to infuse this quality into the voice is to com¬ 
pletely express one’s self vocally, whether singing or 
speaking; there are times when everyone does it, 
spontaneously and unconsciously, but the art is to he 
able to do it at will. Nerve force is tremendously 
useful, but how often, from lack of control, it is 
more embarrassing than beneficial! Breath control 
is the only real cure for nervousness. Nerves should 
be our slaves, not our oppressors; nerves, the most 
valuable assistant of the performer when controlled, 
become his undoing when running riot. 
In finding this control of the nervous and emo¬ 
tional energies, we discover a new force or power, 
which is the greatest help to us in every way, as 
well as in singing. It is something more than mere 
will power, something more than mental effort; it 
is the finding of one’s finest impulses and feelings, 
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uniting these witfl one’s physical energy, and with 
this great combined physical, emotional, and nervous 
energy, giving a grand expression of one’s self in the 
voice, if singing or speaking; in the gesture, if act¬ 
ing; in the work, if occupied otherwise; or in the 
healthful, hopeful bearing, if simply living. 
To study singing on these lines is a subject full of 
absorbing, human interest; it is a self-analysis, an 
investigation always interesting. In becoming a 
master of self, one becomes a creator, and re-creates 
everything performed, giving it the touch of his own 
personality, without which any performance is vapid 
and characterless. Originality is stimulated and 
developed, this quality being absolutely indispensa¬ 
ble to the artist. A true voice production is not a 
pretty noise, but an expression of self—full of sym¬ 
pathy, dignity, breadth, and power and it inspires 
one with confidence and self-possession. Many a 
singer and actor conscious of an inborn power and 
depth of feeling, has been prevented from attaining 
success by a hampered production'which could never 
express what he felt. 
Breathing is the foundation of all ancient philoso¬ 
phy of self control, and as a cure for mind and body 
is unequaled. It is a remedy for all nervous dis¬ 
orders, pulmonary diseases, and general debility. 
The habit of full breathing would soon drive away 
most of the common ailments of mankind. 
It is through a breath control that the student 
learns to project a force, visible to an audience, and 
commonly known as “creating an atmosphere.” The 
power to do this is absolutely necessary to an artist, 
and no great success is possible without it. To be 
able to summon such a force at will, and use it—not 
only to affect others, but as an inspiration to self— 
is to know what is meant by the true expression of 
self, and to know what really constitutes true vocal 
expression. To be fully understood it must be felt; 
no mental appreciation will quite grasp it. 
This force—the emotional or nervous energy, the 
psychic or soul force of the human body—should be 
analyzed and understood by every would-be artist. 
It should be controlled at will; it is the “Ego,” the 
self within. It is this energy, this personality, which 
plays upon the instrument at the throat, and upon 
the expression of every feature and muscle. 
The uses of this force outside singing are prac¬ 
tically unlimited. It strengthens mind and body; 
its discovery should make one better and nobler, 
stronger m purpose, more hopeful and buoyant in 
disposition; it should banish fear of any kind, and 
generally tone up an individual mentally, morally, 
and physically. It is man’s best helper; it is, in 
fact, man himself in his best form, filled with the 
truest and noblest impulses. 
The control of this force is by no means chimerical, 
but quite possible, and wonderfully practical; sim¬ 
plicity is its chief characteristic. It is the control 
of this force which constitutes what might be called 
a “Practical Psychology.” It is this force which 
represents our personality, and is the quality in us 
most interesting to others. It is this which must be 
expressed in singing, painting, acting, or work of any 
kind, to reveal the master.—Occasional Papers. 
FACIAL CONTROL AND TONE PRODUCTION. 
BY ALEXANDER HENNEMAN. 
All muscles in the human body are correlated and 
are found in three distinct groups, termed voluntary, 
semi-voluntary, and involuntary. 
The voluntary muscles obey commands of the will. 
They are the muscles that act when I raise my arm 
or make any intentional movement; the semi-volun¬ 
tary muscles are such as move the uvula, the ears, 
the diaphragm, etc., which, ordinarily, will not do 
one’s bidding, but can, by training and practice, be 
brought under control; involuntary muscles are such 
that we are not conscious of and cannot control in 
any way. They are in groups that act on the heart, 
the blcod-vessels, the cells of the lungs, in fact on the 
functions of the vital organs and human organism 
generally. By way of digression, it is interesting to 
note that muscles in different animals appear under 
different groups. The muscles of the foot in the 
camel are involuntary. They spread the foot as it 
descends and contract it as it ascends, without any 
volition on the part of the animal. In the cat they 
are voluntary, she being able to withdraw or dis¬ 
tend her claws at will. The muscles of the ears in 
the human are semi-voluntary; in the mule they are 
voluntary, and form one of the distinguishing 
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features of this useful, though stubborn, quadruped. 
To return to the muscles in which the singer is 
interested, we find them in the voluntary and semi- 
voluntary groups. Now, since these two groups can 
be controlled, and all are inter-connected, we have an 
aid in applying these forces in a manner that will 
lead to beneficial results. 
As the face so the throat: Pinch the face into 
wrinkles, and you can rest assured the throat is also 
in wrinkles. Try it for yourself. Frown or assume a 
cared, unnatural look, and note the sensation about 
the throat. That comes from the correlation of the 
nerves and the muscles, all of which are connected, 
one influencing the other. As in an electric power - 
plant the dynamos, wires, switches, and all machines 
and appliances operated are intimately connected, and 
no single part of the entire complicated mechanism 
can be influenced without it in turn transferring this 
influence to other parts, so any set of nerves and 
muscles in action will affect other groups. In the 
case of the frowning singer the face muscles directly 
affect the neck muscles, while these in turn transfer 
the influence to the larynx and other vital vocal 
parts. 
We cannot by will control the inner muscles of the 
larynx and only indirectly many of the throat. But 
we can move the face; for anybody can frown if he 
wish, or look pleasant if he desire. The state of 
these face muscles is transferred to the lower group. 
If the face is placid and muscularly relaxed, the 
throat will most likely also be; for nobody can sing 
a forced tone and not show it in the face; and no 
strained face will be seen when the tone is really 
free and easy. Rest assured, though the tone sounds 
free, if the face is strained, “all is not well” in the 
throat. 
Some singers draw these face muscles every time 
they attempt to sing. This is a bad habit, but some¬ 
times only a habit which, if changed, wEl relieve the 
throat. Others frown, not from an original habit, 
but because the tone produced is so badly placed 
that the entire complex of muscles about the neck 
and face are affected by the strained vocal muscles. 
The cure of the former is easy, as we act directly 
on the muscles of the face. The cure of the latter 
is more difficult for we act on the original offenders 
by working with the face muscles, which, in turn, 
influence the lower group. 
Expression is not demanded of the beginner, and 
the rudimentary exercises are devoid of style and 
emotion. What the singer seeks first and foremost 
is correct placement, an easy tone, and a free delivery. 
A cheerful expression demands a face both animated 
and relaxed. Laughter, the extreme joyous emotion, 
is a state of complete relaxation. Observe when in 
the midst of some difficult feat you are forced to 
laugh. At once all control is gone. Anger, the 
other extreme, develops a condition in which muscu¬ 
lar tension and rigidity are paramount. The happy 
medium lies between, and that is, in cheerfulness. 
The singer will find cheerfulness to be associated 
with confidence, an alert and well-poised body, a 
receptive mind, and muscular freedom. 
Now for a practical demonstration of these asser¬ 
tions: Place a mirror nea,r by and at times look 
into it to see just how you look. If your tone pro¬ 
duction is faulty on high notes, for instance, you 
will observe as you ascend the scale, that the face 
becomes more and more drawn. The higher you go 
the more the face shows the strain. This is caused 
by some incorrect action of the vocal muscles. To 
explain the action or to control this delicate and 
complex phenomena is difficult, for, as an eminent 
authority says: “The action of the throat muscles 
in singing is so excessively complicated that no one 
has yet been able to dispel the mystery which sur¬ 
rounds the whole subject of voice production.” This 
voluntary control, I repeat, is difficult, sometimes 
impossible. But to look cheerful, to smile, to think 
the work is easy, to attack the scale with confidence, 
to hold the face in the same expression, is not im¬ 
possible. If, at first, the wrinkles come, it will not be 
long before they disappear. If tone production is 
easy on certain tones observe the expression on the 
face at this range and then do not allow the face to 
change for other tones. 
Above we said all muscles are correlated; in¬ 
fluences are transmitted to other groups; and so on. 
Now. this is just what will happen here. The eased 
condition of the facial muscles is transmitted to th^ 
throat muscles. More than that, attention is taken 
from the throat and is placed on the face; conscious¬ 
ness is transferred from the vocal apparatus to the 
face, where it cannot harm as it does when the mind 
is on the throat; the thoughts are no more frantic¬ 
ally centered on the coming doubtful notes, but on 
keeping the expression placid and reducing all strain. 
The singing at once becomes more intuitive and less 
mechanical. You sing because you follow a mental 
impulse that pictures a certain musical phrase to 
you; you cease to think of the position and action 
necessary to get the last high note on the top of the 
figure; and, instead, you confidently sing on, allow¬ 
ing the easy condition of the good tones to be car¬ 
ried along to more difficult ones. 
This rudimentary work is also advantageous for 
later demands. The pupil’s face is his canvas, on 
which he expects to paint the emotions of his song. 
As the painter’s canvas at first is given a neutral 
shade on which the richer colors are then placed, so 
the placid, cheerful expression, which lies about mid¬ 
way between emotional extremes, is a fitting back¬ 
ground to prepare for the coming kaleidoscope of 
lines and colors. 
A complete shifting of existing conditions is an 
excellent procedure to aid you in getting control of 
these muscles. It destroys the hold habit has on 
you. If you note that your eyes look upward, then 
look down on the floor. If your'gaze has been down¬ 
ward, then send it upward. Should you find that 
you stare at one spot, then let your eyes roam about. 
In other words, counteract existing conditions bv 
creating new ones. The simple fact of having 
changed the position of certain groups of muscles 
weakens the power of the other sets and your will 
and determination step in as masters over muscles 
which have been weakened by finding themselves in 
new conditions and with new companions. 
As a dangerous mob is routed and thrown into 
confusion by simply turning the fire hose on it, so 
too your unruly muscles, powerful from habit and 
secure by association, become amenable and more 
docile under changed conditions. Rest assured, if a 
stream of cold water can disconcert so great, so 
powerful, and so complex a body as an excited mob 
really is, then do not fear that in your little vocal 
kingdom you cannot overcome intrigue and mob rule 
if you catch the little fellows unaware and lead them 
into surprises. 
BY W. R. MOYSEY. 
[The following article was sent to The Etude 
the form of a letter. The Editor of the Vocal D: 
partment has made some revisions and added 
caption to it. We regret that between the time < 
the writing of this article and its publication in Tn 
Etude the author was called away from his li 
Being a singer and teacher of singing, I have bet 
much interested in what has been written from tin 
to time about the voice and vocal methods. I hai 
had so many and varied experiences myself that 
wil! be a pleasure to help some younger teach* 
or singer. As one grows older and sums up his e: 
penences in vocal study and practice he feels tin 
much valuable time is taken talking method tin 
can be better spent in practice; in fact the study * 
talk about method has become a fad. 
What reason is there for spendng most of the Ie 
son hour talking method to a beginner? Give an e: 
how ‘° Place the tone, which tone mm 
P°wer> quality, and ease of pre 
duct,on which is right method. A student who i 
musical will soon grasp the pleasant, easy productio 
of tone; when the voice has become free in its ei 
andtZge that,is,t]he time *0 sPeak about metho, 
and then a pupil will be able to see the application. 
We must have a method and know that we kno- 
t to expect and secure results, for a method, whie 
The tbl L name f°r his system> ^ his capita 
it he nfnrf v u Wrought by study and practice; b 
kn nwin ai1 °r suceee<** The consciousness c 
knowing our method and what it will do is th 
giatifying part of teaching voice culture, 
instead nf11 try t0 do something unnatural and har 
d(of easy and simple. The singing voice is dil 
more breach WPeLking V°iee in that ifc emPlo>' 
must he ^ -Wf haVe ho!ds’ Ionff passages tha 
mauds'^ T ™, .t0 give effect’ and a hundred At ™ , n0t "^V11 sPeahing, so that we canno 
in^h W 7 Say Slngin§ is merely a form of speak 
2: J*™4 smg without some effort; the ener 
gies of the body are brought into play in our render 
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ing of a song; if we enter its spirit to interpret 
words by musical sounds we must expand our vital 
energy. The soul must sing through the voice me¬ 
dium. The simplest words of a hymn must be un¬ 
derstood by the singer before the voice can inter¬ 
pret them. If we realized its importance we would 
study our words more carefully. How many read 
the words as carefully as they do the notes. We can¬ 
not sing intelligently to others unless we know what 
we are singing about ourselves. Noise from a good 
voice will not pass for singing. 
Beware of fads that will cost you much before you 
learn the truth. The best method cannot avail much 
without work and untold practice if you wish to rise 
high in the profession. There is no “royal road” to 
success; work and sometimes, perhaps, even tears will 
bring success. Choose one whom you believe to he a 
good teacher, and don’t leave him unless you are cer¬ 
tain you have made a mistake. A strong nature can 
do this and more, and knows no such word as drud¬ 
gery in his work. 
We must have some originality, whatever our 
method; some peculiarity which helps us to rise 
above the average. No two faces are alike, neither 
can two sing alike, even though they study the same 
system. 
To teachers and singers The Etude is a welcome 
visitor. The articles appearing in its columns are 
inspiring, particularly so to those of us who are not 
ill constant touch with artists. I enjoy the experi¬ 
ences of others, and read the articles that appear 
with a great deal of satisfaction. As we grow older 
we see we have been in too much of a hurry. Voice 
culture takes time, and the time never comes when 
we do not enjoy singing. We can cultivate our voices 
as long as we have them. They grow richer each 
year, and decay with the body only. 
PRACTICAL VOICE CULTURE IN OUR 
SCHOOLS. 
BY EMILIE G. WOLFF. 
Melody and its Relation to Speech. 
The word “melody” receives its derivation from 
the Greek, meaning “song.” There is melody in 
speech as well as in song. A voice rendered pleasing 
to the ear must be harmonious; it must be sweet 
and musical. Hence, we realize that singing is an 
important adjunct to speaking. 
Because of the relationship between melody and 
speech, we offer the suggestion that, being provided 
with voice, and the necessary healthful producers 
thereof, we were likewise given the power to produce 
song; hut the secret, the gift, or the power of pro¬ 
ducing successful, wonderful song, lies in the over¬ 
abundant measure of feeling, the extent and volume 
of emotion, and the art of awakening and calling 
them into play at will. Even though it could be 
proven that singers are especially endowed with any 
unusual organism, would it be possible for such a 
singer to render the strains of love with all the pas¬ 
sion and tenderness which are its natural concomi¬ 
tants, if he or she were not singularly gifted with a 
strong degree of such feeling, and likewise the power 
of awakening it? 
Education toward speaking correctly is one im¬ 
portant step toward sinning correctly. Intonation 
and modulation of the voice for purposes of speaking 
clearly and effectively are best developed by instruc¬ 
tion in the simplest tone notes in music. The teach¬ 
ing of the elements of singing is particularly an im¬ 
portant feature in the education of school children, 
for the reason that a properly modulated voice is 
essential in order to carry out that weight which is 
its purpose to impart, and is one of the most pleasing 
personal accomplishments. 
Teachers should be compelled to take a course in 
voice culture, not so much for the purpose of teach¬ 
ing children to sing, as to speak correctly; yet, con¬ 
sidering such barbarous attempts are made to culti¬ 
vate this higher art in the public schools, such a 
course would also add much to their efforts in this 
respect; so that our posterity, who should aspire to 
the field of professional song, would not be compelled 
in after years to spend extra time and money in 
righting the damage done under the present false 
mode of instruction. 
The early education of children should have a dis¬ 
tinctly musical character, for the reason that music 
in itself is a distinct factor in creating lasting im¬ 
pressions. As adults we remember how a chord of 
music heard in early childhood impressed itself in- 
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delibly upon our memory; how it has the power to 
recall some long-forgotten scene of our childhood. 
No faculty of the brain in the ordinary adult is 
so acute as the perception of harmonious sounds. 
In proof of this, what is more wearisome, more un¬ 
interesting and more unprofitable than to sit for an 
hour or more listening to a throaty, monotonous 
drawl from some speaker. We have all experienced 
this. On the contrary, what pleasure, what benefit 
can be derived from a clear, resonant articulation, 
rich, musical tones, and the proper rising and falling 
inflections, drawn from us; he possesses not only 
professional, but personal magnetism. The voice 
is the medium through which the soul speaks, and 
if this be true, why should it not be cultivated? 
Breathing. 
At an early age the child should be taught to 
breathe correctly. To accomplish this, one must 
first stand correctly. It is a lamentable fact that 
out of fifty, but one person actually does know how 
to breathe properly. Impress upon the pupil the 
necessity of standing correctly. Illustrate by plac¬ 
ing an hour glass on its side; it ceases to operate, 
but, by placing it in the proper position, it will do 
its work properly. Likewise it is with the human 
body. Too much stress cannot be laid upon this 
item in order to prevent the drooping shoulders 
prevalent among growing children. The chest should 
be well raised, the hips well back, head erect, weight 
of the body on the ball of the foot, heels resting 
lightly upon the ground. Having assumed the 
proper position, which should be the natural posi¬ 
tion, let the pupil take a long, deep breath slowly, 
in the open air or in a well-ventilated room, expand¬ 
ing the diaphragm gradually increasing the expan¬ 
sion, with the chest in perfect repose. This might 
well be accomplished in a child ineligible in years for 
entrance into school, by calling his or her imagina¬ 
tion into play. Let the child imagine itself about 
to partake of a delicious cordial, making motion by 
placing the cup to its lips, and slowly sipping the de¬ 
licious liquid as though each sip proved an elixir to 
its being, at the same time expanding the diaphragm, 
and expel the air slowly through the nose. 
To accomplish this process of breathing, the organs 
and muscles relative thereto should be allowed per¬ 
fect freedom. The tightly constructed mode of dress¬ 
ing should never be tolerated. And, in this advanced 
age, with the question of reform so pregnant and the 
entrance of women into all out-door sports, one 
would imagine such a deformity to have been long 
since abolished, regardless of Dame Fashion. 
Vocalization and Tone Production. 
The child, in learning all rudimentary lessons, 
should be taught to say the vowels, not in the 
throaty, monotonous tone, as is customary, but 
should be taught to say them with all the intonation 
possible. Let the child take the proper position, a 
full, deep breath, as heretofore explained, and pro¬ 
nounce the vowel “a,” abruptly at first, and after¬ 
ward prolonging it, with a quiet relaxation of the 
diaphragm, with the idea well rooted in mind during 
process, that the air must pass directly from the 
lungs between the vocal cords (thus avoiding any 
contraction of the muscles of the throat), the tone 
ascending to the dome of the mouth and striking 
against the hard palate in back of the upper teeth. 
Oft times a tingling sensation is felt in the lips as the 
tone is brought to the front. In producing sound, 
we need use but little air, merely sufficient to sup¬ 
port the air column, by holding forward the soft 
walls of the abdomen during vocalization, and relax¬ 
ing them quietly without effort. One of the greatest 
secrets (says the eminent Emil Behnke), in the pro¬ 
duction of fine, resonant, far-reaching tones, con¬ 
sists in using as little air as possible. All the 
vowels should be taken in the foregoing manner, then 
in combination with consonants and words with sen¬ 
tences, etc. If the pupil cannot vocalize correctly, 
let him lie flat on his back, which position naturally 
relaxes the predominant muscles and thus facilitates 
the work. The ability to acquire the proper results 
is influenced materially by the degree of feeling and 
the power of exciting the emotions, which tends to 
give greater freedom and better results in the fulfil¬ 
ment of the method propounded. The prolongation 
of the vowel sounds in the manner indicated produces 
resonance and purity of tone. Children should be 
taught the use of the broad or Italian a, when vocal¬ 
izing such words as can’t, half, ask, laugh, and other 
words, which vowel sound affords greater intonation. 
Expression. 
In the beginning, the child should be taught to 
analyze the little rhymes and ditties offered for its 
amusement and instruction, thus multiplying the 
amusement and the instruction. A verse without 
analysis is a verse without meaning; when under¬ 
stood, it encourages thought in the child, the first 
and paramount rung in the ladder of education. 
Teaching the child words without meaning is like 
unto an artist endeavoring to paint a landscape upon 
the placid waters of the lake—the waters receive not 
the impression. When the child is taught to under¬ 
stand what it reads, it offers a means which lends it 
expression. Expression is rendered through correct 
emphasis, proper inflections, and the different 
changes of tone and modulation. 
If closer attention were paid to this fundamental 
principle with regard to the early education of 
children, and less to the early mathematical instruc¬ 
tion, the effect would be infinitely greater. 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
“Student.”—There is an excellent hook on singing 
by Kathleen Rogers. “The Philosophy of Singing,” 
is its title. It is reflective and not too technical. 
Another book that I esteem very highly is “The Prin¬ 
ciples of Singing,” by Albert B. Baeh. It is not only 
interestingly philosophical, and historical, but con¬ 
tains 119 pages, of simple, safe vocal exercises. If 
more severely technical works are needed, write 
again. 
N. N. N.—Your question is too technical to admit 
of a clear reply without illustration. I shall write 
you, giving an opportunity for personal interview. 
B. F.—You sing those two notes with physical 
effort, and, of course, that must result in their be¬ 
ing false in pitch. It cannot be corrected by holding 
the tongue from going back. The entire system 
must be changed, after which the tongue will not 
need attention. 
G. E. C.—There are many excellent singers who 
wear a plate, as you term it, so don’t allow that to 
disturb your hopes for the future. We do not know 
familiarly the method of which you inquire, and, 
therefore, cannot comment upon it. So many stu¬ 
dents make a mountain of fuss about breathing. 
Breathe naturally. Why should you fill your lungs 
so full as to displace the clavicle ? 
Mbs. E.. C. S.—Unless you are in a hurry to lose 
the young songstress from your sight forever I ad¬ 
vise you to suppress her vocal tendencies as firmly, 
but gently, as possible. A child “not yet three years 
of age” cannot be allowed to sing “from morning 
until night” without great danger of sacrificing a 
future usefulness, if it be in store for her. Mothers 
encourage the tendency by taking too much notice ot 
it. The talent the child shows should be turned in 
the direction of the keyboard until the little throat 
matures and becomes strong. The three songs, or 
hymns, you quote can be exchanged for “Mother 
Goose,” of half an octave range, in a year or two. 
The following remarks on the good effect which 
singing has on consumptive people appeared recently 
in Health:— 
“We are glad to find that of late years a good 
deal more attention than formerly appears to be paid 
to the question of the effect of vocal music as a 
preventive of phthisis. It may, we think, be stated 
as a fact that those nations which are devoted to the 
culture of vocal music are strong, vigorous races with 
broad, expansive chests. If an hour were daily given 
in our public schools to the development of vocal 
music, there would he less seen of drooping, withered, 
hollow-chested, and round-shouldered children. At 
present there appears too great a disposition to sacri¬ 
fice physical health upon the altar of learning. Vocal 
music is a gymnastic exercise of the lungs by de¬ 
velopment of the lung tissue. Phthisis begins at the 
apices of the lungs, because these parts are more 
inactive, and because the bronchial tubes are so ar¬ 
ranged that they carry the inspired air with greater 
facility to the bases than to the apices. During in¬ 
activity a person would ordinarily breathe about 480 
cubic inches of air in a minute. If he walked at the 
rate of six miles an hour he would breathe 3260 
cubic inches. In singing this is increased more than 
in walking, as to sing well requires all the capacity 
of the lungs.” 
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After the Restoration, so much difficulty was ex¬ 
perienced in procuring organs for the churches, to 
take the places of the instruments which had been 
destroyed, that large premiums were offered to in¬ 
duce foreign builders to settle in England. These 
inducements brought over Bernard Schmidt and Re- 
natus Harris, thus commencing an entirely new epoch 
in organ-building.—Everett E. Truette. 
Edited by EVERETT E. TRUETTE. 
It is quite evident that organ 
THE EVOLUTION building, prior to the middle of 
OF THE ORGAN. the fifteenth century, was con- 
HI. fined entirely to the clergy, as 
no account of a professional 
organ-builder is to be found. The organs were con¬ 
structed under the supervision of some monk, who 
performed the most important and difficult opera¬ 
tions, such as voicing the pipes, and instructed the 
laborers how to put the various parts of the instru¬ 
ment together. The earliest known organ-builders 
by profession were Germans. Heinrich Traxdorf is 
considered to have been the first professional organ- 
builder, though this is doubted by some historians. 
He built an organ in Nuremberg in 1455, and another 
in Breslau in 1466. Stephen Castendorfer built the 
organ in the church at Erfurt in 1483, and also the 
organ in St. Ulrich’s Church, Augsburg, in 1490. The 
earliest professional organ-builder in England was 
William Watton, who constructed an organ for 
Merton College, and one for Magdalen Chapel, in 
1486-7. 
In the sixteenth century several important im¬ 
provements in organ-building were made, foremost 
among which may be mentioned the invention of an 
improved wind-chest. The old complicated spring- 
soundboard, with its labyrinth of springs, was aban¬ 
doned, and a sound-board having sliding registers 
was substituted. Whereas, formerly, the slides 
worked cross-way, admitting or shutting off the wind 
from all the pipes of any single note; they now 
worked length-way, separating each set of pipes into 
a register, which admitted of the pipes being classified 
according to their tone or pitch. The stopped pipe 
was invented, saving considerable in expense and giv¬ 
ing the pleasing variety of soft tones which were im¬ 
possible with open pipes. By the use of a small 
scale a variety of stops having a penetrating tone 
and imitating a few of the stringed instruments were 
brought into use, and, by the application of the large 
scale, full round tones of a pervading quality were 
possible. A number of stops with tapering pipes, 
sometimes with the large end at the top, as the Dol- 
can, and frequently with the small end at the top, as 
the Spitzfloete and Gemshorn, were introduced, and 
added variety to the instrument. 
A number of reed stops were invented, with the 
attempt to imitate the tone of various instruments, 
and even the voices of men and animals, as Possaune, 
Trumpet, Shalm, Vox Humana and Bear’s Pipe. The 
so-called “cheeks” were joined to the lips of some 
pipes, varying the tone and intonation. The com¬ 
pass was extended to four octaves, though the lowest 
octave was rarely, if ever, complete, when the instru¬ 
ment was spoken of as “an organ with a short oe- 
In 1570 a builder named Lobsinger, of Nuremberg, 
introduced the bellows with one fold, or with single 
action. In 1576 an organ with 50 registers was built 
by John Scheerer, in Bernau, Prussia, having 48 keys 
and two octaves of pedals. The bellows (four in ail) 
were twelve feet long and six feet wide. In 1585 
Julianus Antonio - built an organ in St. Mary’s 
Church, Dantzic, which contained the following stops: 
Stopped Diapason, Flute, Quintedena, Hohlfloete, 
Gemshorn, Nasal, Singing—regal. Violin-regal, and 
Cremona. 
In 1596 there was an organ in Breslau having 36 
registers, three manuals, and fedal, with 1734 pipes 
(1567 of metal and 53 of wood), and twelve bellows. 
In 1665 John Loosemore built a magnificent organ 
for the cathedral at Exeter, England, which has been 
altered and enlarged at various times, by Schreider, 
Jordan, Micheau, Speechly, and Henry Willis & Sons. 
One notable feature of the instrument was a double 
diapason, said to be twenty feet in length. In a 
small organ built for the school connected with the 
cathedral, Loosemore placed a “shaking stop,” which 
was an attempt at the tremulant. It affected only 
the lowest octave of the trumpet, and proved too 
noisy to be of service. This organ also contained 
a wind-indicator of novel construction. Two gilt 
stars were made to revolve in front of the case, the 
supply of wind being indicated by the direction of 
their revolutions. 
lished in Milan, in 1492), showing a monk playing 
an ancient organ which had broad keys. 
Among the early English builders one must not fail 
to mention Thomas Dallam, who constructed the 
organ in King’s College, Cambridge. He closed up 
his factory in London, and took his whole “establish¬ 
ment” to Cambridge to construct the organ. 
In 1644 an ordinance was passed in the House of 
Lords, in England, not only forbidding the use of 
organs in churches, but ordering their total destruc¬ 
tion. Some were purchased by private individuals, 
and a few were suffered to remain, but most of the 
instruments were partially or entirely destroyed. 
The accounts given in Hopkins and Rimbault’s 
“Treatise on the Organ,” of the depredations of the 
soldiers when destroying the organs in the churches, 
show to what extent the ignorant fanaticism of the 
puritanical spirit was carried in that country. A 
few organs escaped destruction by being moved to 
other localities. The organ in the Magdalen College 
was conveyed, by order of Oliver Cromwell, to Hamp¬ 
ton Court, where it remained in the gallery until 
after the restoration of the monarchy, when it was 
returned to the college. 
The increase in the number of 
BOY CHOIRS, male, or boy choirs, which has taken 
place in America during the past 
twenty-five years, may be regarded as indicating a 
change of teste on the part of the ministry and their 
In the early history of church choir singing, the 
quartet was quite general, and any proposed de¬ 
parture from this custom was regarded with sus¬ 
picion, and popular opinion was distinctly on the side 
of the time-honored and traditional mixed choir. 
The question naturally arises as to the relative 
merits and advantages of each—a question which is 
by no means easy to answer, beyond the broad as¬ 
sertion that it is largely a matter of education as 
to which appeals most strongly to the individual 
sense of propriety—to which is the most helpful as 
an inspiration and incentive to true worship of the 
Almighty. 
The history of early church music is largely 
wrapped in obscurity. Pope Sylvester (A. D. 314- 
336) founded the Schola Cantorum, in which men 
and boys were instructed in the original melodies, 
plain song, of psalms and hymns, which had been 
handed down orally. Finally, he took the Praxis of 
the Eastern Church; he also developed the antiphonal 
method of singing; that is, responsive, from side to 
side, and introduced them into his Cathedral of Milan. 
Pope Gregory, called the Great (d., 604), Bishop of 
Rome, also formed a school for the study of eccle¬ 
siastical music, in which he himself instructed the 
singers, and from Rome the science was propagated 
throughout the Western Church. The original copy 
of Gregory’s Antiphonarium, the couch upon which he 
sat during the instruction of his choir, and the rod 
with which he threatened recalcitrant choristers, 
were, long after his death, preserved and shown at 
In accounts of music in the early Jewish Church, 
the indefinite term “singers” is largely used, and we 
read of Miriam and Deborah leading and inspiring 
the people by their singing; but the probability is 
that only men and boys were permitted to sing in 
the Temple service. Jewish ritual was curiously 
strict, every detail being defined by the Almighty 
Himself; and instances of condign punishment in¬ 
stantly following any dereliction of duty can be 
found in the Old Testament; for instance, the fate of 
Uzzah, who was smitten with instant death, for lay¬ 
ing hands on the Ark of God, contrary to the express 
mandate of Jehovah. 
In the English Church, tradition points to the ex¬ 
clusive employment of men and boys in the musical 
services of the Anglican Church. In the Harleian 
Manuscripts, now preserved in the British Museum, 
which consist of authentic records of English history 
and customs, profusely illustrated with rudely exe¬ 
cuted drawings on many subjects, may be found, as 
far back as the time of the Saxons, representations 
of choir men and boys, engaged in singing, and 
grouped around a large service book, in which was 
written on vellum leaves the ecclesiastical music of 
the daily offices; and from time immemorial, ir. the 
cathedrals, boy choirs have been considered so essen¬ 
tial to the orthodox performance of matins and 
evensong that provision had been made for them in 
the original characters, thus placing them “on the 
foundation” with the clergy. 
This English cathedral school of music is perhaps 
the most dignified extant, and includes some of the 
most stately examples of services and anthems writ¬ 
ten for these cathedrals, and among these composers 
may be found such names as Orlando Gibbons (1583- 
;S1,Th°maS TaUis (-1585>> William Blow (1648-1708), William Croft (1678-1727), Maurice 
Greene (1696-1755), Henry Purcell (1658-1695), Wil¬ 
liam Boyce (1710-1779), and others too numerous to 
mention. It may be mentioned, in passing, that 
Maurice Greene was one of the few men of whom 
Handel admitted being jealous. 
It is neessary, in order to appreciate the beauty of 
a boy choir, to hear one that is properly trained, as 
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boy choirs, like many other things, are good only 
when they are good. To those accustomed to this 
form of choir, correctly taught, there is not likely to 
be any uncertainty or conflict of opinion as to the 
comparative merits of the two. 
Twenty-five years ago, the boy choirs in this 
country, good and bad, might be counted on one’s 
two hands. Now, their name is legion, with a con¬ 
tinued disposition to increase; and even other de¬ 
nominations than the Episcopal have in cases 
adopted the male choir. The Church of Rome has, 
moreover, quite recently expressed its cogent prefer¬ 
ence for boys in place of women, and the exclusion of 
the florid, often meretricious, style of music, so gen¬ 
erally used for many years. These facts may surely 
be accepted as an evidence of the trend of ecclesi¬ 
astical taste. 
The objection has been raised that boys are irrever¬ 
ent, and their singing cold and colorless. Surely 
this is largely a question of efficiency and training. 
They are very amenable to the influence of the beau¬ 
tiful and can be easily taught to delight in singing 
the loftiest type of music. The “St. John Passion” 
music of Sebastian Bach made such an impression on 
the choir with which the present writer is connected 
that three years after its first performance in St. 
Mark’s Church, Philadelphia, the boys clamored for 
it again, and when its practice was recommenced, it 
was found that these boys could and did sing the 
entire choruses without copies—from memory. In 
all, four performances of this work were given, and 
the great “St. Matthew” version, once, and each time, 
if possible, with increasing enthusiasm and delight. 
Boys have their humors, and have to be humored. 
The true seeret in their management lies in keeping 
them interested and busy. They will, if properly 
taught, soon learn to discriminate good music and to 
despise trash. 
In this country congregations have been brought 
up on quartet, or mixed choirs. The performances of 
such choirs are, unfortunately, strikingly like con¬ 
certs, and the members keenly alive to the advantage 
of pleasing, and even pampering, the whims of the 
congregation, who are, usually, I had almost said in¬ 
evitably, ignorant of even the most elemental princi¬ 
ples of musical knowledge or taste, and prefer to con¬ 
fine themselves to recognizing the individual charms 
of their favorite singers, whose performance of sen¬ 
timental songs with sacred words, to which the 
auditors listen with obvious delight, despite the pro¬ 
fessional ennui which is a characteristic defect in 
these personal vocal- displays. One may observe the 
eminent tenor, in his irreproachable frock coat, ex¬ 
changing glances with the brilliant soprano, over 
their duet. The distinguished bass growls in low 
tones his disapproval of this monopoly, in which the 
pleasing, but envious, alto fully coincides. To those 
unaccustomed to this concert-room style, there is 
conveyed a sense of blasd familiarity, which is any¬ 
thing but spiritual, and such music, from the curi¬ 
osity which it excites, loses all its devotional value. 
With a well-trained boy choir, this is different. 
The effect is purely classical. The voice of a boy, 
being only a transitory physical condition, and rarely 
suggestive of a matured organ, can, by its simplicity 
of expression, lead the thoughts of the worshipers 
away from the world, and thus fulfil the essential 
aim of religious music. Anyone who has listened to 
the cathedral services in England, say, for instance, 
the evensong at St. Paul’s London, must be conscious 
of a sense of devotion stealing over them—a sort of 
spiritual uplifting, as it were, to which the lack of 
self-consciousness, and an affectedness, which is gen¬ 
erally so characteristic of boys’ work largely con¬ 
tribute, an effect which -it seems impossible for a 
mixed choir ever to produce.—Minton Pyne. 
Some few months ago 
MR. E. H. LEMARE’S the readers of The 
RETURN TO ENGLAND. Etude were apprised of 
the fact that the dis¬ 
tinguished organist and composer, Mr. E. H. Lemare, 
had resigned his appointment in Pittsburg, on ac¬ 
count of the injurious effect of the climate on Mrs. 
Lemare’s health. His return to England must not be 
allowed to pass without a word of congratulation 
for the English musical public and a word of farewell 
from a host of American friends. 
It was in December, 1901, that the directors of the 
Carnegie Institute, of Pittsburg, offered to Mr. Le¬ 
mare the post of organist and director of music, with¬ 
out competition. The Institute was founded by 
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Andrew Carnegie, some few years before that time, for 
the cultivation of industrial education, art, and music 
It is housed in a magnificent building (palace, the 
better word), and conducts its work through the 
medium of a great library, museum, art gallery and 
music hall, the last named being the home of the 
organ and the Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra. As 
the Institute ministers to the wants of a community 
of at least 700,000 persons, possessed of immense 
wealth, and occupied with business enterprises of the 
greatest magnitude, it can be readily seen that the 
post filled by Mr. Lemare was not only highly 
lucrative but also of much dignity. 
It will be remembered that Mr. Lemare’s ac¬ 
ceptance of the Pittsburg appointment involved his 
resignation of St. Margaret’s, Westminster, although 
he deeply regretted that the changed musical condi¬ 
tions in the church made his resignation advisable. 
Mr. Lemare gave his first recital in the Carnegie 
Music Hall, March 1, 1902, and his farewell recital, 
January 29, 1905, thus holding the position a little 
short of three years. During this time he gave one 
hundred and sixty-nine recitals in Pittsburg, about 
forty outside of Pittsburg, and twenty-five in Aus¬ 
tralia. In addition to the two weekly recitals (Sat¬ 
urday evening and Sunday afternoon), his contract 
galled for six lectures each season. In 1903 the sub¬ 
ject chosen was Wagner’s “Ring of the Nibelungen;” 
in 1904, two lectures each on Bach, Mendelssohn, and 
Chopin, were given. The organ in the Hall is an 
effective four-manual instrument, of ample size, built 
according to the specifications of the late Frederic 
■Archer, by Farrand & Votey. In the summer or 
1903, Mr. Lemare had the Hutchings-Votey Company 
practically rebuilt the organ, modernizing the con¬ 
sole, as well as adding a new Diapason and a Willis 
pedal-board. The hall seats 2500 people, and is 
most beautiful, whether one considers architectural 
details, materials of construction or decoration. An 
ample corps of attendants looks after the doors, so 
that no one may enter or leave during the per¬ 
formance of a piece; whispering and conversation are 
strictly forbidden. 
Mr. Lemare’s programs have been drawn from all 
schools; those who think him unduly fond of trans¬ 
criptions will note that he has played twenty-one 
compositions by J. S. Bach, all of Mendelssohn’s 
organ works, six sonatas by Rheinberger, and five 
symphonies by Widor. If one might venture a criti¬ 
cism, it is that too few American works figure on 
the list, only eleven having been chosen; one of these 
was H. W. Parker’s Concerto for Organ and Or¬ 
chestra, performed by Mr. Lemare with the Pitts¬ 
burg Symphony Orchestra. But the programs, on 
the whole, show a rare catholicity of taste, without 
concessions to musical ignorance or vulgarity. 
During these thirty-four months Mr. Lemare’s pen 
has not been idle; the Oratorio “Nebuchadnezzar, 
the King,” words by Canon Hutton, of Lincoln, has 
been completed; some smaller orchestral works have 
been played by the Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra, 
and an orchestral Suite, in four movements, is under 
way; an Easter anthem of unusual plan and scope, 
for soprano, tenor, and baritone solos, with chorus, 
must not be forgotten. Among the organ works 
written during the American period are the “Fantasie 
Fugue,” “Cantique d’Amour,” and “Madrigal.” 
Mr. Lemare’s influence on organ building in this 
country has been great in one respect, viz., in the 
movement toward the adoption of the concave and 
radiating (Willis) pedal-board. Previous to his ad¬ 
dress, made at the Guild of Organists’ annual dinner, 
in October, 1901, in New York, advocating the Willis 
board, it had been impossible to get American organ¬ 
ists interested in the matter. The concave and ra¬ 
diating pedal-board was denounced by builders and 
professionals alike, as based on impracticable, 
academic ideals. In the short space of three years, 
opinions have changed marvelously; the Willis board, 
or some modification of it, is to be seen on many of 
the new organs, and it has been put in many of the 
old ones. Mr. Lemare praises unreservedly the 
thoroughness of construction and artistry displayed 
in the American organs. He favors the pneumatic 
action of the most perfected form, firm, substantial 
key-desks, and forms of stop-control that involve 
the movement of the stop-heads themselves. Of the 
spirit of progress, of the sincere quest for that which 
is new and good shown by organ builders and organ 
students here, Mr. Lemare has most enthusiastic 
words of praise; there is a readiness to learn, a 
willingness to profit by sincere advice, no matter from 
what quarter it come, 'thatTie considers a remarkably 
fine trait of American character. 
The career of Mr. Lemare seems to be destined to 
be a great one; as a composer, his melodic invention, 
his great gift for the richest, most poetic harmonic 
coloring, and his modernity—these are the happiest 
auguries for fame and fortune. As an executant, 
his absolute clearness (even with a large organ, in a 
large hall), his unerring precision, his truly remark¬ 
able sense of rhythm and of tone-color in registra¬ 
tion—these ensure always playing of great life, vigor, 
and expression. Many of his friends feel that the 
orchestra will give him an ampler field, a more ade¬ 
quate medium of expression. 
Although we are losing Mr. Lemare officially, we by 
no means give up our claims on him; as often as he 
can manage it we trust that he will come to us for a 
concert tour. We can only hope that fortune will 
be kind to him and give opportunities for the devel¬ 
opment of his remarkable powers.—Eamilton G. 
Macdouaall. 
New Easter Music from Ditson—“I shall Not 
Die, But Live,” Parker; “I Am He That Liveth,” 
King; “Angels Roll the Rock Away,” Schnecker; 
“I Have Set God Always Before Me,” Smallwood, 
Carols.—“Welcome, Happy Morning,” Manney; 
“Amen, Amen,” Clough-Leighter; “Life Eternal,” 
Clough-Leighter; “The Triumph of the King,” Nevin. 
Cantatas.—“Victory,” Stewart; “Christ Triumphant,” 
CIough-Leighter.- 
12 Church Pieces 
FOR THE ORGAN 
By Henry M. Dunham 
Complete, Price - $1.00 
Op 
No. i. Prelude in D 
No. 2. Benediction 
No. 3. Processional 
No. 4. Prayer 
No. 5. Hosannah 
No. 6. Communion 
No. 7. Andantino 
No. 8. Prelude in C 
No. 9. Elegy 
No. io. Meditation 
No. n. Intermezzo 
No. i2. Sortie 
“These twelve pieces are all suitable to Dlay 
in church, and will be a welcome addition to" the 
library of every organist who wishes to confine 
himself strictly within the bounds of good taste. 
They will serve for voluntaries or for other oc¬ 
casions. We heartily recommend them.”— Church 
Catalogue containing Portraits of American and Foreign 
Composers of Organ Music sent free upon application. 
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT 
BOSTON LEIPZld NEW YORK 
120 Boylston St. 136 Fifth Aveune 
FOR THE ORGANIST 
A PIPE ORGAN COLLECTION OF 
STANDARD AND ORIGINAL 
COMPOSITIONS OF MEDIUM 
DIFFICULTY FOR CHURCH AND 
RECITAL USE # 
THE ORGAN PLAYER 
Compiled by PRESTON WARE OREM. Price, $1.50 
The chief object in the compilation of this 
volume has been to cover the ground more 
widely and more thoroughly than has been 
done in any other book of organ music vet 
issued. 
Appropriate registration has been given 
throughout, suitable for two or three-man¬ 
ual organs Fingering, phrasing, and ped¬ 
aling have been carefully indicated 
Every piece is a gem, which, if not alreadv 
popular, is destined to become so. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnul SI., PHILA. 
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LESSONS IN THE HISTORY OE MUSIC. 
BY W. J. BALTZELL. 
In the lesson published in The Etude for March, 
reference was made to Porpora, and the fact that he 
had trained certain celebrated singers. If the lessons 
which treat of the origin and development of the 
opera be reviewed, it will be quite plain that there 
must have been during this time as great a develop¬ 
ment in the art of singing, since it was inevitable 
that the one should keep pace with the other. It 
has been thus in all phases of musical development: 
as progress was made in composition there was also 
progress in the execution of that music; as composer 
demanded more of performers, the latter met the 
demands, frequently transcending them in the skill 
they acquired. 
Another fact may well be stated here. The earlier 
music, sacred as well as the secular forms which de¬ 
veloped into the opera, was dominated by the vocal 
element; hence it is natural that composers and sing¬ 
ers should vie with each other. We have little or no 
details as to the training which the early singers re¬ 
ceived, yet they must have possessed skill in execu¬ 
tion of no mean order. To prove the truth of this 
assertion, let a portion of one of the masses by Pales¬ 
trina or di Lasso, or any of the other composers of 
the polyphonic school, be placed before the average 
choral society, and note the small success that the 
latter have in attempting to sing it. The parts have 
absolute independence of progression, the syncopa¬ 
tions, embellishments, etc., all call for a high degree 
of musicianship in regard to accuracy of rhythm and 
intonation, as well as flexibility of voice and breath- 
control. Therefore, we are warranted in believing 
that the early singers received careful, and, in all 
probability, long training. 
It was the establishment and development of the 
opera, however, that gave the greatest impetus to a 
systematic and thorough study of music. The new 
style of melody introduced by the opera composers 
demanded purity of voice, wide range, flexibility, 
expressive shading, and the most thorough breath- 
control. The florid style was being developed rap¬ 
idly, and singers were expected to execute the most 
intricate passages, abounding in scales, arpeggios, and 
trills, such as to-day are exacted only of instruments. 
Alessandro Scarlatti is credited with having had 
much to do with the great development of singing. 
To Italy belongs the credit, not only because of the 
great number of highly trained composers possessed 
by that country, but, also, because the character of 
the language is such as to lend itself to the require¬ 
ments of the most artistic singing. 
The male soprano singers of the period under con¬ 
sideration were artists of the highest rank. It would 
exceed the limits allotted to this sketch to give an 
account of them. Those of the readers who have 
access to Grove’s “Dictionary of Music and Musi¬ 
cians” can read a most interesting account on the 
subject of singing and singers, in the article on “Sing¬ 
ing,” in the third volume. A reference to the 
sketches of such artists as Farinelli, Caffarelli, Pac- 
ehierotti, Bernacchi, Carestino, Senesinio, Crescentini, 
and others, will throw special light on the extraordi¬ 
nary vocal skill acquired by these great singers, who 
founded the so-called “old Italian school of singing.” 
The student who goes fully into the subject of the 
opera will find that, in the end, the great develop¬ 
ment of virtuosity in singing exercised an ill effect on 
the opera and called forth, later, a very pronounced 
reform, of which Gliick is the leading exponent. Sing¬ 
ers were capable of such great vocal display, and so 
great was the rivalry between singers that composers 
vied with each other in their efforts to introduce 
difficulties, the most florid passages possible, so that 
the singer’s technic should dazzle the hearer. The 
text of an aria had no real value and became merely 
a vehicle upon which to place the vocalization of the 
singer. Dramatic truth was ruthlessly sacrificed. A 
singer in the very throes of death would give a vir- 
tuosic display that would tax the lung power of the 
physically perfect man; the action of the drama 
would be halted while the leading singers would eacn 
render solos or a concerted piece. 
In closing this section of our lesson we call to the 
attention of our readers the fact that Haydn acted 
as servant and accompanist to Porpora, and learned 
the principles of vocalization from him. In his ora¬ 
torio, “The Creation,” are found arias which reflect 
the florid style of the Italian opera. Handel, while 
in Italy, was brought into connection with this style 
of singing and composition; his operatic connections 
made him familiar with it, not to mention the fact 
that he is credited with having been a pupil of Ales¬ 
sandro Scarlatti. In his oratorio, “The Messiah,” 
are several arias in the florid style; they will give 
some idea of what was expected of singers; even the 
chorus partakes of this character. The interested 
student will find it advantageous to compare arias by 
Bach, Haydn, and Handel, with those of Mozart and 
Beethoven, and particularly, as showing a more mod¬ 
ern style of the singer’s art, the arias in Men¬ 
delssohn’s oratorios. 
Before taking up the further history of the opera 
and that of the development of instrumental music, 
wre should devote some space to a sketch of music in 
England, which shows certain characteristics that in¬ 
fluence music even to-day. 
The works of the early English composers, es¬ 
pecially those in the madrigal style, aided in develop¬ 
ing a feeling for concerted singing which maintains at 
the present time. In addition to this there was de¬ 
veloped a style of sacred music which formed the 
foundations of what is now known as the English 
cathedral style. During the Civil War, music lan¬ 
guished. The Puritans, in their hatred of what they 
termed “Popery,” destroyed organs, musical works 
used in the church services, and declaimed against the 
singing of the secular songs which had formerly been 
so much admired. When Charles II came to the 
throne, he reorganized the music in his Royal Chapel, 
and thus set official seal on the use of the older 
music, however now modified in various ways 'by 
French influences, since both he and many of his 
court had spent the years of exile in Paris, where 
they became attracted to the music used in the court 
of the French king, which was, as noted in the pre¬ 
vious lesson, in touch with the work of the Italian 
composers. 
In taking a rapid glance through this period we 
note the first prominent name, that of Captain Cooke, 
who was in charge of the king’s music. Associated 
with him were Christopher Gibbons and Henry Lawes, 
both of whom had much to do with reestablishing 
English music. In another field, that of opera—not, 
however, in the Italian style, but that known as the 
“ballad opera”—we find the name of Matthew Lock, 
who is best known by his “Music to Macbeth.” 
The boys in the king’s choir were encouraged to 
apply themselves seriously to music, and from this 
body came some of the most celebrated English com¬ 
posers of any period—Pelham Humfrey, John Blow 
(known in history as Dr. Blow), and Henry Purcell. 
Humfrey (1647-1674) was one of the first to be 
trained in the French style which the court then 
affected. When his voice broke, he was sent, at the 
king’s expense, to the Continent, where he studied for 
some time under Lully. When he returned, in 1687, 
he was well grounded in the methods of the conti¬ 
nental composers, yet, withal, he had characteristics 
of his own, and they shone out most strongly in his 
compositions for the church service. Humfrey and 
his fellows practically developed the art form in 
sacred music now known as the “verse anthem,” 
which differed from the “full anthem,” in that it was 
generally written for a greater number of voices, was 
supported by an organ accompaniment, and in¬ 
variably terminated with a chorus; the general 
character was florid and calculated to display the 
solo voices. 
John Blow (1648-1708) differed somewhat from 
Humfrey in his methods, yet his works had much 
success. He was melodious and interesting in his 
writings. 
The greatest of “Captain Cooke’s boys,” and, as 
some consider him, the greatest musical genius Eng¬ 
land ever produced, was Henry Purcell, who, like Mo¬ 
zart, commenced his work early in life and died while 
still a young man. He was born in 1650 and died 
November 21, 1695. His father was a member of the 
king’s choir, and master of the choristers at West¬ 
minster Abbey, so that the boy lived in a musical 
atmosphere. He was admitted among “Captain 
Cooke’s boys” at an early age. He developed a 
marked talent for composition, and wrote with equal 
success for the opera and the church. His early 
efforts for the stage were in the nature of songs and 
incidental music to plays, among them some of 
Shakespeare’s. In 1680 he was appointed organist 
of Westminster Abbey, and for the next six years 
he turned from the stage and composed principally 
for the choir, a number of official odes being required 
of him. To this same period belong a number of 
compositions for string instruments. In 1686 he be¬ 
gan to compose for the stage again, music to plays, 
and in 1690 brought out his first real opera.1 From 
that time followred a number of works for the stage, 
twenty-nine in number, operas and incidental music 
to plays by noted dramatists. His compositions in¬ 
clude a number of services and anthems for the 
church, songs, concerted vocal music, chamber and 
instrumental music. 
In summing up the work of Purcell as a composer 
we are struck with his great versatility. He wrote 
with success in many styles—for the voice, for instru¬ 
ments, for both in combination; his works are 
marked with most charming melody, yet they all show 
mastery of the composer’s art. In his instrumental 
works he shows great skill in writing interestingly 
upon a “ground bass,” something which but few com¬ 
posers have done. When we consider that all this 
work was accomplished in the short space of thirty- 
seven years, and that he had attained at so early an 
age to a mastery of musical material equal to that 
exhibited by any contemporary, we can easily wonder 
what he would have aeeomplished had his life been 
extended to the full three-score and ten. 
STUDIES IN MUSICAL BIOGRAPHY. 
BY ARTHUR L. MANCHESTER. 
Giacomo Meyerbeer. 
By their fruits ye shall know them. Do men 
gather grapes of thorns or figs of thistles?” 
Thus was a law of life announced by the greatest 
or teachers, the wisest and most just of critics. And 
thus do we still reckon the sum of the value of a 
man’s life. From each life we expect fruit—good 
fruit. We take the measure of a life according to 
Its real record of achievement. And, although the 
judgment of the years may seem harsh and exacting, 
we are, sooner or later, compelled to acknowledge the 
justness of its final estimates. Whether we are 
moralists or not, we find that we do not look for 
grapes on a bramble bush, or for figs on a thistle. 
We esteem it no injustice to demand that life and 
In 1675 he wrote an opera, “Dido and Aeneas,” for 
a private boarding school, in which he set the whole 
of the dialogue in recitative. 
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profession shall harmonize. And we are not sur¬ 
prised by the discovery that a life tells its story 
truly in its achievements, its results, and that there 
is revealed inevitably a close and logical relationship 
between a man’s inner life, his real desires, and his 
actual accomplishment. If he be true, his deeds will 
contain truth, will be good fruit. If he be false, even 
though the falseness be so very little, his life will 
reflect his insincerity. 
We know these things to be true, we have seen 
them tested and proved many times. But now and 
again we meet an apparent contradiction of the laws 
of fruition thus laid down. We are met by a life in 
which purpose and results do not apparently harmon¬ 
ize. Giacomo Meyerbeer furnishes such an anomaly. 
Very successful in his day, with his operas still con¬ 
sidered important enough to be given quite frequent 
hearings, he has been the subject of the harshest 
censure. And a study of his life shows him to be 
worthy of a goodly portion ci this condemnation. 
The underlying principle of his artistic life was far 
from being ideal; his god was effect, the plaudits of 
his hearers; his incentive was not so much artistic 
achievement or musical uplift as it was effective, 
spectacular representation. He obeyed the admoni¬ 
tion of Paul to be all things to all men, but with 
a much different motive from that which the apostle 
intended to inculcate. His remarkable adaptability 
was used, not so much to promote his art, as to bring 
about results which would win immediate applause. 
Supplied with abundant means, he was not driven 
by the pinch of necessity, but, ignoring the oppor¬ 
tunity to benefit his art, chose the satisfying of his 
craving for immediate praise. 
Yet this man, seeking his own satisfaction, with 
false ideals, willing to turn his great talents to small 
ends, did more for opera than any of his compeers, ex¬ 
cepting Weber and Wagner. Surely this is a para¬ 
dox, a contradiction of the law of fruition. By all 
that we usually base our judgment upon, Meyerbeer 
should have reaped the satisfaction of his false ideals 
and dropped out of sight. Yet we find his influence 
working for good on the peculiar form in which his 
greatest efforts were put forth. How could this be? 
It is not necessary to consume space in a full 
sketch of his life. It is the usual story of precocious 
talent, diversified by the unusual ability of his 
parents to give him proper instruction. At twelve 
he began harmony and composition lessons. He had 
already played the piano in public. His teachers 
were Lauska, Zelter, Bernard Weber, Clementi, and 
the Abb6 Vogler. From these the talented boy 
gained much good. At sixteen he was a noteworthy 
pianist, and had disclosed unusual powers as a com¬ 
poser. He was with Carl Maria von Weber, and 
gathered his impressions from the same environments. 
After study with Vogler, the boy went to Vienna as 
a pianist, but found himself eclipsed by the brilliant 
virtuosi there, among them Hummel. Meyerbeer at 
once decided to withdraw from notice until he could 
meet Hummel on his own ground, and ten months 
were spent in the strictest study and training. Then 
he decided to go to Italy and learn how to write for 
the voice, repeating his patient preparation. 
When he entered upo# his career as a composer of 
opera, in Paris, a third time he took pains to prepare 
himself for the work he had in view. His success 
was immediate, and his long life was a satisfying one 
from the standpoint of appreciation. But his will¬ 
ingness to desert any principle which did not promise 
the gratification of his desires, his entire lack of ar¬ 
tistic sincerity, the purposes which underlie all this 
persistence, the ease with which he permitted himself 
to copy the methods of anyone whom he thought to 
be successful, the falseness of his ideals, stand out 
prominently in his life story, and throw a shadow on 
it. While Weber, his compatriot, was writing “Der 
Freischtttz,” and doing all in his power—at great 
inconvenience to himself—to advance the true dra¬ 
matic idea in operatic composition, Meyerbeer was 
seeking only his own gain, with no thought for the 
good of his art. While Weber was living in Dresden, 
withstanding the efforts of the Italians to displace 
German opera, Meyerbeer, with his great talents, was 
ranged on the side of those Italians. While Weber 
was ending his career, Meyerbeer was entering upon a 
career of appreciation in Paris. 
Meyerbeer had some artistic convictions which pre¬ 
vented him from being satisfied with poor writing, 
even though it might meet with a measure of public 
applause. But his convictions were not strong 
enough to keep him in the path of self-denial, and to 
make him use his great powers for the advancement 
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of opera as a part of musical development. The story 
of his life is the story of selfishness, not offensively 
displayed, but none the less real. “Meyerbeer,” by 
Joseph Bennett; the article in Grove’s Dictionary; 
Chapter VI, in “The Opera Past and Present,” by 
Apthorp; Chapter VIII, in “The Opera,” by Streat- 
feild, and Giacomo Meyerbeer, in “Musicians and 
Music Lovers,” by Apthorp, give a pretty comprehen¬ 
sive view of Meyerbeer’s life. 
Now, wherein lies the secret of the influence Meyer¬ 
beer, with his false ideals, had upon the development 
of opera? The careful student of biography will 
soon learn its source. His life story reveals it as 
clearly as it does his failings. With all his lack, 
Meyerbeer was a master, he knew his subject, he 
could handle his resources. His great talent, misdi¬ 
rected as it was, was reinforced by the elements which 
bring power. He had infinite patience, unending per¬ 
sistence, wise forethought, capacity for realizing his 
needs and discrimination in supplying them, facility 
in extracting what he knew he required from any 
source. When he decided to imitate Rossini, he was 
in no haste. He was content to give ample time to 
preparation, to the study of conditions, and his rela¬ 
tion to them. His powers and characteristics were 
passed in review, and his individuality brought to 
bear on the problems involved. His operas, whether 
in his earlier stages or in the days of “Robert Je 
Diable” and “Les Huguenots,” were the result of 
well-calculated endeavor, in which his great technical 
proficiency was used to the very best advantage. 
The spirit which kept him secluded for ten months 
in Vienna, which sent him to Italy, also ruled him in 
Paris, and made his work strong in its results, even 
though the outcome of false ideals. He was not 
essentially vicious, hence his influence escapes being 
strongly harmful. He was an ideal student, and 
much can be learned from his life in this respect. 
His daily life in Paris is indicative of his nature. 
According to de Bury, he began work every day at 
6 o’clock; toward noon, after breakfast, he dressed, 
received or paid visits, always according to his pro¬ 
gram of the week, for, in that regularly laborious ex¬ 
istence, nothing was left to chance. About 2 o’clock 
he took a walk, returned at 3, and resumed his work, 
continuing it till nearly midnight, scarcely giving 
himself the time for dinner. So, too, in his student 
days, when interested in some new musical study, he 
would remain without going out for weeks while he 
perfected himself in it. 
Until the last, he dreamed of future achievement. 
At 72 he was active in preparing “L’Africaine” for 
performance. And at that age he was as particular 
in writing and rewriting as he had been in his earlier 
days. While he might be actuated by unpraise¬ 
worthy motives, he was exacting in his ideals as to 
how his work should be done. On May 22, 1864, he 
died, after a month’s illness. A year later, April 28, 
1865, “L’Africaine” was given, with great success. 
“By thedr fruits ye shall know them.” A combi¬ 
nation of faulty with commendable traits will be pro¬ 
ductive of fruits which will bring both praise and 
censure, in proportion as one may exceed the other. 
Had Meyerbeer been artistically conscientious, his 
great talents, his industry and remarkable powers 
would have brought unstinted praise, much more to 
be desired than the ephemeral success of a day. 
THE MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
An Analysis for Students. 
Schumann’s “Nachtstllck,” Op. 23, No. 1, is probably 
the finest number of the set to which it belongs, 
although it may not be so widely played as the 
“Nachtstllck” in E, No. 4. It requires romantic 
insight and strong sense of color contrast. A careful 
reading of the text accompanying this composition 
will furnish a guide to its successful interpretation. 
Arensky’s “Gavotte Pastorale” is the work of a 
living composer, one of the foremost of the modern 
Russian school. It is a clever sketch of the stately, 
old-fashioned dance, melodious and beautifully har¬ 
monized. It must be played in a crisp, well-marked 
manner, and in strict time. The various embellish¬ 
ments must be executed neatly and with precision, 
in accordance with the marginal suggestions. 
Another living composer is represented by the 
“March of the Flower Girls.” Paul Wachs is a 
drawing-room composer of the French School. His 
works are characterized by an elegance of style, 
grace and originality. This composition is to be 
given with rhythmic swing, lightness and delicacy of 
touch. Especial attention must be given to the 
dynamic contrasts. The study of pieces of this 
character tends to a development of style. 
“From Norway,” by Carl Koelling, is the most 
recent composition of this successful writer and 
veteran teacher. It is an example of the application 
of local color gained by the employment of charac¬ 
teristic dance rhythm. In accordance with this idea 
this “Danse Caprice” must be played with vigor and 
freedom. 
Williams’ “Forest Sprites” is a valuable teaching 
piece, the work of a promising young American com¬ 
poser. It demands clean finger work throughout, and 
steadiness of rhythm. In a piece of this character 
special attention should be given to the scale pas¬ 
sages, all the “crossings” being accurately made, the 
thumb moving freely and the hand being correctly 
carried. The waltz movement must be well brought 
out. Another useful teaching piece is Rathbun’s 
“Little Corporal” march. There is a vein of spon¬ 
taneous melody running through Rathbun’s works 
that renders them invariably attractive to young 
students. This march is bright and sparkling, and 
will afford useful practice in staccato chord work and 
rhythmic accentuation. 
The four-hand number is another one of the series 
of operatic arrangements which have been appearing 
from time to time and have proven welcome to very 
many of our readers. In addition to the benefit to 
be derived from duet playing, these transcriptions 
afford a pleasurable method of becoming familiar 
with many of the standard masterpieces. Wagner’s 
“Flying Dutchman,” while hardly a representative 
work, retaining many of the characteristics of the 
Italian, is nevertheless one of his most enjoyable cre¬ 
ations. Two of the most effective numbers are the 
“Sailors’ Chorus” and the “Spinning Song,” the 
former rugged and picturesque, with the true flavor 
of the sea; the latter a fine descriptive writing, melo¬ 
dious, and original in its harmonies. 
The above pieces range in difficulty from Grade 
2 Vs to Grade 7. Schumann’s “Nachtstttck,” the 
most difficult, is graded rather higher than it would 
be but for the fact that it requires thorough technical 
mastery and interpretative powers. 
The easiest piece is Rathbun’s “Little Corporal,” 
This lies between Grades 2 and 3. Williams’s 
“Forest Sprites” lies in the earlier portion of Grade 
3. Arensky’s “Gavotte” lies nearly in Grade 4. 
While not difficult, it requires independence and the 
ability to give due proportion to the inner voices. 
Heine’s beautiful lyric, “Du Mst wie eine Blume,” 
has been set to music by more than a thousand dif¬ 
ferent composers and every year adds to the list. It 
is safe to say that at some time in his career every 
composer of prominence has been disposed to give 
this text a musical setting; many of these settings 
never see the light of publication. The Etude is 
pleased to include in this issue a setting of this much 
used text that will commend itself to singers and 
teachers everywhere, and that will stand favorable 
comparison with other songs to the same text. The 
range is such that it can be used by any medium 
voice, although a low voice, such as an alto, bari¬ 
tone or bass, who can sing the climax on E, will per¬ 
haps make the song most effective, the passage in the 
low register, near the close of the song, admitting of 
the full power of the chest voice. A help in adding 
color will be found in conceiving the song as accom¬ 
panied by a violoncello in unison with the voice. 
The number of lullabies is also legion, yet now and 
then a composer brings out one filled with the spon¬ 
taneous quality that charms. The student of singing 
will find a number of points in the “Lullaby” by Mr. 
Demarest, which is found in our music pages. The 
tender sweetness, the simplicity, the quiet graceful 
rhythm that the cradle song should have are here 
present. The mezza voce can be used in this song 
with fine effect. The range, from middle C to E flat, 
is such as to suit the average voice. 
The three songs in the present number are by 
American composers, and give a fair idea of the work 
of men who have made a study of singing as well as 
of composition. “Counterparts” calls for consider¬ 
able art in rendering to bring out the force of the 
similes stated in the text. The counter-melody in 
the accompaniment and the syncopated rhythm must 
he clearly brought out; the change from major to 
minor, and the transition to a new key add a charm¬ 
ing contrast in key and harmony color. The singer 
should conceive and execute this song in a rubato 
style, giving the climax breadth and solidity of tone. 
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The Royal 
THE KING OF THE ORCHESTRA, Family of the 
AND Violin origi- 
TWO OF HIS COURTIERS. nated in India, 
where, in the 
time of Ravana, King of Ceylon, about five thousand 
years before Christ, the ravanastron, most ancient of 
instruments played with a bow, was invented. The 
ravanastron is still found in the hands of the mendi¬ 
cant monks of Asia. In this primitive instrument 
are all the elements of the violin, catgut strings, 
resonant box, bridge, neck, pegs, also the bow. 
All stringed instruments played with a bow were 
at first called “viole.” The violoncello (held between 
the knees) was termed “viola da gamba.” The in¬ 
strument held in the aims was known ae “viola da 
braccia,” the smaller instrument was called “violino,” 
the name “viola” being appropriated by the bigger 
alto. 
It was toward the end of the eighteenth century 
that Francis Tourte, a Frenchman, invented the mod¬ 
ern violin bow, a stick, bent, not toward the string, 
but away from it. Under this stick Tourte stretched 
the horse-hair, which, by means of a screw and nut 
(the “frog”) was given a high elastic tension, causing 
the bow to bite the string and press clingingly upon 
it. All the splendor of modern violin playing (the 
grand phrasing, staccato, brilliant, the long sweeping 
legato) is the direct result of Tourte’s bow. Bows 
of this manufacture to-day are valued as high as 
several hundred dollars. 1 
If a violin be taken apart, there will be found fifty- ’ 
eight separate pieces. ■ The back is made of sycamore 
in one or two parts, the belly of the finest quality 
of Swiss pine, the sides, like the back, of sycamore, 
in six pieces, bent to the required form by means of 
heated iron. The linings which secure the back and 
belly to the sides are twelve in number, generally of 
pine. The bass, or sound-bar, is pine, placed under 
the left foot of the bridge in a slightly oblique posi- 
The bar of the violin not only strengthens the in¬ 
strument, where the pressure of the bridge is greatest, 
but is actually the nervous system of the violin, ex¬ 
quisitely sensitive to external touch. The sound-post 
supports the right side of the instrument, and regu¬ 
lates the power and pulsation of sound, being, as it 
were, the violin’s heart. 
The bridge, neck, ebony finger-board, nut or rest, 
pegs, blocks, purflings, strings, and tail-piece, make up 
the fifty-eight constituent parts, to which must be 
added the button against which rests the heel of the 
There can be no doubt that the varnish of a violin 
affects the tone of the instrument, although it is a 
fallacy to assert, as do some musicians, that the 
form of a violin is unimportant, provided the varnish 
be good. This amounts to a statement that a com¬ 
mon violin may be made equal to a Stradivarius 
by mere varnish. 
An American amateur claims to have discovered in 
Italy a varnish used three hundred years ago by all 
fine wood-workers, not only for musical instruments, 
but for furniture. This is said to be the lost varnish 
used by the Cremona violin makers. 
The finest varnishes are of oil, and dry slowly; 
common, or “spirit” varnishes, dry quickly. A 
“spirit” varnish encases the violin as it were in glass, 
and gives it a piercing metallic tone. A fine oil var¬ 
nish must be given time to mature. At first, the in¬ 
strument is rather muffled, for the wood-pores are 
filled with oil; but as time goes on, the oil dries, the 
wood is mellowed, and finally is wrapped in an elastic 
covering which yields gently as it imparts its own 
softness to the tones of the instrument. 
If strings are not carefully selected, regulation of 
a violin is impossible. Choice should be made of 
those of uniform thickness. For E strings, take the 
most transparent; seconds and thirds, being spun 
with several threads, are never very clear. If the 
bridge and sound-board are weighted with thick 
strings, vibration will be checked, and the richness of 
tone due to the mellowness of wood and delicacy of 
construction will be lost. Strings covered with silver 
wire are soft and suited to old instruments; those 
covered with copper or copper-plated wire have 
powerful sound; those of mixed wire prevent a ten¬ 
dency to rise in pitch; a disadvantage common to 
all covered strings. The modern violin is heavy m 
wood; it needs constant use to wear down its crude¬ 
ness, and, therefore, finds merit in heavy strings. 
For high finish and purity of tone, Italian strings 
are best; next rank those made in Saxony, and third, 
those manufactured in France. The larger sizes of 
these last are good, but the smaller are not durable. 
English strings are cheap and uneven. Italian string 
manufacture is carried on in the open air, the beauti¬ 
ful climate doing the work that in less genial coun¬ 
tries must be effected by artificial means. Strings 
are made mostly from the intestines, not of cats, but 
of sheep and’ goats; the best, from those of lambs. 
Giuseppi Tartini, the great violinist, who, in the 
seventeenth century, founded a school for the violin 
at Padua, said to his pupils:— 
“Remember always that each string of the violin 
has an entirely distinct tone-color. The chanterelle 
(first string) has warm, piercing, vibrant accents, 
which lend intensity of expression to the melodic 
phrase. The second string is not so biting as the 
chanterelle, but excels in suave ideal interpretations. 
The third string is distinguished by incomparab’e 
sweetness. The fourth string is a contralto voice, 
with powerful timbre.” 
Gaspard di Salo, of Brescia, i,s the first name on the 
roll of the violin makers who, in the fifteenth, six¬ 
teenth, and seventeenth centuries, raised a rude craft 
to an art so perfected that modem makers have 
found nothing to do but humbly imitate, so far as 
known, the processes of the great masters. The 
Amatis transferred violin making from Brescia to 
Cremona, where, in 1644, was born Antonius Stradi¬ 
varius, immortal master of violin makers. 
AritonhiS- Stfadiuarius Crem-nidifth 
1 n . 10 
Stbadivahius’ Label. 
Stradivarius was tall and thin. On his bald head 
he always wore a white wool cap, below which hung 
a fringe of silver hair. Over his clothes was an apron 
of white leather, and, as he was always working, his 
costume never varied. To Stradivarius, the whole 
natural world was but a vast workshop for the pro- 
aSStl^fTerfected violins. The great forests on 
the hillsides; maple, pine, and willow, grew admunb.e 
wood for violins. Sheep and oxen were good for 
food but the really important thing about these 
animals was, that they yielded violin strings. 
The golden period of Stradivarius s life began at 
fiftv six when abandoning the methods of his master, 
Nicolo Amati, he originated the instrument known 
as the “long Strad.,” any authentic specimen of which 
now readily commands some thousands of dollars. 
The great craftsman was sixty-two years of age 
when he made the “Dolphin,” the chef-d'oeuvre of all 
violins, so named from the richness and variety of 
tint given by its wonderful varnish. The model of 
“the Dolphin” is perfection in solidity of construction 
and delicacy of finish. A genuine “red” Stradivarius 
can readily be recognized by its soft, velvety wood, 
the varnish just half-worn off the back in rough tri¬ 
angular form. 
Amati, Stradivarius, Guarnerius, Stainer, Bergonzi, 
were not content, as they labored in their workshops, 
with mere golden reward for their imprisonment of 
the soul of Ariel in exquisitely marked woods, 
molded into lines and curves of exquisite grace, 
and varnished with liquid gold. Each struck out 
boldly in an original line of his own, and thus at¬ 
tained for his violin a standard of excellence which 
is acknowledged by the enormous sums of money 
given now by connoisseurs for a violin which can 
affirm a pedigree from any of the great artisans of 
Cremona. 
Tartini the Paduan. 
Giuseppe Tartini, whose scientific method drew 
students from all Europe to the “School of the Vio¬ 
lin,” which he established in 1728, at Padua, was 
bom of noble parents, in 1692. 
Young Tartini studied law at the University of 
Padua, fell in love with a city maiden, was cast off 
by his enraged parents, fled to a monastery at Assisi, 
where, kindly received by a friar who was a relative, 
he devoted himself to study of the violin. Of the 
bourgeoise wife no more is heard, until after some 
time Giuseppe became reconciled to his family, and 
the couple settled at Venice. But it was while with 
the friars that, as Tartini himself relates:— 
“One night I dreamt that I made a contract with 
the dpvil. Taking up my violin, I said, laughing, 
‘Does your Satanic Majesty play this instrument?’ 
“ ‘I am not, perhaps, so skilful as you, good youth; 
but I am able to pick out a tune.’ 
“The Evil One took the violin, and played a solo, 
so weird, so beautifully executed, with such taste 
and precision, that I gasped with delight, and thus, 
breathless, awakened! 
exquisite sounds I had just heard, and thus arose tl 
Trillo del Diavolo, the best of my compositions, bi 
so pitiable, compared with the sonata of my dreai 
that if I had had any other means of livelihood, 
would have dashed my violin to bits, and abandon! 
music forever!99 
Tartini’s pupils, when studying this compositio 
always found its difficult passages of double shake 
“dmiement difficile.” The trillo del Diavolo is 1 
this day a favorite concert piece. 
Tartini chose Venice as his home that, wil 
Veracini, the director of the Conservatory in thi 
city, he might work out the theory of the bow in tl 
teaching of the violin; a theory which has new 
since his day been improved upon or altered. 
It was while absorbed in this study that Tarti 
discovered the “phenomenon of the third sound,” tl 
nature of which he develops in his “Treatise on tl 
0f , harmony.” The effect known as “tl 
, S?Un is the sympathetic resonance of a thii 
note when the two upper notes of a chord are plav( 
m perfect tune. 1 ‘ 
n„nu/°^d0^n0t hear the bass>” said Tartini to h 
aTl f th® thlrds and sixths which you are plavir 
e not perfect in intonation.” 
hnd\,!f *5? time °f Tartini’3 arrival in Venice, 1 
of the b 6 er?.:°d *ntr*cate effects by managemei 
correL ,L‘ke a11 violin-players, he merely fix< 
the S °/ lnto*ation with his left hand,’ whi 
his idea a r*Sht, bowing, embodied in sour 
iow elasK rT^™3’ % the stick of tl 
anl len„tbC’ J ni gained the 4htness, firmnes 
thatwerpnf0 SWeep’ flexibility, and brillianc 
his pupils H°r tihe admiration and the despair ' 
certainty r.t H • I” 03 for development of the swi 
certainty of wrist movement, which assures an e: 
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ecution enabling the player to follow out the slight¬ 
est gradations of tone, to mark all accents, and to 
execute legato, staccato, saltato, and arpeggio pas¬ 
sages with ease and certainty, are of present value to 
every violin student. 
“Your practice,” declares the master of the Paduan 
school, “should, at first, be confined to the true man¬ 
ner of holding, balancing, and pressing the bow 
lightly, but steadily, upon the strings, so that it 
shall seem to breathe the first tone it gives, which 
should not proceed from friction, nor percussion. 
“This effect is gained by laying the bow lightly 
upon the strings at the first contact, then gently 
pressing, which, if done gradually, can scarcely have 
too much of force given to it, because, if the tone 
is begun with delicacy, there is little danger of ren¬ 
dering it, later, coarse or harsh. 
“Of this delicacy of first contact, you must gain 
command in every situation and part of the bow, at 
the middle, as well as at the ends. The first exer¬ 
cise should be in swell upon an open string; the 
second string, for example. Begin pianissimo; in¬ 
crease by slow degrees to fortissimo; diminish to 
the pianissimo with which you began; all in the 
same stroke of the bow; with motion of the bow 
equally up and down. 
“Practice this for at least one hour daily, but 
at different times. This is the most difficult, most 
delicate, and most essential study in all practice of 
the violin; but, as a result, every degree of pressure 
upon the strings which may be demanded for inter¬ 
pretation will become easy and certain of execution. 
“Next must be acquired the light, pulsating play 
of wrist, demanded for velocity in bowing. For this, 
practice daily such allegros as entirely move in six¬ 
teenth notes. Be careful to play these notes stac¬ 
cato, separate and detached, with a little space be¬ 
tween every two; they should be played as if there 
was a rest after every note. 
“Care must be taken to practice first with the 
point of the bow; then, with that part which is 
between the point and the middle. At times the 
allegro should be begun with an up-bow; sometimes, 
also, with a down-bow, avoiding temptation to con¬ 
stantly practice one way. 
“To acquire velocity of execution, the student 
should be accustomed to skip over a string between 
two quick notes in divisions. Play thus every day, 
and ex tempore in every key. 
“For the fingerboard, or carriage of the left hand, 
study any violin part, playing upon the half-shift; 
that is, with the first finger upon G, on the first 
string. Keep on this shift, playing the whole piece 
without moving the hand from position, unless A on 
the fourth string be wanted, or D on the first. In 
such a case, return instantly to the half-shift, with¬ 
out moving the hand down to the natural position. 
You must continue such practice until you can easily 
execute at sight upon the half-shift any violin part 
not intended as a solo. 
“After this, advance the hand on the fingerboard 
to the whole shift, and when you have mastered this 
position, advance to the double-shift, with first finger 
upon B on the first string, then pass to the fourth 
position of the hand, making C with first finger upon 
the first string. This completes a sort of scale, and 
gives entire command of the fingerboard. 
“The third essential to the violin-player is the 
making of a good shake. 
“Practice the two notes succeeding each other, 
slow, moderately fast, and quick. Begin with an 
open string; sustain the note in a swell; begin the 
shake very slow, increasing quickness by invisible 
degrees till it becomes presto. If once you are able 
to make a good shake with first finger on an open 
string, you will soon succeed with second and third 
fingers. The fourth, or little finger, you must prac¬ 
tice with special care, it being the weakest.” 
As director of his violin school, Tartini spent the 
last half century of his life at Padua, where the 
greatest violin composers and virtuosos of the time 
journeyed to seek instruction from the greatest 
adagio player in the world. For, at the age of fifty- 
two, Tartini made a great change in the nature of his 
performance, suppressing mere technical skill in fa¬ 
vor of grace, delicacy, and breadth of expression. 
Pugnani, composer and violinist, held in great 
esteem throughout Europe, traveled from Paris to 
Padua, and was kindly received by Tartini. 
“Play for me, if you will be so obliging,” said the 
master. 
Pugnani tucked his violin under his chin, and be- 
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gan a solo with great force and brilliance. 
The old master leaned from his high-backed chair: 
“Too loud, my friend; too loud!” he exclaimed, 
holding Pugnani’s wrist. 
Again the virtuoso drew his bow across the 
strings; a breath, a mere whisper of sound, suggested 
the former passage. 
‘Tut, tut! Too soft, my good friend; too soft!” 
cried the old man, irritably. 
“Teach me, my master; teach me!” exclaimed the 
artist; and Pugnani began his musical education 
afresh, solely to acquire Tartini’s method of a com¬ 
manding sweep of the bow. 
In 1770 Tartini died, mourned by all Padua. In 
his last days he said of himself that he never made 
any real progress in music till he was thirty years 
Paganini’s Gttabnemus Violin. 
old, and achieved no true harmonious insight for 
twenty years later. 
Paganini, the Wizabd. 
A great night at the Grand Opera in Paris, in 
spite of the entertainment’s being a concert and not 
an opera. Boxes and stalls, filled with glittering 
occupants; galleries, a fringe of eager faces; every 
ear straining through dense silence; every eye fast¬ 
ened upon the stage, upon which a dark figure has 
glided, as if from some under-world. 
It is a tall-skeleton-like figure, in full evening- 
dress, black trousers draping the thin legs, the long 
arms hanging awkwardly. In one hand a violin, in 
the other a bow, both almost trailing the boards as 
the man comes forward, his progress a series of pain¬ 
ful contortions, by way of salutation to the audi¬ 
ence. Bi° hair is long, tousled, black; hi3 narrow, 
livid face corpse-like, as it comes within the foot- 
light glare; the meek, beseeching, half-animal gleam 
of brilliant dark eyes, from half-closed eyelids, stirs 
in the waiting Parisians a desire to laugh, checked 
by an impulse of pity. 
The man puts his violin to his chin, and, literally, 
strikes a single note from the strings, setting the 
orchestra off into a prelude of amazing force and 
vivacity. As the final chords cease to reverberate, 
the violinist begins with a soft streamy note of ce¬ 
lestial quality; then, with three or four whips of 
the bow, he elicits from his instrument points of 
sound as bright as stars. 
The player’s eyes sparkle, his long, bony fingers 
are flexible as “a handkerchief tied to the end of a 
stick;” his feats of execution are indescribable, free, 
as if conceived at the moment! But Paganini’s is no 
trick-playing; his limitless execution is no wizardry, 
but the result of hard work, study, and thought. 
His tone is thin, and charged with a vibration, but 
it is of absolute purity. Single and double har¬ 
monics; simultaneous pizzicato and bow passages; 
staccato effects; double notes; triple notes; wide 
intervals; executed with unerring precision; and, 
withal, such melting tones, that kiss and pout, and 
kiss again, and, blending in ecstatic union, die of 
bliss! 
But now rise sounds of demoniac power. Faint 
cries of anguish and discordant screams from depths 
where is no gleam of hope for tormented souls. 
Then, over all, the triumph chorusing of the 
“Blessed” in passionate aspiration. It is as if some 
devil-power, subdued eventually by a celestial spirit 
of harmony, lies behind the wizard violinist’s hand, 
to give such mastery of all styles of bowing, per¬ 
fected by such exquisite nervous sensibility and 
musical genius. 
A scream of astonishment and delight bursts from 
the audience: “Paganini! Paganini! Bravo, 
Paganini! Encore! Encore! Viva Paganini!” 
From a proscenium box a woman throws her 
jeweled fan upon the stage. 
“Encore, s’il vous plait! Encore, Monsieur 
Paganini!” It is the Princess Pauline Borghese, 
sister of Napoleon I. 
The violinist bows and stumbles awkwardly 
against the music-desk. The candles fall to the 
floor. The uproar redoubles. 
“Encore! Encore! Viva Paganini!” 
He strikes the string with the bow; the chanterelle 
(E) snaps. Laughter sweeps over the house. Again 
the bow falls. The A string breaks. A moan of dis¬ 
appointment arises; but the wizard violinist calmly 
improvises on the two remaining strings, a duo be¬ 
tween a pair of lovers. 
The beautiful Princess calls from her box: “Mon¬ 
sieur! Monsieur Paganini! You do such incredible 
things with two strings, that I’m sorry the D does 
not give way, that we might hear what miracle a 
sorcerer like you can accomplish on a single string!” 
COMPOSITIONS FOR 
Violin and Piano 
By TH. HERRMANN 
(Composer of the celebrated “Berceuse”) 
Six Little Pieces (ist Position) 
Op. 94. Canzonetta . . . , * 
Op. 95. Habanera (Danse Espagnole) 
Op. 96. Reverie 
Op. 97. Valse Caprice . 
Op. 98. Gavotte 
Op. 99. Tarantelle . 
Op. 101. Five Compositions 
No. 1. La Jolie Napolitaine (Petite Tar¬ 
antelle) .... 60 
No. 2. Brises du Sair (Valse Caprice) ‘60 
No. 3. La Capriceuse (Deuxieme Ma¬ 
zurka de Concert) ... .74 
No, 4. LeDesir (Romance sans Paroles) 60 
No 5. LeMascovite (Romanza Appas- 
sionata) .... .60 
Catalogue containing Portraits of American and Foreign 
Composers of Violin Music sent free upon application. 
ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT 
BOSTON LEIPS1Q NEW YORK 
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“Qu’a cela ne tiennel” replies the musician, and 
taking off the D, turns his violin into a monochord, 
and begins his immortal variations on the “Prayer 
of Moses in Egypt,” on the G alone. 
He takes the baritone voice as written; then the 
soprano voice an octave higher; and leads into the 
major part with triumphant power. As he plays, 
artists, such as Mayseder and Boehm, sit with 
drooped heads and tearful eyes, annihilated. Says 
Boehm:— 
“I should be lacking, not only in modesty, but de¬ 
cency, if ever I played again in public.” 
But away up in the topmost circle, a shabby old 
man mutters to himself: “For thirty years I have 
not touched my violin, but I’ll buy new strings, and 
have a go at it afresh, so that, ever so remotely, I 
may remind myself of Paganini’s heavenly playing 1” 
Cheering breaks from every part of the Opera 
House; men and women leap upon their chairs, 
shouting wildly; the gaunt, specter-like man bows, 
glides to the side-scene, and disappears. 
Nicolo Paganini was born at Genoa, in 1784. His 
father, of humble station, loved music, and recogniz¬ 
ing his son’s phenomenal gift, bought a cheap mando¬ 
lin, on which he taught the baby boy to play. Be¬ 
fore the child was nine years old he played in public, 
original variations on the popular air, “La Carmag¬ 
nole,” securing such approval that the father was 
stimulated to take the boy to Holla, the famous vio¬ 
linist. 
Holla lay ill in bed, when the poor father begged 
that he would permit Nicolo to play for him, and in 
a surly fashion growled refusal. Meantime, Paga¬ 
nini, left in the ante-room, picked up a violin that 
lay on the table, and began to play from a sheet of 
Holla’s manuscript notes of a new and difficult con- 
“What’s that?” thundered the invalid master. 
“That’s my eight-year-old boy, whom I’ve brought 
to you for lessons.” 
“If your boy plays like that, I can’t teach him, 
for he has no more to learn.” But Holla did give the 
young genius lessons in orchestration. 
Young Nicolo’s father became tyrannical to the 
verge of cruelty. He would force the child to prac¬ 
tice ten consecutive hours on a difficult fitude. 
Never were the practice hours less than twelve out 
of the twenty-four, and finally, so miserable was this 
life of incessant drudgery that Nicolo’s one -dea 
became to escape from his parent’s vigilance. At 
last his father permitted him to play at a music fes¬ 
tival at Lucca, and from that engagement Paganini 
never returned home, though he always sent his 
father a share of his earnings. 
He went from city to city, drawing crowds to his 
concerts, followed in the streets by superstitious 
mobs, who, awed by his weird figure and miraculous 
music, firmly believed that when he played, the Devil 
stood invisible at his elbow, and guided his bow. 
Paris, Vienna, Hamburg, all listened to, yet reviled, 
the wizard of the violin; but it was at Prague that 
he was refused permission to give a concert, until 
he printed and distributed in the streets a sworn 
statement from his mother that her gifted son 
positively was not the offspring of the Evil One. 
Anything more wild, ruinous, and exhausting 
than the life led by Paganini between the ages of 
fourteen and twenty is impossible to imagine. To 
study furiously, to play in public divinely, to throw 
away the proceeds of several concerts in one single 
hour at the gaming-table; to love with facile extrav¬ 
agance of passion, this was the boy’s rush along the 
broad path of destruction. The crisis came at 
Leghorn. 
The morning of the day on which he was announced 
for a concert he gambled away his violin. In despair, 
he begged a French merchant, an amateur of local 
fame, to lend him an instrument. Monsieur Livron 
owned a Guarneri del Gesu, reported one of the 
finest violins in the world, and generously loaned it 
to the reckless Nicolo. After the concert Paganini, 
mobbed and jostled by throngs frantic with admira¬ 
tion of his performance, hurried through the streets 
to return the precious violin to its owner. 
“The violin is yours!” exclaimed Monsieur Livron, 
“never can I profane the strings your fingers have 
touched!” 
It was upon this instrument that Paganini played 
at all his concerts. On concert tours, his luggage 
consisted of a shabby box containing the precious 
fiddle, and the violinist’s jewelry and linen. But 
the Guarnerius was once in danger. Paganini, in 
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spite of good resolutions, was beguiled by the Siren 
of Chance, and played away jewelry, watch, and 
money, until but thirty francs remained. 
“1 was determined,” said the violinist,” to risk my 
thirty francs, and, if luck failed, to sell my Guar¬ 
nerius, and go to St. Petersburg destitute, there to 
make a fresh start. The thirty francs shrank to 
three. Luck turned, my Guarnerius was saved, and 
the fright cured me of gambling!” And Nicolo used 
to add, quaintly: “Which I am now convinced is a 
pursuit degrading to a well-regulated mind.” 
At his death, Paganini bequeathed the Guarnerius 
to his native city, Genoa, where it now rests in a 
glass case in the Museum. 
At Bologna, when he was about twenty years old, 
Paganini met the love of his life, a lady whose name 
is lost, but whose charms kept the virtuoso captive 
for three years in a lonely country house. There, 
Nicolo devoted himself to love-making, and to study 
of the guitar, that being the lady’s favorite instru¬ 
ment, and finally returned to the world with twelve 
magnificent sonatas for guitar and violin. 
Paganini lacked the conceit in his own powers so 
common in artists. He threw into his playing, 
whim, contrast, reckless gaiety, frantic passion. He 
was dyspeptic, irritable, and eccentric to the verge 
of lunacy. He always talked to himself, when alone, 
but was taciturn in company. 
Like all men of highly nervous organization, he 
was keenly sensitive to enjoyment and to suffering, 
also to all atmospheric changes. During a thunder 
storm, he would remain silent, his eyes rolling, his 
limbs twitching convulsively. As years passed, he 
laid aside youthful follies, becoming almost niggardly 
in habit, though generous on impulse. 
On one occasion, Berlioz had just laid down his 
baton, after conducting his great Symphonic Fan- 
tastique, and was about to withdraw, amid applause 
from his orchestra, when a man, livid of face, fan¬ 
tastic of dress, eyes aglow with incipient madness, 
dragged himself to the conductor’s desk, threw him¬ 
self on the floor, seized Berlioz’s hand, and in vil¬ 
lainous Italian-French patois, exclaimed: “Ton es 
oun Dioul” 
Next day Berlioz received a letter: “Messieurs 
Eothschild have orders to pay to Monsieur Berlioz 
at i sight, twenty thousand francs, as a feeble acknowl¬ 
edgment of the happiness which his genius has con¬ 
ferred on his sincere admirer. Paganini.” 
The sanest emotion of Paganini’s life was his 
devotion to his little son, the undeniable proof of 
his affectionate association with the lady who was 
solo singer at his concerts. But after five years. 
Signora Antonia Bianchi’s temper became so violent 
that if Paganini’s professional career was to con¬ 
tinue, a separation became necessary. The virtuoso 
wrote: 
“Antonia was fearfully jealous! .For instance, 
ope day I was writing a few appreciative lines in the 
album of a lady (a great pianiste), when Antonia 
came softly behind my chair, read my few amiable 
words, snatched the book, tore it to pieces, and was 
so frightfully enraged I dreaded she would demolish 
me also." 
During Paganini’s tour in England, he was 
named “the Vampire of the Violin, who comes to 
suck money from our pockets,” by the very 
British public, who were periling their ribs in 
struggles for admission to his concerts. One of his 
triumphs was at Lord Holland’s house, where he was 
asked for improvisation on the story of a son who 
kills his father, runs away, becomes a highwayman, 
falls in love with a girl who scorns him, leads her 
to a rock, and jumps with her into an abyss. 
Paganini listened quietly to the suggestion, then 
requested all the lights should be put out. So ter¬ 
rible was his interpretation of the motif that several 
ladies fainted, and when relighted, the salon looked 
like a battlefield, from the emotion of the listeners. 
The Wizard, however great his magnetism, always 
respected his audiences, asserting; “I grandi non 
temo e* if umili non sdegno.” (I fear not the great, 
nor do I disdain the humble.) 
Utterly ignorant of everything but music, of which 
his knowledge was profound and exact, Paganini 
spoke no language but his own, yet during his pro¬ 
fessional tours he became the friend of most of 
the great musicians, painters, and poets of nis time, 
especially of Lord Bvron. 
Death vanquished Paganini at Nice in May, 1840. 
On the last evening of his life, he asked that the 
curtains be drawn aside that he might see the 
moonlight. Silver beams flooded the room, and fell 
upon a portrait of Lord Byron. Pagamm feebly 
motioned for his violin. Drawing a long note on his 
favorite sympathetic G string, a flash of enthusiasm 
lit up his face, and inspiration guided his hand. Ho 
illustrated the stormy, romantic career of Byron. 
Doubt, irony, despair mingled with cries of liberty 
and tumults of triumph, until the icy fingers refused 
obedience, and with deep sighing, the greatest violin 
virtuoso the world has known sank into his death- 
^ HUMORESQUES^ 
► * 
£ By ALFRED H HAUSRATH ^ 
“The Last Hope.” 
Mb. Gotchalk : “How did you come to take 
up music, Miss Strummer, may I venture to ask?” 
Miss Strummer: “Well, you see, I studied cook¬ 
ing, crocheting, and dressmaking, but couldn’t seem 
to understand any of them, so at last I decided to 
follow up music.” 
At an operatic performance in New York two 
elderly women were conversing in loud tones while 
the orchestra was working up a fine crescendo, which, 
as it approached the climax, grew to tremendous pro¬ 
portions of intensity, then suddenly broke off into a 
delicious and startling pianissimo. At this point 
one of the women fairly roared out, “My daughter 
makes lovely pickles!” 
Pabts His Voice in the Middle.—Singer (to 
amateur, who has been boasting about his musical 
achievements): “Do you know what I can do? I 
can sing two parts at once.” 
Amateur: “You don’t say! Well, that beats 
Nubseby Khymes (New). 
Play a tune in six sharps, a bonnet full of keys, 
Four-and-twenty scales mixed as nicely as you 
When the scales are practiced, the fingers seem to 
know 
Just what keys they ought to strike, and then they 
seem to go. 
I love little pussy, she sings in the night, 
And if 1 throw missiles I’ll put her to flight; 
So I’ll toss on my soft couch and lose some more 
sleep. 
And pussy and I our fast friendship shall keep. 
Teacher (patience-tried): “Why don’t you listen? 
Cannot you hear those mistakes?” 
Pupil: “I never could hear anything while I was 
reading, and if it is necessary to read, think, play, 
and listen, I give up. I thought listening was the 
teacher’s duty, anyway,” 
Lady (at the inaugural ball, to Pan-handle Pete, 
who is impersonating General Disturbance): “Have 
you seen Carmen?” 
General Disturbance: “Yes, lady; me bruddeFs a 
conductor.”—New York World's “Funny Side.” 
Junior: “Do you like Baeh?” 
Senior: “That depends whether he’s being played 
or played with.” 
The Simple Life. 
Said Mr. Sharp to Mr. Flat, “Your pitch is rather 
low.” * 
“Indeed, and yours is rather high, that’s why some 
hate you so.” 
Said Mr. Natural, “Cease your strife, for neither of 
you know 
The ‘Simple Life’ is all the rage, the natural is the 
eo.” 
—-* - uuu i, VUU oojeci \ 
the shouting of those children in the nursery?” 
Not any more,” answered Mr. Cumrox. «] 
sounds as good as some of ‘Parsifal’ to me.”—Was\ 
rngton Star. 
° MeilIyr.,th0t’S th’ foine pLnnyT>layer intoirely!” 
TT i'S -d ancy: Shure, an’ no wondher! Isn’t hei 
Uncle Barney a pianny-mover ?—Judge. 
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We will publish a new edition of two standard 
works of piano studies. One is the “One Hundred 
Recreations,” by Czerny, and the other “Diabelli, Op. 
149.” The former is the four books published in one. 
For some reason or another Czerny’s work never dies 
out; more of Czerny’s studies are sold to-day than 
possibly any other writer of pianoforte studies. 
These “One Hundred Recreations” are among the 
first, and are suitable for almost any beginner after 
leaving the instruction book. 
These four books will be bound in the style of the 
rest of the Presser Edition, and we will sell a copy 
postpaid for only 15 cents. This is less than the 
price that one hook would be sold for in sheet form. 
The edition has been revised and brought up to date. 
The other book is the reliable four-hand pieces of 
“Diabelli, Op. 149,” with the treble part on five notes. 
This also represents the four books hound in one. 
The pieces have been revised to suit modern ideas 
of phrasing and fingering. The book will be sold at 
the same price, 15 cents, postpaid. Cash must ac¬ 
company the orders. 
The “Coming of Ruth,” a cantata by Wm. T. Noss, 
has met with unusual favor with our patrons, and 
this month will close the “Special Offer” for the 
work. All choruses and choirs who are thinking of 
getting up a short cantata for an evening entertain¬ 
ment, will do well to examine this one by Mr. Noss. 
We are offering a sample copy very cheaply. For 
only 25 cents you can have a copy sent postpaid. 
The regular price is $1.00. Since we have published 
it a number of societies are enthusiastically at work 
in getting it up. This month will close the “Special 
Offer” for the work. 
The “Anthem Repertoire” is now ready and the 
special offer is hereby withdrawn. The advance 
copies of this work have met with a flattering recep¬ 
tion and we predict a continued success. While this 
book may be regarded as a continuation of our well- 
known “Model Anthems,” it differs somewhat. The 
anthems are short, melodious, and suited to all occa¬ 
sions. Some of the best-known church composers 
are represented. The pieces are of moderate diffi¬ 
culty and well contrasted in style and character; 
there is not a weak number in the book. It is a 
great advantage to have such a number of effective 
and generally available anthems substantially bound 
under one cover. Although this book is no longer on 
“Special Offer” we will be pleased to send a copy 
“On Selection” to any of our patrons who desire to 
make an examination of it, and we cordially recom¬ 
mend it to the attention of all organists and choir 
directors and lovers of church music in general. It 
is without doubt the cheapest book of the kind ever 
We will continue this month the “Special Offer” 
on the “Monarch Collection.” This collection is 
similar in size and style to our well-known and suc¬ 
cessful “Majestic Collection.” It is for mandolins, 
banjos, guitars, and piano. This collection can he 
used complete for a mandolin orchestra or for any 
combination of the instruments. The arrangements 
are by J. J. Eberhardt, a well-known performer and 
teacher, and the banjo parts have been supplied by 
Paul Eno, also well and favorably known; altogether 
something unusual may he expected from this work. 
The pieces are bright and pleasing, and the arrange¬ 
ments are effective and playable, well within the 
range of the ordinary player. The whole set of six 
parts, comprising First Mandolin, Second Mandolin, 
Third Mandolin (or Mandola), First and Second 
Banjos, Guitar and Piano, will he sent for 50 cents, 
postage paid, or one of the separate parts will he 
sent for 15 cents. The “Special Offer” will be con¬ 
tinued during this month, after which it will be 
withdrawn. Our customers who are interested in 
mandolin, banjo, and guitar music need not look 
elsewhere for material for their work, either in play¬ 
ing or teaching, since we are able to supply all de¬ 
mands. The “Majestic-Collection” was gotten out 
in deference to a demand on the part of our patrons 
for a book of this sort, and its success has encour¬ 
aged us to follow it with our new “Monarch Collec¬ 
tion.” 
The Etude fills the field of musical journalism 
just as certain well-known papers in the world of 
science, medicine, photography, public school educa¬ 
tion, etc., are known to do. No earnest, thoughtful 
teacher can he without the aid of a paper specially 
prepared for his needs. The Etude keeps in touch 
with new ideas and teaching devices all over the 
world, and gets reports from progressive, investigat¬ 
ing teachers everywhere. The well-informed, 
studious teacher is bound to have the advantage in 
the end, and The Etude helps teachers to he well- 
informed on all points of value to the profession. 
We are putting before the musical people a paper 
that helps the teacher, stimulates the pupil, and in¬ 
terests the music lover, thus widening the field for 
the teacher. Every home into which The Etude 
goes offers opportunity for some teacher. We want 
our teacher readers to urge upon their pupils and 
their friends the value of a musical paper like The 
Etude. A number of teachers now include a sub¬ 
scription to The Etude in their season’s instruction; 
others insist that pupils must read The Etude. 
Every teacher can get from two to five pupils to 
make a trial subscription. Send for our Premium 
List. It may encourage you to make an effort to 
secure a few subscriptions. 
We call to the attention of directors and those 
who may have in charge the matter of arranging 
music for school exhibitions and commencements the 
fact that we have a large and well-selected stock 
of six and eight-hand music, cantatas, choruses, 
glees, part songs, etc., for mixed voices, male or 
female voices, easy as well as difficult. We shall he 
pleased to furnish a package of pieces for examina¬ 
tion. Choir leaders can also secure a package of 
carefully selected anthems. Our new book, “An¬ 
them Repertoire,” will interest every leader. 
We call the attention of directors of schools and 
conservatories of music to the course of study for 
singers that we publish: “The Technic and Art ot 
Singing,” by Frederic W. Root, the eminent singing 
teacher of Chicago. It is a comprehensive course, 
beginning with that most necessary thing, sight 
singing, a point in which too many singers are lack¬ 
ing. The first hook is “Methodical Sight Singing,” 
in four parts, two of which are now published. This 
work is recommended for classes in sight singing in 
all schools; it is simple, and adapted to young 
pupils as well as to adult singers. The first book, 
in which vocal technic proper is taken up, is “In¬ 
troductory Lessons in Voice Culture,” Op, 22, which 
furnishes material for foundation work. The next 
work technically is “Twelve Analytical Studies,” Op. 
20, and in connection with it we suggest the high, 
medium, or low voice edition, Op. 24, Op. 25, or Op. 
20, respectively, of “Thirty-two Elementary Song 
Studies,” which is the preparation for the singing of 
songs. To accompany this course by Mr. Root we 
recommend the “Standard Graded Course of Singing,” 
by H. W. Greene, consisting of four hooks, each rep¬ 
resenting the material the average pupil can cover 
in one year in the way of vocalises. These have 
been selected with the utmost care from the works of 
the best composers for the voice. On account of the 
careful and logical arrangement by Mr. Root and Mr. 
Greene combined, they offer a fine course for schools 
and conservatories desiring to use a graded course in 
technical and artistic work, the completion of which 
justifies the granting of a certificate. We shall be 
pleased to send the full course to any teacher for ex¬ 
amination with a view to including it in the pub¬ 
lished curriculum of vocal study. 
We want all the thousands of new readers of The 
Etude to become acquainted with our Order Depart¬ 
ment and to know that we are conducting the largest 
mail order musio business in the world. Our busi¬ 
ness has grown to enormous proportions, simply as 
a result of our proven- ability to meet all kinds of 
musical wants with prompt, intelligent and courteous 
service. Our discounts to the musical profession 
and our terms of settlement are extremely liberal. 
If you are a teacher, and wish to take advantage of 
our'facilities for supplying your wants, write for our 
catalogue. The question of music supplies for your 
pupils can be greatly simplified through our “On Sale 
Plan,” full details of which will be sent upon applica¬ 
tion. 
In writing us, please do not fail to give your full 
address, including street number (if any), post office, 
county and State in which you reside. It is surpris¬ 
ing how many persons forget to sign even their 
names, especially when writing a hurried order for 
something wanted at once; it is needless to say that 
absence of a signature or an incomplete address will 
inevitably cause vexatious delays in receiving goods. 
Orders written with a lead pencil are always ac¬ 
ceptable, but we prefer those written with ink; 
, penciled orders, especially those written on postal 
cards, are frequently blurred by the time they reach 
us and more or less illegible; then, again, it is easily 
possible to overcrowd a postal card. Better use 
two cards if you have a larger order than can be 
written plainly on one; besides, we supply our pa¬ 
trons with order postals, free, for the asking. 
A Hint in Obdebing Music.—In sending for our 
sheet music do not take the trouble to write out the 
titles. Order by number, only, mentioning “Presser 
Edition.” The number can always be found on the 
first page of every piece, upper left hand corner. 
Also in our catalogue. Every teacher should have 
one of our latest catalogues for reference. Our own 
sheet music is kept numerically on our shelves. It 
will save us time if you give us the number and may 
make a difference of time in your receiving your 
All cheap classical editions of Litolff, Schirmer 
Library, Peters, etc., are kept according to numbers, 
on our shelves. It is only necessary to mention the 
edition and number. In ordering any of the cheap 
editions this will be a convenience for you and also 
for us, if carried out. 
In another part of this issue will he found the 
advertisements of quite a number of schools who in¬ 
tend holding a Summer session. The Summer school 
is becoming more and more a factor in musical edu¬ 
cation. It helps the teacher to refresh his knowledge 
during his vacation, and prepares the student for 
the Fall session. 
Several schools and teachers transfer their opera¬ 
tions to some resort during the Summer months, and 
thus spend a very pleasant and profitable season. 
They remove their studio, as it were, to some water¬ 
ing-place, where teachers and advanced pupils can 
come for both study and recreation. 
There are still two more months’ issues of The 
Etude in which it will pay those schools and teachers 
who intend holding classes during the coming Summer 
to advertise this fact to those who are most inter¬ 
ested. A fair-sized carefully written advertisement 
in the May and June issues of The Etude will 
greatly increase the membership of any Summer 
school. 
Exceedingly low rates are offered for this class of 
advertising. We should he pleased to quote these 
rates to any school or conservatory who may be in¬ 
terested. 
Send for the new Etude Premium List, revised 
and added to, with an illustrated sheet of a number 
of the more popular articles which we give, enclosed 
with it; altogether a rather attractive little book. 
It gives a condensed account of The Etude, its aims, 
contents, etc., talking points, facts to use in solicit¬ 
ing persons to subscribe, and thus earn, in a very 
ehsy manner, some of the many valuable hooks and 
articles, musical and otherwise, which we offer to 
those sending us subscriptions. Every mail brings 
us words of recommendation of the value The 
Etude has been in some particular ease; of 
the inspiration to some student; of the great value 
of the music printed with each issue to the music 
lover. 
We are willing to pay the persons who send us 
new subscriptions the most liberal amount possible, 
either in cash or merchandise. It is only necessary 
in many cases to send or leave a sample copy to get 
subscriptions. We furnish the samples either to you 
or direct to the prospective subscriber, free. 
We have two plans whereby it is not even neces¬ 
sary for the solicitor to send the subscription to us 
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LEARN PIANO TUNING 
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A Beautiful Number 
THE ETUDE 
_TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE. 
(Continued from page HI.) 
Quickly Attached to any Point of Corset 
SOU) Sr *11 FIRST CLASS PEttElW 
for Contralto, Baritone or Soprano 
DUSK (AN EVENING SONG) 
Words in English and German 
Endorsed by some of America’s Greatest Singers 
First Edition Only 25c. 
Money returned if you are not highly pleased 
Address 
EDW. C. MARQUARDT. Akron. Ohio 
of labor characterizes the preparation of the house 
dress, for instance, and the one to be worn before 
company, is noticeable as one result of this plan. It 
also corrects an error that is so prevalent in the 
minds of most students, namely, that studies and all 
technical material are dry and like bitter pills, which 
are only imposed upon them for much the same 
reason that medicine is given to the sick. While it 
may he admitted that benefit may result by faithfully 
following the physician’s directions, yet the bitterness 
is present, nevertheless, and in piano study the result 
of this error is a complete divorcement of the thought 
of music in technical material. The result of the 
foregoing plan has been to dispel this notion, and stu¬ 
dents are won to a practice of etudes because of a 
genuine interest in them. In some such way as this 
only can good work be secured, for a student forced 
to work on anything against his will derives only a 
small percentage of benefit from such practice. 
a Source of Inspiration in the Study of 
Music. 
We know there were some composers, notably 
Liszt, who were influenced in their composition by 
great paintings, so why cannot we, as teachers, find 
inspiration in our own work by the study of the 
masterpieces of the other arts? 
I spent some years teaching in a small town, and 
during that time gave hut little thought to the art of 
painting. While visiting in the nearest large city 
I attended an art exhibition, and was much impressed 
by one picture, so much so that when I returned to 
my work I tried to make my pupils see and feel some¬ 
thing of what I had seen and felt. I began telling 
my little beginners, who were working on Schumann's 
“Joyous Farmer,” of the picture I had seen of the 
peasant in the fields, his wife coming to greet him at 
the close of the day, the glow of the setting sun, the 
quaint garb of the peasant, the simple joy and hap¬ 
piness depicted. How the little ones smiled over it 
all, and the drudgery over that piece of music became 
longer a drudgery, but an endeavor to paint in 
tone colors that wonderful picture. At the great 
World’s Fair during the past summer, did any one 
of us feel the connection between the great works 
of art and those of masters of music? Did 
Corot’s “Gray Day,” with its subtly delicate 
and misty atmosphere, suggest a certain pre¬ 
lude of Chopin’s? Did Whistler’s subdued, som¬ 
ber coloring suggest the depth and repose of 
a Schumann “NachtstUck?” Did the delicacy 
and fineness of Burne-Jones suggest the clearness and 
delicacy that one feels in a Mozart sonata? To me 
there is an intimate connection between the arts of 
poetry, music, and painting, and it is an encouraging 
thought that we as teachers do not need to wait until 
our pupils have reached the higher grades of music 
study before we can begin to make them feel the in¬ 
fluence of ideal beauty. If we can only combine some 
poetic thoughts with the drudgery of their scales, 
wrist work, etc., what an aid it is in giving us cheer¬ 
ful, happy pupils, and lifting ug out of what would be 
otherwise colorless lives. Try to make children see 
a connection between being careful and clean in 
music, and being careful and clean in other things. 
Bring out and develop them along all lines. I have 
mind one 12-year-old boy, who, if he strikes a note 
harshly, says, “that sounds like an ugly dog barking.” 
Even discords suggest something outside of music to 
him. He paints pictures always, sometimes beauti¬ 
ful, sometimes ugly, ones. Let us then teach our 
pupils something of the lives of our great painters 
who have left great pictures, and thus gain in 
breadth of mind and soul for ourselves and those 
entrusted to our care.—Mrs. Harriet Webster. 
HOST ALL THE OLDER MUSICIANS AND SINGERS 
will remember the magnificent bass voice of Geo. A. Conly, 
and of his drowning with a fellow member of Mapleson’s 
Opera Co., while boating- on Lake George, N. Y. 
The beautiful BR0[(EN QAR quartette is in 
ETUDE READERS: You ought to have 
SWALLOWS’ RETURN, by Leander Fisher 
It is a brilliant and pleasing composition. Suitable lor 
Recital and Commencement Exercise purposes. IS Two- 
cent stamps will bring you a copy postpaid. 
M. M. LEIDT, - • 569 Main Street, Buffalo. N. Y. 
TEACHING TEACHERS 
HOW TO TEACH PIANO 
JOHN ORTH, 146 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 






Lyon 6 Healy 
Chicago 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 
EXCEPTIONAL ADVANTAGES 
CORPS OF ARTIST TEACHERS 
MODERATE FEES 
For Calendar, address 
_CHARLES A. SINK, Secretary 
QUSTAV L. BECKER 
Concert "Pianist. Teacher, Composer 
A large proportion of Mr. Becker’s pupils are themselves teachers. 
Send for circular with press notices to 
1 West 104th Street - - New York City 
The Leschetisky Method 
F. E. HATHORNE 
Pupil of Professor Leschetizky and FrL Prentner 
Thorough course in the art of Pianoforte Playing, with 
diploma. Send for circulars. Address: 
F. E. HATHORNE 
State Normal and Training School - POTSDAM. N. Y. 
INCORPORATED 1900 
THE PENNSYLVANIA 
COLLEGE of MUSIC 
M. P. MOLLER PIPE ORGANS 
If If you are interested in the purchase 
of a pipe organ of any size, it will be 
to your interest to write to us. Our 
organs have the endorsement of the 
most eminent organists and clergymen 
in America and are in use in more than 
700 churches and music halls. Speci¬ 
fications and estimates furnished free 
on application and satisfaction guar¬ 
anteed. If Correspondence solicited. 
For Catalogue and Full Particular*, Address 





~~ /OK' /m 
. Are You Interested In 
AMATEUR THEATRICALS? 
If so-CUT OUT THIS AD.—mail it to ut. 
Absolutely FREE of All Cost 
THE AMATEUR ENTERTAINFR 
Nothing Like It Ever Published Before. 
FREE for the Asking- 
TH6_CRESj TRADING CO. 
L15_WitinarK Boilding New York' 
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Whole Wheat 
Biscuit 
is so adaptable that it may be 
prepared in combination with 
other foods in a different way 
for every meal. For lunch¬ 
eon or dinner, it is just as easy 
to prepare Shredded Wheat in 
combination with milk, eggs, 
fruit, vegetables, chicken, oys¬ 
ters, lobster and hundreds of 
other things. The result will 
be something new, tempting 
and delicious with every meal. 
C. Of more importance is the 
fact that the Shredded Whole 
Wheat Products are the most 
healthful and nutritive foods 
known. They are made of 
the whole wheat berry, con¬ 
taining in healthful proportion 
every element necessary for 
building bone, teeth, muscle 
and tissue. <1, Write for 
“ The Vital S}iiestion Cook 
Book,” which we send free, 
and which eontains hundreds 
A HANDBOOK TO CHOPIN’S WORKS. By G. C. 
Ashton Jonson. Doubleday, Page & Co. 
This book is designed for the use of concert-goers, 
pianists and pianola players and is a kind of guide¬ 
book through the “Thoughtland and Dreamland of 
Chopin’s Kingdom,” to quote the author. The special 
value of the book consists in the brief account of 
each composition, its relative place among Chopin’s 
works, its distinguishing features, notes of any 
special point of interest attaching to it, with an 
epitome of the comments and criticisms that have 
been made upon it by all the great writers, critics, 
biographers and virtuosi who have discussed Chopin 
and his works. In addition there is a short sketch 
of Chopin; also a bibliography. A valuable work 
for pianists, teachers, pupils, and musical clubs. 
THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF PIANOFORTE PLAY¬ 
ING. By Tobias Matthay. Longmans, Green & 
Co. Price, 75 cents. 
This work is an extract from the author’s ex¬ 
haustive book, “The Act of Touch,” which was noted 
some months ago in The Etude. The present vol¬ 
ume is designed for school use, and includes two 
interesting and new chapters, “Directions for Learn¬ 
ers” and “Advice to Teachers.” We can recommend 
this as a most scientific yet withal practical and 
easily comprehended discussion of the conditions 
attendant upon playing the pianoforte; it is admira¬ 
bly adapted for the earnest, inquiring teacher, and 
especially for the student who may for one reason 
or another be compelled to do without a teacher. 
The “Directions for Learners” will be very helpful 
to such students. Teachers owe it to themselves 
to keep posted on the literature bearing upon the 
subject of piano playing. The author of this book 
is a well-known London teacher and a member of 
the faculty of the Royal Academy of Music. 
THE ART OF THE MUSICIAN. A GUIDE TO THE 
INTELLIGENT APPRECIATION OF MUSIC. By 
Henry G. Hanchett. The Macmillan Co. 
The name of the author of this work is familiar to 
our readers as a frequent contributor to the columns 
of The Etude, and we are glad to see this volume 
in which his course of popular lectures, is put in per¬ 
manent form. Dr. Hanchett’s public work, as 
pianist, lecturer, and specially as an educator, is 
known in all sections of the country. The present 
volume makes his work accessible to all, not limited 
to an audience here and there. Quoting from the 
preface is a good way to show Dr. Hanchett’s aim 
and the scope of the book. He says: “To give an 
idea of the reasons which prompt musical critics 
to approve or to disapprove of compositions, it is 
designed to emphasize the distinction between the 
real study of music and the study of the arts of 
playing and singing which has so long been mistaken 
for it. It aims to supply such information as should 
make concert-going more satisfactory, listening to 
music more intelligent. Technicalities have been 
relegated to the background as far as possible. The 
ability to understand musical notation is all that 
is presupposed of knowledge of the art. Some of 
the chapter heads are: “Art of Music,” “Materials 
of Music,” “The Germ of Music,” “Form Building,” 
“Classical Music,” “Romantic Music,” “The Test of 
Musical Worth.” We can heartly commend the book 
to teachers, students, amateurs, and especially to 
members of musical clubs, and teachers who have 
study clubs composed of the older and advanced 
pupils. 
SCHOOL SONGS WITH COLLEGE FLAVOR. Com¬ 
piled and edited by Leo R. Lewis. Hinds, Noble 
& Eldredge. 50 cents. 
A very admirable collection of music suited to 
high schools, with pupils of both sexes. The har¬ 
monization is such that the songs can be given by 
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass; or by soprano, first 
and second alto, and bass, an arrangement that is 
very useful when undeveloped voices of boys are to 
do the work. It is seldom that the tenor part can 
be satisfactorily sung in a high school chorus. As 
to the contents we can say that, along with some 
new pieces by leading composers, there are arrange 
ments of standard and college songs, such as “Annir 
Laurie,” “Hark, I Hear a Voice,” “Soldier’s Fare¬ 
well,” “Juanita,” “Jingle Bells,” Brahm's “Cradle 
Song,” “Integer Vitae,” “Laughing,” by Abt, etc. 
THE MUSIC OF THE MASTERS SERIES—TCHAI¬ 
KOVSKI, by E. Markham Lee; WAGNER, by 
Ernest Newman. Published by Brentano, New 
York. 
Two new numbers of this very useful series, con¬ 
venient in form, low in price and full of interesting 
and valuable matter. The teacher, student, or ama¬ 
teur who is alive to the needs of being musically 
well informed as to the masters and their works 
will be glad to have such compact, handy little vol¬ 
umes. The series when complete will be valuable, 
from a biographical and critical standpoint. 
BELL’S RECORD BOOK FOR TEACIJERS AND 
TIME CARDS. By J. H. Bell. Jas. H. Bell Co., 
Detroit. $1.00. 
A very complete reeord and system for keeping 
track of pupils’ lessons. For a full description and 
also note of a special introductory price see the 
advertising pages of The Etude. 
There are thousands of people who “hate classical 
music.” If by “classical music” is meant the work 
of all the greatest composers indiscriminately, then 
there is only one reason why people should hate it, 
namely, that they have not heard it properly. They 
have sat in a room where a symphony was being 
performed with the preconceived notion that they 
were not going to understand it; they have given it 
an intermittent and perfunctory hearing; and they 
have gone away with the perfectly intelligible convic¬ 
tion that they were not pleased. For to listen to 
music demands close and accurate attention. A tune 
does not remain in front of us like a picture; it 
comes, passes, vanishes, and, unless we have caught 
the tone and rhythm of its opening, there is little 
hope of our following the rest. It is like missing 
the key word of a sentence addressed to us in some 
foreign language which we imperfectly understand. 
We lose the point of the whole; but it would be a 
rash inference to say that the sentence contained no 
meaning.—Hadow. 
HEREDITY 
Can Be Overcome in Cases. 
The influence of heredity cannot, of course, he suc¬ 
cessfully disputed, but it can be minimized or entirely 
overcome in some cases by correct food and drink. A 
Connecticut lady says: 
“For years while I was a coffee drinker I suffered 
from bilious attacks of great severity, from which I 
used to emerge as white as a ghost and very weak. 
Our family physician gave me various prescriptions 
for improving the digestion and stimulating the liver, 
which I tried faithfully but without perceptible re¬ 
sult. He was acquainted with my family history for 
several generations back, and once when I visited him 
he said: ‘If you have inherited one of those torpid 
livers you may always suffer more or less from its in¬ 
action. We can’t dodge our inheritance, you know.’ 
“I was not so strong a believer in heredity as he 
was, however, and, beginning to think for myself, I 
concluded to stop drinking coffee, and see what effect 
that would have. I feared it would be a severe trial 
to give it up, but when I took Postum and had it well 
made, it completely filled my need for a hot beverage 
and I grew very fond of it. 
“I have used Postum Coffee for three years, using 
no medicine, and the change has completely cured me. 
During all that time I have had absolutely none of 
the bilious attacks that I used to suffer from, and 
I have been entirely free from the pain and debili¬ 
tating effects that used to result from them. The 
change is surely very great, and I am compelled to 
give Postum Coffee the exclusive credit for it.” 
Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich. 
There’s a reason. 
Look for the little book, “The Road tp Wellville,’* 
in each pkg. 
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SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOLS 
southern MUSIC TEACHERS 
en Daily Sessions. Class Instruction and Private Lessons, consisting of the 
CONDENSED COURSES ft 
Mason’s Touch and Technic 
and many new Touches not yet published, with the practical 
application of the Touches for Artistic Effects in 
personal playing and in teaching, 
COURSE IN PHRASING AND EXPRESSION. Round Table Talks 
and Daily Lectures on Musical Psychology and Pedagogy. Low Prices. 
Classes from 
June 27th to 
July 14th, at 
Dallas,Texas 
ADDRESS. LANDON CONSERVATORY 
'. LANDON. Instruc Box 873, DALLAS, TEXAS 
The Brookfield Summer School of Music 
H. W. GREENE, Founder and Director 
Combines the advantages of Special Musical Culture with a 
delightful Summer Home in a healthful rural New England village. 
Courses in Voice, Piano, Organ and Theory. Celebrated New York teachers in each department. 
Interesting Lectures and Recitals, Normal Classes, and Concerts, all of special value to Teachers 
and Students. Send for Illustrated Prospectus. 
Address H. W. GREENE, 504 Carnegie Hall, N. Y., or Brookfield Center, Conn. 
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, established iser 
Miss Clara Baur, Directress. 
FACULTY OF INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION. 
SPECIAL/ SUMMER SESSION 
NORMAL COURSE IN PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Location Ideal for Summer Study 
For Catalogue or S UMMER circular, address 
BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY. 
KENNETH M. BRADLEY, Director, North Clark Street and Chicago Avenue, Chicago. 
The Leading Conservatory of Music, Dramatic Art and Languages. 
SPECIAL SUMMER NORMAL, beginning June 26th, ending July 28th. 
„ . m „ BOARD OF EXAMINERS. 
Fannie Bloomfield Zeialer Mrs. Stacey Williams, Ottokar Malek, Georee Dasch 
Dr. Chas. E. Alluui, Frederick A. Stock, Francis Campbell, CarlTrueckner, 
Kenneth M. Bradley, Mme. Justine Wegener, Clarenoe Dickinson, Emile Leclercq. 
The Bush Temple Conservatory announces the exclusive teaching engagement of FANNIE BLOOflFIELD ZEISLER. 
Weekly Lectures on Orchestra Programs by FREDERICK A. STOCK, Conductor. 
Applications for Catalogs and Announcements, address to g, SCHMIDT. 
SHERWOOD* ALL BRANCHES TAUGHT 
W 1 * * 1 WW W l“' * SHERWOOD & BEACH. Managers 
MUSIC SCHOOL* wmeHAshtS Building’ Chicago, III. 
Wm. H. Sherwood Genevieve Clark-Wilson Arthur Bcrcsfor'd00'3-00"!^^1’^^^^''^1'118 
Georgia Kob.^ b_ Daniei P^heroe^ Eleanor Sherwood Walter Spry 
Lamperti Summer School of Vocal Music 
37 Y. M. C. A. Building, Portland, Me. 
ra. Ratcliffe Caperton is 
G B. LAMPERTI, 
-Address until June 1st- 
Oaontz School, Pa„ or 408 S. 18th Sl„ Phila., Pa. 
—-Later— 
COLUMBIA HOTEL, PORTLAND, MAINE 
MRS. HUGHEY'S 
Home and Day School of Music 
5096 McPherson Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 
_AU Branches and Instnaments. Fletcher Method for 
Children. Certificates suid Diploma.. Best Literary and Art 
Advantages in Washington University Schools. Travel in 
Europe ajid America, if desired. 
MUSIC-EDUCATION 
"Muaic teaches most exquisitely the art of development ■’ 
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO BOSTON * FIRST YEAR COURSES 
Summer, 1905 
I. Lectures. Education, Music-Education, 
Teaching, Elementary O line of 
,, System, Processes and Technique. 
11. Children’s Class. Illustrative demon¬ 
stration with children. 
m. Music Analysis. Elementary study of 
the rhythmic, harmonic and melod?c 
system of Music-Education. 
IV. Demonstrative Class. Practical dem- 
onstration, by the teachers, of the Drin- 
v e ?n,d processes of Music-Education 
,0; (Five Lectures?) 
wm be sent on application. Address ' 
CALVIN B. CADY 
511 Huntington Chambers, BOSTON, MASS 
5BRIGLI A 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
July and August 
NEAR PARIS, FRANCE 
Only Limited Number of Pupils 
For particulars address 
Mr. Perley Dunn Aldrich 
2039 Wallace St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The THOMAS NORMAL 
TRAINING SCHOOL 
Trains its pupils for teaching the following 




MANUAL TRAINING (Sloyd), 
PENMANSHIP 
For full information, address, 
EMMA A. THOMAS, Director, 
550 WOODWARD AVE., DETROIT, MICH, 
American 
Conversatory 




Lectures, Concerts, Recitals, etc. 
The American Conservatory Is the leading school i 
Music and Dramatic Art in the West 
Send for Catalog and Circular 
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, Presideu 
asbury park VOCAL SCH( 
(ASBURY PARK AND OCEAN GROVE, N. J.] 
June 10 lo September I 
Under the directorship of 
S- C. BENNETT, Carnegie Hall, N 
Voice Culture, Repertoire 
Lectures, Recitals, Etc 
The[.VfX?rk the most musical rammer resort in Ai 
nown^d sinS ator!°vaud orchestral concerts; the m 
etc inakeIi?t,s at numerous concerts, musical fei 
’ eita Biost desirable locality for music studei 
O n °nrT.erm<l aml F'**-ther Part icnlar., addr 
S. c. BENNETT, Suite 92-3, CARNEGIE HALL, 
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SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOLS. 
The Oberlin Conservatory 
of Music 
THE OBERLIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC offers unusual advantages for 
the study of music. 
926 Students last year. 
Faculty of 30 specialists. 
Large 3-manual Roosevelt pipe organ, two vocalions, and 10 pedal organs avail¬ 
able for organ students. 
125 pianos. 
It is a department of Oberlin College, and enjoys its intellectual and social life. 
Send for descriptive catalogue and musical year-book. Address, 
Charles W, Morrison, Director, Oberlin, Ohio. 
BRENAU CONSERVATORY 
GAINESVILLE, GEORGIA 
Will begin its SUMMER SESSION JUNE 14, and continue eight weeks. 
Best Advantages in Piano, Organ, Voice, History, 
Analysis, Composition and Pedagogy. Fifty NEW Practice Pianos. Elegant 
Concert Hall. Splendid Home for Students. 
Gainesville has THE FINEST Summer Climate in the South. Altitude 
1500 feet. Reasonable Rates. Address A. w. van hoose.I 
H.J. PEARCE, j Associate Presidents 
SUMMER CLASS AT CAMDEN-BY-THE-SEA 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY will receive pupils in Pianoforte Playing at his Summer home, 
Baymount Cottage, Camden, Maine, on Wednesdays and Saturdays,from May 1st to October 1st. 
SPECIAL POINTS IN TONE PRODUCTION, MODERN TECHNIQUE AND INTERPRETATION. 
CONDENSED NORMAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS. 
TRAININQ OF CONCERT PLAYERS IN MUSICAL ANALYSIS AND LECTURE-RECITAL WORK. 
TERMS: Private lessons, one hour, $3.00 each; private lessons, Address EDWARD BAXTER PERRY, 
half hour. $3.00 each; Class* lessons, four in a class, $1.50 each. Baymount, Camden, Maine. 
— American Institute of Applied Music 
(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC) 
Edgab O. Silveb, President. 212 West 59th Street, NEW YORK CITY 
Summer Session of Six Weeks for All Branches, Beginning June 19, 1905 
A Special Course for Teachers in the Pedagogics of the Synthetic Method 
Send for Twentieth Year Begins September 25,1905. 
d Catalogues. KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean of the Faculty. 
WIRTZ PIANO SCHOOL 
120 West 124th Street, NEW YORK 
SCHOOL FOR SOLO AND ENSEMBLE PLAYING, ACCOMPANYING 
AND THEORY. INSTRUCTION IN METHODS. 
CONRAD WIRTZ, Director Moderate Terms 
HORACE P. DIBBLE 
Has Removed his STUDIO to 
THE ODEON, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
FOR SINGERS AND TEACHERS OF SINGING. 
SUMMER OF 1905. 
THE 
NATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC 
AT 
ROUND LAKE, N. Y. 
(Near Saratoga ) 
Edmund J. Myer, Director, 
Assisted by a corps of Competent Instructors. 
OPENS MONDAY, JULY 10th. 
TERM SIX WEEKS. 
The National Normal Course; the only course of the 
kind in America. 
A Sixteen-page Illustrated Booklet, giving par¬ 
ticulars and important information, sent free to 
any address. 
Address EDMUND J. MYER, 
318 West 57th St., ■ ■ ■ New York City. 
Clavier Piano School 
SUMNER SESSION 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 
July 5th to August 12th, 1905 
A. K. VIRGIL, Director 
The continued demand for an oppor¬ 
tunity to study the VIRGIL CLA¬ 
VIER METHOD under Mr. A. K. 
Virgil’s directorship in the great 
Middle West has made it seem ad¬ 
visable to hold the Summer Session 
at Coe College,Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
A. D. JEWETT, Manager 
11 West Twenty-second Street, - NEW YORK 
Dingley-Mathews School of Piaoo 
3638 LAKE AVENUE, CHICAGO 
SUMMER COURSE 
FOR TEACHERS 
W. S. B. Mathews 
Mrs. Blanche Dingley-Mathews 
Lectures, Recitals, Children’s Work 
Mason’s Technics, thoroughly taught 
The Higher Literature of the Piano 
Dingley-Mathews System with children 
July 3-28, 1905 Full'^Lc±rer.»ti°" 
EAR TRAINING 
At Chautauqua, N. Y. 
JULY 8 - AUGUST 18 
For teachers in any department of music. Attention given 
to the Inner facts of music rather than the outward signs. 
MELODY-Hearing pitch an quality. 
HARMONY—Recognizing all chords and their relationships 
RHYTli M—Its relation to both Melody and Harmony. 
How to discriminate between the good and the common¬ 
place in music. Transpi sition. Memorizing. 
For particulars write to The Chautauqua Institute or to 
Miss Alehin, Cincinnati, Ohio. Station I. 
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A SYSTEMATIC AND PRACTICAL 
COURSE OF VOCAL INSTRUCTION 
The Standard 
| Graded Course of Singing [ 
By H. W. GREENE 
In. four books, each, $1.00 
THE work of voice trainers has been hampered by the lack of jj 
a systematic presentation of the necessary material in pro¬ 
gressive order, as is the case in piano instruction. Teachers r 
re forced to select a few studies from each one of a number of _ 
j works, requiring considerable work and entailing much expense t 






IN MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN. 
You can come to us and enter the 
regular training school or take our 
Complete Correspondence Course 
of sixty lessons -. 
This course is the most perfect in application ana 
execution of any course of its kind ever offered. Any 
music teacher can take this course by correspondence 
and teach it at once. Our method has never failed 
to give immediate results to the many who have taken 
it. The value of the kindergarten work is beyond 
question ; it is no longer a theory but an accepted fact 
that its training is essential to the perfect development 
of the human mind. With the Correspondence Course 
•we furnish materials and most minute instructions for 
sixty lessons. Write at once for our free illustrated 
booklet. 
SWEET=WHITNEY CO. 
999 The Gilbert, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
ILLUSTRATED MUSIC. STUDY 
Church Parsons System 
Special Summer Normal.- 
FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO 
July II to August 16 
60 hours in practical training with Mrs. Parsons in kindergarten methods, including illustrated harmony, ear training, technique, etc. 
Lectures and recitals by prominent artists. _ 
Mrs. Parsons announces the opening in September of a Girls’ Boarding Home for Music Students. Exceptional advantages for study in any 
branch of music, as well as careful chaperonage, are assured. 
Full Conservatory Course can be taken with Chicago’s leading Teachers. Normal Course with Mrs. Parsons. 
Early enrollment with application for room is requested. Send for descriptive booklets. 
Address Miss E. J. TAYLOR., Secretary, 610 Firve Arts Building 
DUNNING SYSTEM OF IMPROVED MUSIC STUDY FOR BEGINNERS 
Address MRS. CARRIE L. DUNNING, 225 Highland Aven... Buffalo, N. V. 
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Original Kinder¬ 
garten System in 
Fletcher Music Method * * 
H. M. FIELD, Leipsic 
EDWARD FISHER, Director 
W. O. FORSYTH, Metropolis 
SIGNOR GARCIA, Lond 
SIMPLEX AND 
KINDERGARTEN 
WM. CUMMINGS, Dir. GuildhaU School of Music, 
-” " T SSU England ^ ^ ^ ‘ 











Instruction for Teachers 
by 
Home Study 
Dear Miss Burrowes: 
I want to study 
your method thor¬ 
oughly and test it for myself. If 
I find it what I believe it to be, 
I shall heartily endorse it. I have 
taken up your method after care¬ 
fully looking over all the other 
kindergarten methods. I thorough¬ 
ly believe in kindergarten work, 
but I never recommend anything 
I do not understand and approve 
of myself. 
Dear Miss Burrowes: 
I am glad to tell 
you how much I 
like the Burrowes method. I 
congratulate you on the Manuals. 
They are so clear that I believe 
anyone fitted to teach music can, 
with careful study acquire a cor¬ 
rect understanding at home. The 
method cannot fail to be of real 
help to all who desire to give 
the best musical foundation to 
children. 
Rutland, Vt. 
Jan. 16 th 
Rutland, Vt. 
June 21st 
All Teachers are urged to 
investigate this method. 
Send for Booklets. 
Very sincerely, 
Mary T. Hamilton. 
Sincerely yours, 
Mary T. Hamilton. 
Address, KATHARINE BURROWES, B S02 Carnegie Hall, New York City; or Suile 5 B, Kirby 'Building, Detroit, Hich. 
Musical^Moments With Children KINDERGARTEN MVSIC 
ig in October, 
e courses lor Motners, Kiudergartners ana music rescuers. February, and lulv. CorresDond 
For circulars ao^terms, address MRS. DUSY FAIRCHILD SHERMAN, 
MISS JOSEPHINE 
505 Huntington Chambers, i 
i. JONES 
ston, Mass. 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
FOR 
OF 
176 TJ4E ETUDE 
THE HANCHETT CORRESPONDENCE COURSES 
IN MUSICAL ANALYSIS 
Comprehensive, Thorough Study of All that can be Expressed in Musical 
Notation. For Teachers, Performers, Directors, Writers and Pianola-users IP L AYE RS\ 
LISTENERS They Result in 
MUSICIANS REAL MUSICAL CULTURE 
teachers) 
Lessons consist of Printed Text, Illustrations, Test Questions, and Personal Criticism £nswers. 
TEXT BOOKS:—Standard Compositions; and “The Art of the Musician, a newivorkby 
Henry G. Hanchett (The Macmillan Co., New York. Price, $1.50, net; postage, 15 cents. Dis 
Subjects requiring the^Teaser to^flEAR the Student’s Work are EXCLUDED from the Correspon¬ 
dence Course. Send for Circulars. Address 
DR. HANCHETT’S MUSIC SCHOOL 
No. 40 West 85th Street, NEW YORK CITY 
Harmony Counterpoint 
TAUGHT BY MAIL 
NEWELL L. WILBUR 
S«l BUTLER EXCHANGE. PROVIDENCE. R. 1. 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 
School of Music 
COURSES IN MUSIC 
Leading to a Degree. 
LITERARY-MUSICAL 
COURSES 
With Studies in College of Liberal Arts 
and Academy. 
Higher Music School 
with University 
Privileges a.nd Aims 
preparatorypartment 
For Beginners. 
P. C. LUTKIN, Dean 
Music Hall, University Place and Sherman Avenue 
Grand Conservatory of Music 
68 West 83d Street 
The only Mnsio School, empowered by Act of the 
Legislature, to confer the degrees of Bachelor of Musto, 
Master of Musio, and Doctor of Music, and the kindred 
arts. Thorough and systematic instruction in all branches 
of vocal and instrumental music, as a science and as an 
art, by the most eminent artists and teachers. The full 
course leads to the degree of Bachelor of Music. The 
Opera Company and Concert Company are open to stu¬ 
dents for membership. 
OPEN All SUMMER Fall Term Begins Sept, agth 
DR. E. EBERHARD 
TWENTIETH YEAR 
Western Conservatory 
Steinway Hall, Chicago 
Principal Teachers-E. H. Scott, W. C. E. Seebokck, 
Clarence Dickinson, D. A. Clippingkr, W. W. Kennf/it, 
Geo. M. Chadwick, Herman Braun, Elbert N. Riplev,— 
with full stafi of competent assistants. 
SUMMER. SESSION 
Eight WeeKs-Jane 6th to July 29th 
The regular Faculty will be in attendance during the Summer 
Session and all departments will be open. 
Special Normal Instruction for Young Teachers 
For catalogue and full information, address 
E. H. SCOTT, President, Western Conservatory, Chicago 
Only 3 cts. For 3 cts. only we will mail you samples newaul'hor.Nfou will be delighted wuh 
them. They are good. Let us introduce 
i yon a new anthem writer who has genius in that line. Send 
cts. for postage on 3 sample anthems. 
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE, Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 
Also 41-43 Bible House, New Yobk. 
A BOOK OF UNIQUE CHILDREN’S SONGS 
For the HOME-SCHOOL-KINDERGARTEN 
MERRY SONGS FOR LITTLE FOLKS 
Words by WM. H. GARDNER Illustrations by JEROME P. UHL Music by LOUIS F, GOTTSCHALK 
Including Actions and Tableaux, Price $1.50 
THE most elaborate work ever issued by this house. The illustrations are by an artist of 
national reputation. Every page is illumined in three colors, the work of perhaps the 
finest art printers in America. 
The authors as well as the illustrator are ardent lovers of children. Every verse, every 
melody, every illustration is bright, original, and attractive; the humor is by turns quaint, nonsen¬ 
sical, and attractive. The work is considered by all who have examined it to he the superior of 
any book of Children’s Songs yet on the market. 
The songs are in the style of nonsense verses with catchy rhythms and jingling rhymes. The 
music is melodious and aptly fits the words, not at all difficult, and within the compass'of the 
child voice. The piano accompaniments are effective and characteristic. 
Numerous directions are given for the use of the various numbers as Action Songs and for 
the arrangement of appropriate Tableaux. 
There are in the book 22 songs suitable for all the various purposes to which a book of 
Children’s Songs could be put. For the home and school the songs can be sung with or without 
actions or tableaux; for kindergarten or exhibition purposes the actions or tableaux, or both mav 
be carried out most effectively. ’ y i  
TflEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 
HUGH A. CLARKE 223 
mus. doc“ south 38th Street 
i FRSONS Philadelphia 
RY MAIL IN HARMONY, COUNTERPOINT, ANfr 
COMPOSITION 
CAN HARMONY BE TAUGHT BY MAIL? 
_ _ -J learn to Compose a 
lend 2-eent stamp for tnal lesson I 
lave badj triaMessons^ 
nigh knowledge of tt 
-e -ce t 
i had 3 
Boston Musical Bureau 
Frank N. Robbins, Treas. 
Devoted entirely to Educational Interests 
Send card for book of Information 
Address, 318 Tremont St., Boston, Masi, 
WILLIAM ERHART SNYDER 
CONCERT PIANIST 
Teacher Teschetizky Method of Technique and Inlerprelation 
Director Piano Department Kemper Hall Seminary, Kenosha, 
Wisconsin 
Special Summer Course of Instruction at 
„ ___ f 64 Auditorium (by appointment) Chicago Studios j 350 wlnthrop Avenue (Headquarters) 
GEORGE LEHMANN 
Violinist 
Concerts and Instruction 
either Mr. Lehmann or his assistants, address: 
Hotel St. Andrew 
Broa.dway and 72d St., New York, N, Y. 
Philadelphia's Leading Mvislced College 
Broad St. Conservatory of Music 
1329-1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS. Director 




FOR. YOUNG LADIES 
A sound musical education from the foundation to pc 
graduate and normal work. The various departments urn 
the personal direction oi the following eminent masters: 
Gilbert Raynolds Combs 
Henry Schradieck 
Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doc. 
A department for Public School Music and its supervision 
has been established under Enoch W. Pearson, Director of 
Music, Public Schools of Philadelphia. 
Illustrated Catalogue Free Correspondence Solicited 
MENTION “THE ETUDE” 
FREDERICK MAXSON 
Organist First Baptist Church, Philadelphia 
teacher of organ, piano, and theory 
F'i.„?r?an Y-e?sons given on the Three-manual Electric O’®1”:?) Fust Baptist Church. Instruction in Harmony and Choir Tm* 
Organjsts' S Prepared {or Examinations of the American Guild of 
‘S S' 1612 Wallace Street, Philadelphia 
Over Sixty Organ Pupils have obtained Church Positions.  
CORRECTION OF MUSIC MSS. 
W A SPECIALTY 
ALBERT W. BORST 
Odd Fellows’ Temple, Philadelphia* Pa 
MUSIC SUPPLIES 
- BY MAIL TO - - -= 
Teachers, Schools, Convents 
and Conservatories of Music 
WE SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC 
PROMPTLY, ECONOMICALLY, and SATISFACTORILY 
OM'R SYSTEM OF DEALING 
Is worthy the attention of every buyer of music supplies in 
quantity. We ask consideration of the following: 
A catalogue of our own, made up principally of worka of educational value; 
every piece receives the closest editing. 
One of the largest and best-selected stocks of other publishers’ works. 
The most liberal •• On Sale ” plan obtainable, conducted by capable musioians. 
(Send for special circular.) 
Addressed postal card order blanks, thus prepaying your order to us. 
Satisfaction is guaranteed. 
Correspondence Is solicited on any subject in Music. 
PROMPTNESS.—Every order is filled on the day it is received. 
A large stock,—many efficient clerks,—a well organized 
system, together with the largest discounts and best 
terms, equip us to supply all schools and teachers 
in the country with everything they need in music 
TKHe 2>edre lDour XTrabe, or even a p°rtion of iL 
-—- An On Sale package of our latest com¬ 
positions will be cheerfully sent, to be kept during the entire teaching season, at 
our usual large discount given on sheet music of our own publication. This alone 
will be a great convenience to any teacher. 
PUBLISHERS of many well-known and widely used works— 
Standard Graded Course of Studies, by W. S. B. Mathews. 
Touch and Technic, by Dr. Wm. Macon. 
Works on Harmony, Counterpoint, and Theory, by Dr. H. A. Clarke. 
Foundation Materials for the Piano, Reed Organ Method and Studies, 
by Chas. W. Landon. 
The Technic and Art of Singing, by F. W. Root. 
First Steps in Piano Playing, by Theo. Fresser. 
School of Four-Hand Playing, by Theo. Presser. 
Thomas Tapper, E. B. P„rry, A. J. Goodrich, J. C. Fillmore, and many 
other equally well-known educators are represented on our lists. 
Sand for any or all of the following catalogues, free for the asking: 
Sheet Music by Authors. Sheet Music Descriptive. Bocks Descriptive. Modern Methods and 
Studies. Piano Collections, giving Index. Metronomes, Satchels, etc. Busts and Portraits of 
Musicians. Violins, Bows, and Strings. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, Dealer, and Importer 
1712 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia., Pa. 
TWO PIANOS 
Eight Hands 
The following list is a selection of the list of the liters-, 
ture for this arrangement, for two pianos, eight hands. 
We shall add other numbers constantly, including new 
compositions by the best foreign composers. 
Pieces of all grades are represented, so that teachers can 
take advantage of the usefulness of ensemble playing with 
even beginners. The list will be found particularly rich in 
brilliant and effective pieces for recital and concert work. 
Suitable selections will be made and sent on sale. 
The same liberal discount allowed as on our own 
sheet music publications 
BEETHOVEN. Egmont, Overture... 
-Turkish March. 
BEHR. Op. 443. Mitzi Katzchen. 
BELLINI. Norma, Fantasy . 
BOCCHERINI. MenuetinA  
BOIELDIEU. Calif of Bagdad, Overt 
ENGELMANN. Op. 270, Over Hill ai 
--Op. 307. Parade Review. 
-Op. 433, Grand Festival March .... 
GOUNOD. March and Soldiers’ Chon 
GOUNOD-BACH. Ave Maria . 
HEROLD. Zampa, Overture  
K&LER BELA. Op. 73, Lustspiel, Ov 
KONTSKI, de. Awakening of the Lio 
-Op. 369, Persian March. 
KOWALSKI. Op. 13, Hungarian Mar 
KRAMER. Op. 9, Jubelfeier, Polonais 
KUCKEN. Op. 72, Fest-Polonaise....... 
LACHNER. March from Suite Op. 11 
LISZT. Op. 12, Grand Gaiop Chroma 
-Rakoczy March... 
-Second Hungarian March. 
-Hungarian Rhapsodie No. 2 . 
-War 1 of tt 
-Wedding Mar. 
MILDE. Op. 10, Galop de Concert. 
MOSZKOWSKI. Op. IS, Serenala. 
MOZART. Magic Flute, Overture. 
NESVADBA. Op. 7, Loreley. 
NICOLAI. Merry Wives of Windsor, Ov. 
RAFF. Op. 174, No. 6, Polka . 
ROSSINI. Barber^of Seville^ Overture. 
-- Barber of Seville, Fantasy. 
-Semiramide, Overture . 
-Tancredi, Overture. 
-William Tell, Overture. 
RUBINSTEIN. Trot de Cavalerie. 
ST. SAENS. Op. 40, Danse Macabre . 
SCHMIDT. Op. 9, Polonaise No. 1. 
-Op. 32, Polonaise No. 2.... 
SCHUBERT. Op. 51, No. 1, Marche Milil 
-Op! 78, No. 3, Menuct  
-Rosamunde, Overture . 
-Rosamunde, Ballet Music. 
SCHULHOFF. Op. 6, Valse Brillante, E 
-Op. 20, Valse Brillante, D fiat. 
SCHUMANN. Op. 82, No. 3, Hunting So 
-Op. 124, No. 16, Slumber Song . 
SP1NDLER. Op. 140, No. 3, Charge of Hi 






-Meistersinger, Overture . 
-Ride of the Valkyries . 
-•'Spinning Song, “ Flying I 
-Tannhauser, Overture .... 
-Tannhauser, March and C 
WEBER. Euryanthe, Overtu 
-Freischutz, Fantasy. 
-Invitation to the Dance ... 
-Oberon, Overture . 
-Oberon, Fantasy. 
We have just as large and valuable lists for 
TWO PIANOS—FOUR HANDS. 
SIX HANDS. 
Lists on application. Discounts the same. 
THEO. PRESSER 
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
The Reign of the 
Knabe 
Piano 
began in 1837 
Every year new subjects acknowledge 
Its supremacy In the world of music 
Write for Catalogue 
WM. KNABE & CO. 
WASHINGTON 
There are Many Imitations of 
Baker’s Cocoa 
Baker’s Chocolate 
Don V be misled by them! 
Our trade-mark is on every package 
of genuine goods. Under the 
decisions of several United States 
Courts, no other chocolate or 
cocoa than Walter Baker & 
Co.’s is entitled to be sold as 
“Baker’s Cocoa” or “Baker’s 
Chocolate.” 
Our handsomely illustrated 
recipe book sent free. 
Walter Baker & Co., Ltd. 
Established 1780 Dorchester, Massachusetts 
45 Highest Awards in Europe and America 
Thousands of Testimonials 
Teachers Everywhere, 
Attest to the Practical Value of the 
Standard Graded 
Course of Studies 
FOR. THE PIANOFORTE 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS 
The leading musical writer and educator of the present time. 
10 Grades 10 Volumes $1.00 Each 
Sheet Music Form. Our usual Discount allowed. 
Standard studies, arranged in progressive order, selected from the 
best composers, for the cultivation of 
TECHNIC, TASTE and SIGHT READING 
carefully edited, fingered, phrased and annotated, with complete 
directions for the application of Mason’s “System of Touch and 
Technic” for the production of a modern style of playing. 
SEND FOR ANY OR ALL OF THE VOLUMES ON INSPECTION 
When ordering, mention, the PRESSER edition, as 
there are other works with similar names on the market. 
THEO. PRESSER sasg Phila., Pa. 
Ivers & Pond 
PIANOS 
You should examine these 
masterpieces of artistic pi¬ 
ano construction before you 
buy. Connoisseurs quickly 
detect the superiority of 
their tone quality and the 
delicacy and perfection of 
their action touch. In these 
essential conditions the lat¬ 
est Ivers & Pond models 
approach perfection. The 
compound bent wood sounding-board bridge and the agraffe con¬ 
struction are recent improvements that greatly enhance the 
vibration and tune-staying qualities of these pianos. A new 
catalogue picturing and describing our 1905 models, the most 
perfect musically and beautiful - architecturally we have ever 
made' will be sent free. 
PRICES sTe the lowest consistent with best quality. 
, will mail you our price list if no dealer 
pl??os 111 Tour locality. Easy payments wherever 
you live. May we submit our proposition, which includes 
horn63’ t&S? W7"161115’ sending Pianos for trial in your 
IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY, 
141 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass. 
vosepiANos V VOSE A SONS frfrSwjjS. ihwJSfS oif rvosEV' ^w'Tr'id 
